Against Egypt (Chapters 29-32)
As a Doomed Monster (29:1-16)

29:1 In the tenth year, in the tenth month, on (the) twelfth (day) to the month YHWH’s
Word was / came to me saying: 29:2 Son of Adam / Humanity, set your face(s) against Pharaoh,
king of Egypt; and prophesy against him, and against Egypt, all of it. 29:3 Speak! And you
shall say, In this way my Lord YHWH spoke: Look at Me, against you, Pharaoh, king of Egypt,
the serpent / dragon / sea monster, the great one, the one lying in (the) midst of his streams /
canals, who said, My Nile belongs to me, and I, I made (it) for myself! 29:4 And I will give /
place hooks in your jaws; and I will cause (the) fish of your streams / canals to stick on your
scales. And I will take you up from (the) midst of your streams / canals, and every fish of your
streams / canals--on your scales it (the fish) will stick; 29:5 and I will leave you in the desert, you
and every fish of your streams / canals; upon (the) surface of the field you will fall; you will not
be gathered up, and you will not be collected; to (the) wild animals of the land, and to bird(s) of
the heavens, I have given you for food / devouring! 29:6 And all inhabitants of Egypt will know
that I (am) YHWH. Because of their being a reed staff to Israel’s house: 29:7 when they grasp
on you with the hand, you will break; and you will break for them every shoulder. And when
they lean upon you, you will be broken; and you will cause all their waists to stand still. 29:8
Therefore, in this way my Lord YHWH spoke: Look at Me, bringing upon you a sword; and I
will cut off from you human(s) and animal(s)! 29:9 And the land of Egypt will become a
desolation and a waste. And they will know that I (am) YHWH. Because he said, (The) Nile
belongs to me, and I made (it). 29:10 Therefore, Look at Me– against you and against your
streams / canals; and I will give / make (the) land of Egypt into a desolated desolation--a devastation from Migdol (to) Sewene, and as far as (the) border of Ethiopia. 29:11 A foot of a human
will not cross through it, and an animal’s foot will not cross through it; and it will not be dwelled
(in for) forty year(s). 29:12 And I will give / make (the) land of Egypt a devastation in (the)
midst of lands, devastations; and her cities in (the) midst of cities laid waste. They will be a
devastation (for) forty year(s); and I will scatter Egyptians among the nations--and I will scatter /
disperse them among the lands. 29:13 Because in this way my Lord YHWH spoke: At (the) end
of forty years, I will gather (the) Egyptians from the peoples where they were scattered. 29:14
And I will return Egypt’s captivity; and I will return them (to) Pathros-land, upon (the) land of
their origin. And they will be there, a lowly kingdom. 29:15 From [compared to] the kingdoms
it will be low; and it will not lift itself again over / above the nations; and I will make them small,
so as not to rule in / over the nations. 29:16 And it will not again be to Israel’s house (the object
of) confidence / trust, causing remembrance of iniquity in turning to them, following after them;
and they will know that I (am) my Lord YHWH!
Egypt As Payment to Nebuchadnezzar in Place of Tyre (29:17-21)
29:17 And it happened in (the) twenty-seventh year, in the first (month), on (day) one to
/ of the month, YHWH’s Word was / came to me, saying: 29:18 Son of Adam / Humanity, Nebuchadhretstsar, king of Babylon caused his army to serve, a great labor to / at Tyre. Every head
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was made bald, and every shoulder was made bare--and there was no pay to him and to his army
from Tyre over / for the labor which he / it labored over it. 29:19 Therefore in this way my Lord
YHWH spoke: Look at Me–giving to Nebukhadhretstsar, king of Babylon, (the) land of Egypt;
and he will carry off its wealth, and spoil its spoil, and plunder its plunder; and it will be pay for
his army--29:20 his recompense / payment which he labored in / for it, I have given to him (the)
land of Egypt because they worked for Me! (It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH. 29:21 In that
day, I will cause to sprout up a horn for Israel’s house; and to you, I will give opening of mouth
in their midst; and they will know that I (am) YHWH!
29:11569
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Rabbi Fisch comments that “After Tyre comes the prophecy against Egypt extending over four
chapters, 29-32. Though this first prophecy against Egypt, in the tenth year and tenth month, is dated
about seven months earlier than that against Tyre, the latter is placed here first in the [Scroll] because its
fulfilment preceded the Egyptian defeat...
“The second prophecy against Egypt is dated twenty-seven years from the accession to the throne
by Nebuchadnezzar. The following two [?] prophecies are dated the eleventh year, the year of the
destruction of Jerusalem, and two in the twelfth year. The oracle against Egypt is exceedingly fierce and
elaborate because of her importance as a world power and her influence upon Israel which was
particularly evil...
“Egypt’s sin was twofold. Her arrogance was notorious and her role in the history of Israel was
that of a deceiver. As a great power, she succeeded in subjugating Israel politically and imposing upon
him an alliance which proved to be, in the prophet’s words, a broken reed, and a calamity in his foreign
relations. The alliance was constantly denounced by the prophets not only as a political delusion, but
also as a factor in weakening Israel’s reliance upon God. This reed must therefore be destroyed forever
[is this the case? Or is Egypt only predicted to be a minor power in the future? See verses 13-16, where
YHWH promises to restore the fortunes of Egypt and return them to their home after being scattered for
forty years, to be a lowly kingdom]...
“In conclusion the prophet raises a dirge over the doomed Pharaoh, and in graphic language
pictures his descent to the nether-world where he joins the company of other
fallen tyrants.” (P. 195)
Reimer entitles 29:1-32:32 “Oracles Against Egypt.” He comments that “The seventh and last of
the nations to be addressed, Egypt (like Tyre) receives seven oracles, clarified structurally by the date
formula that heads all but one of them (30:1 is the exception)...The Egyptian oracles equal in bulk the
rest of the collection in chapters 25-28. If the chief interest in Tyre was economic, the leading issue for
Egypt is military power. As seen in chapters 17 and 19, Egypt was still closely bound up with Judean
(continued...)
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affairs at this time...The Egyptian king during the period covered by these oracles was Hophra (reigned
589-570 B.C.E.), named in the Old Testament only in Jeremiah 44:30. His aspirations over this region
were instrumental in fomenting Zedekiah’s rebellion against Babylon. This accounts both for the belief
that Judeans fleeing Babylonian reprisals would find safety in Egypt (Jeremiah 42-43) and Ezekiel’s
condemnation of Egypt’s opposition to the Babylonians, who wielded the sword of [YHWH’s] wrath.”
(P. 1544)
Matties states that “Egypt had been either a threat or a temptation to Israel for centuries. Isaiah
had warned about reliance on Egypt for military help (Isaiah 30:1-2; 31:1). Although Pharaoh Hophra
intervened while Nebuchadnezzar was besieging Jerusalem (Jeremiah 37:5-8), Jeremiah warned against
the dangers of fleeing to Egypt (Jeremiah 42:1-22) and predicted that Hophra would be captured by
Nebuchadnezzar (Jeremiah 44:30).” (P. 1199)
Darr comments that “Ezekiel devotes seven oracles to Egypt, the seventh and last nation
condemned in chapters 25-32...Like Tyre, also the subject of seven denunciations, Egypt elicited
Ezekiel’s ire in part because of its ability to withstand Babylonian imperial expansion. From the
prophet’s perspective, Nebuchadrezzar and his forces were Yahweh’s instruments of punishment against
not only Judah, but also Ammon, Moab, Edom, Philistia, Tyre, Sidon, and Egypt. Egyptian resistance,
coupled with its policy of encouraging these other nations to rebel against their Babylonian overlord,
defied God’s plans for their present and future. In particular, Egyptian promises of military assistance
tempted Judah to place its trust in an entity other than Yahweh.
“Nebuchadrezzar’s siege against Jerusalem (‘in the ninth year,’ 24:1) has been underway for a
year; that city will fall approximately six months later...Ezekiel’s initial prophecy, a two-part proof saying initiated by the ‘summons to a duel’ formula (‘I am against you’...addresses not only ‘Pharaoh, king
of Egypt,’ but also ‘all Egypt’ (its land and inhabitants, verse 2). Again, this master of metaphor takes
up a familiar and apropos trope, depicting Pharaoh as ‘the great crocodile’ (NRSV, ‘dragon’; NIV
‘monster’) sprawled in the midst ot his Nile canals. As in 28:2, so here, a foreign ruler betrays, by way
of an ostensible quotation, a pride so great as to invite Yahweh’s punishment (verse 3b). The crocodile’s sense of power and safety is destroyed in two swift strokes as God, the Mighty Hunter, sets hooks
in its jaws, draws it–along with the fish sticking to its scales–from its Nile canals, and hurls it to certain
death in the desert. The ultimate goal of Yahweh’s successful hunt is that all of Egypt’s inhabitants
might recognize and acknowledge God’s unparalleled power and control of history, which extends
beyond Israel to include even this great world empire...
“Verses 9b-16 consist, first, of further elaboration upon the wholesale devastation of Egypt’s
land and cities...Remarkably, verses 13-16 look beyond punishment to speak of the partial restoration of
Egypt–a promise nowhere found in Ezekiel’s oracles against other foreign nations. Though Yahweh
plans to restore Egypt’s fortunes, its territory will be reduced to the land of Pathros–that is, Upper, or
(continued...)
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southern, Egypt (verse 14). The ‘most lowly of the kingdoms,’ it will never again be able to tempt Israel
with empty promises of aid.” (Pp. 261-262)
Reimer entitles 29:1-16 “Against Pharaoh.” He comments that “The two leading charges against
Egypt come out clearly in this initial trio of oracles. Verses 1-6a portray the hubris [pride] of Egypt

]

putting itself in the place of [hwI©hy> yn"ådoa, ‘my Lord YHWH’], while verses 6b-9a condemn it for its
part in the destruction of Judah. The third section returns to the charge of hubris [pride] and subjects
Egypt in a more extended way to the retributive hand of [YHWH]...
“The date of these prophecies in verse 1, under which these oracles are gathered, equates to
January 587 B.C.E., just after Babylon laid siege to Jerusalem, and after Hophra came to power in Egypt.
In several prophecies, including this one, [YHWH] shows Ezekiel what was happening hundreds of
miles away (see Ezekiel 24:2).” (P. 1544)
Hilmer notes that this date, January 7, 587 B.C.E., is “the sixth date in Ezekiel (see 1:2; 8:1;
20:1; 24:1; 26:11). This is the first of seven oracles against Egypt, all of which are dated, except one
(30:1). They represent Divine and prophetic anger at Egypt’s actions (or non-actions) at this time.” (P.
1266)
Matties comments on 29:1-16 that “Ezekiel begins by castigating Pharaoh’s pride. Each of the
two parts of the oracle begin with Pharaoh’s Divine claim to be creator of the Nile (verses 3, 9b).” (P.
1199)
Rabbi Fisch entitles verses 1-16 “Allegory of Egypt’s Doom and its Interpretation.” He comments that the phrase “in the tenth year” means the tenth year “of the reign of Zedekiah, about seven
months before the fall of Jerusalem, 586 B.C.E. There were several prophecies by Ezekiel against Egypt
delivered at various times later than the tenth year of the reign of Zedekiah. They are grouped together
in one series, though the first of them is dated before that concerning Tyre in chapter 26.” (P. 195)
Reimer notes on verses 1-6a that “Ezekiel delivered this oracle against Pharaoh king of Egypt,
soon after Hophra ascended the throne (in 589 B.C.E.).” (P. 1544)
Darr entitles these verses “The Death of the Great Crocodile.” She comments that “Ezekiel must
‘set his face against’ Pharaoh king of Egypt (the phrase, denoting a hostile gesture, is unique to Ezekiel)
...He then casts Egypt’s king as a menacing creature, ‘the great tannim, ‘serpent,’ ‘dragon,’ ‘sea monster.’ In some contexts, this noun designates the primeval chaos dragon defeated by Yahweh (see, e.g.,
Job 7:12; Psalm 74:13; Isaiah 51:9)... Here, most commentators agree, Ezekiel speaks of the Nile
crocodile...Suddenly, certain fearsome traits of Pharaoh are foregrounded: he is menacing, voracious, a
predator before whom others flee...In a hymn to Thutmose III in which Amun says of Pharaoh’s foes: ‘I
(continued...)
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vd<xo+l; rf'Þ[' ~ynEïv.Bi yrI§fi[]B' tyrIêyfi[]h' ‘hn"VB' ;
In the tenth year, in the tenth month, on (the) twelfth (day) to the month

`rmo)ale yl;îae hw"ßhy>-rb;d> hy"ïh'
YHWH’s Word was / came to me saying:
29:2

~yIr"+c.mi %l,m,ä h[oßr>P;-l[; ^yn<ëP' ~yfiä ~d"§a-' !B,
Son of Adam / Humanity, set your face(s) against Pharaoh, king of Egypt;1570
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(...continued)
have made them see your majesty as a crocodile, Lord of fear in the water, unapproachable...So here
Ezekiel quotes a boast of the presumptuous ruler: ‘My Nile is my own; I made it for myself...Ancient
readers familiar with the enormous waterworks systems constructed by Egypt’s pharaohs to regulate the
inundation of the Nile as it flowed north, and perhaps with Necho’s construction of a canal linking the
river with the Red Sea, might interpret Pharaoh’s braggadoccio [boastful or arrogant behavior] in the
light of that knowledge...
“With verse 4, Ezekiel, in effect, flips the crocodile metaphor over to reveal its soft underbelly.
Despite its ostensible security, the creature is vulnerable. With baited hooks, Yahweh will snare the
beast, drawing it out of its canals. Herodotus describes a crocodile hunt: ‘The hunter baits a hook with a
chine of pork [a squarish area across the backbone between the shoulder blades that holds tender meat],
and lets it float into the middle of the river; he himself stays on the bank with a young live pig, which he
beats. Hearing the cries of the pig, the crocodile goes after the sound and meets the chine, which it swallows; then the hunters pull the line [Herodotus 2.70]...
“The fish sticking to the crocodile’s scales share its fate. The image is a bit bizarre; perhaps the
fish represent the Egyptians, or, more specifically, Pharaoh’s army. More likely, they represent neighboring nations which, like Judah, have clung to Egyptian promises of military assistance...
“Such a fate would horrify Egyptian rulers, who expended enormous energy and resources on
royal tombs in order to ensure their safe passage into the afterlife... Exploiting the weakness implicit in a
familiar image and matching metaphor and mode of punishment with deadly perfection, the prophet
depicts YHWH’s utter destruction of a presumptuous monarch.” (Pp. 264-265)
1570

Rabbi Fisch notes the Pharaoh here is “Hophra, named in Jeremiah 44:30. He was the fourth
king of the twenty-sixth dynasty who reigned from 589 to 570 B.C.E.” (P. 196)
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wyl'ê[' abeäN"hiw>
and prophesy against him,

`HL'(Ku ~yIr:ßc.mi-l[;w>
and against Egypt, all of it.
29:3

T'ør>m;aw' > rBe’D:
Speak! And you shall say,

hwI©hy> yn"ådoa] Ÿrm:åa-' hKo)
In this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

~yIr:êc.mi-%l,m,( h[oår>P; ‘^yl,’[' ynIÜn>hi
Look at Me, against you, Pharaoh, king of Egypt,1571
1571

Reimer comments that “The confrontational formula, ‘Behold, I am against you,’ also appears at
28:22, there addressed to Sidon, the last nation to be dealt with before Egypt (see also 26:3)...Reimer
concludes his comment by stating that “The claim to be the maker of the Nile amounts to arrogation of
Divinity (compare Tyre; Ezekiel 28:2).” (P. 1544)
“The figure of the dragon takes Ezekiel’s language to the boundary between the natural and the
supernatural realms. At one level, this is a symbolic name for the crocodile in the Nile (also 32:2), but at
another level it represents a cosmic creature opposed to the rule of [YHWH] and defeated by Him (e.g.,
Psalm 74:13,

~y"+ ^åZ>[b' . T'r>r:åAp hT'Ûa;
You [God] divided (the) sea by Your strength;

`~yIM'(h;-l[; ~ynI©yNIt;÷ yveîar" T'r>B:ßvi
You crushed (the) heads of dragons upon the waters!
Isaiah 27:1,

•hw"hy> dqoåp.yI aWh‡h; ~AYæB;
In that day YHWH will visit (with punishment)

hq'ªz"x]h;*w> hl'äAdG>h;w> hv'øQ'h; Ab’r>x;B.
with His sword, the hard one, and the great one, and the strong one,
(continued...)
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x:rIêB' vx'än" ‘!t'y"w>li l[;Û
upon Leviathan, fleeing / fugitive serpent,

!At+Lq' ;[] vx'Þn" !t'êy"w>li ‘l[;w>
and / even upon Leviathan, crooked / twisting serpent--

`~Y")B; rv,îa] !yNIßT;h;-ta, gr:ïh'w>
and He will kill the dragon that is in the sea!
Oswalt comments on 27:1 that “Ever since the discovery of the Babylonian creation epic with its
account of Marduk killing the sea monster Tiamat (see Pritchard, ANET, pp. 66-68), it has been clear
that there was some reflection of a similar account in this and several other biblical references. The
initial enthusiasm to make these a direct borrowing of Babylonian ideas could not be sustained, especially after the finds at Ugarit turned up an account of the defeat of Lotan, a sea monster, much nearer
home. A similar story has appeared in Hittite literature (Pritchard, ANET, pp. 125-26), so it now seems
clear that the myth of the struggle between a high God and a sea / chaos monster was widespread in the
ancient Near East...
“That being so, why did they use this terminology at certain points?...Suffice it to say that they
were not adopting a mythological world-view...What they were doing was appropriating well-known
emotive language into which they could put new meaning...The language of myth could be bent to new
purposes, as here, where Isaiah, in need of strong imagery to cap his vision of [YHWH’s] victory over
sin, oppression, and death, seizes on the Leviathan story and makes it say something much more
profound than it had ever said before...
“This verse is saying the same thing then as 24:21-23, although in different words. [YHWH] is
the sole Sovereign of the universe, and while evil and destruction now seem to threaten the principles of
justice upon which His order is founded, they will not prevail. [YHWH] will triumph and those who
have kept faith in Him through dark days will triumph with Him. But the true monster which must be
destroyed, the one before which [YHWH’s] people find themselves helpless, is not some primordial
chaos; it is the monster of moral evil. That, too, [YHWH] will destroy, and His people may await that
day with joy.” (Pp. 490-91)
Do you agree with Oswalt? Is Isaiah, in his prophetic message, taking up the language of Israel’s
Near-Eastern neighbors, and using it with reference to YHWH instead of the Near-Eastern Gods such as
Baal and Ahura Mazda and Marduk? And is not this usage puzzling to the average reader of Isaiah’s
message?
Isaiah 51:9,

yrIÜW[ yrI’W[
Raise up! Raise up! / Awake! Awake!
(continued...)
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hw"ëhy> [:Aråz> ‘z[o-yvib.li
Dress (yourself with) strength, arm of YHWH!

~d<q,ê ymeyKiä yrIW[…
Awake as (in) days of old / ancient time,

~ymi_lA' [ tArßDo
(in) generations of long-lasting (past) times!

ayhi²-T.a; aAlïh]
Are You not she,

bh;r:ß tb,c,îx.M;h;
the one cutting Rahab in pieces,

`!yNI)T; tl,l,îAxm.
(the) One piercing a Dragon?
We agree with Oswalt’s comment that “Most scholars today are in agreement that while the
exodus events are in the center of the writer’s thinking, they are not by any means all that is there.
Rahab is clearly a term for Egypt (compare 30:7; and Psalm 87:4, where Rahab and Babylon are
paired); so also the monster (or ‘dragon’) is a term for Pharaoh (Ezekiel 29:3)...But it is also clear that
those terms are not limited to those historical referents. As is known from Ugaritic studies, the twisting
monster is a figure in the struggles of Baal with the God of the sea, Yam, as is ‘Leviathan,’ which is
equated with the monster in Isaiah 27:1. Given these facts, and the evidence that the myth of the
struggle of the Gods with the sea monster was known in one form or another all over the ancient Near
East, one has reason to believe that Isaiah is here, as in 27:1, utilizing this acquaintance among the
people for his own purposes.” (P. 341)
North entitles verses 9-11 “History and Myth.” He comments that “The original associations of
‘Rahab, the sea-monster, the sea’ (in Ugaritic the God Yam) and ‘the great deep,’ were with the creationmyth. [See Job 7:12; 9:13; 26:12; Psalm 74:13; 89:10-11; Isaiah 27:1]...’Rahab,’ ‘the sea-monster,’
‘the sea,’ and ‘the deep’ are all synonyms for the original chaos. The fullest form of the creation-myth is
the Babylonian [Enuma Elish], in which [the God] Marduk slew Tiamat, ‘split her like a shell-fish into
two parts...and with one half made a covering...over the earth, to keep the waters of the original chaos
from deluging the inhabited world...If verse 9b refers to the creation, verse 10 refers to the exodus and
the deliverance at the Red Sea...Rahab is Egypt in Psalm 87:4...and Isaiah 30:7...
“The Hebrews took the fragments from the creation-myth, like broken pieces of stained glass,
and used them to embellish the story of the exodus. They ‘historicized’ the myth, and it is broadly true
to say that [YHWH’s] revelation in history was His answer to the human need that had found expression
in what, to us, is crude mythology. Passages like the present [Isaiah 51:9-11] and Psalm 74:12-17 refer
equally to creation and redemption.” (Pp. 211-12
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lAdêG"h; ‘~yNIT;h;
the serpent / dragon / sea monster, the great one,1572

wyr"+aoy> %AtåB. #beÞroh'
the one lying in (the) midst of his streams / canals,

rm;²a' rv,îa]
who said,

yrIßaoy> yliî
My Nile belongs to me,

`ynIti(yfi[] ynIïa]w:
and I, I made (it) for myself!1573
1572

;

Here Ezekiel’s allegory begins. Ezekiel call Pharaoh lAdêG"h; ‘~yNIT;h, hattanniym haggadhol,
“the great serpent / dragon / sea monster.” It would be a mistake to take this as meant literally. Rather, it
is meant metaphorically. As H. Niehr states in his article in Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament XV, pp. 726-31, “The metaphorical use of tannin results in an historicization that treats it as a
contemporary political power rather than a primordial being [as is done in usage for creation and eschatology]. Thus tannin can serve as a metaphor for Pharaoh, who sprawls in the Nile like a crocodile and
claims to have made it himself (Ezekiel 29:3).” (P. 730)
Rabbi Fisch comments that the great dragon is “the crocodile. The river Nile, which overflowed
its banks periodically and brought fertility to the land, was the source of Egypt’s prosperity and pride.
The arrogant Pharaoh personified his country as did the prince of Tyre.” (P. 196)
1573

Proud Pharaoh Hophra (589-570 B.C.E. see Jeremiah 44:30) claims that "The Nile is mine, and
I made it!" But the fact is that Egypt and Pharaoh are both the gift of the Nile, and of the Creator God
YHWH who made the Nile! YHWH will send Egypt into 40 years of exile, and then restore them--but
Egypt will be a lowly kingdom, just as weak and undependable as she has proven to be to Judah!
Rabbi Fisch notes that “Like the prince of Tyre, Pharaoh thought of himself as more than human,
the creator of the strength and productivity of Egypt. The exalted position which his country occupied in
the world at that time was due to his exceptional powers.” (P. 196)
(continued...)
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29:4

^yy<ëx'l.Bi Î‘~yxix;Ð ¿~yYIxix;À yTiÛt;n"w>
And I will give / place hooks1574 in your jaws;1575

^yt,_f{q.f.q;B. ^yr<ßaoy>-tg:d> yTiîq.B;d>hiw>
and I will cause (the) fish of your streams / canals to stick on your scales.1576

^yr<êaoy %ATåmi ‘^y“tiyli[]h;w>
And I will take you up from (the) midst of your streams / canals,

^yr<êaoy> tg:åD>-lK' ‘taew>
and every fish of your streams / canals--

1573

(...continued)
So, at least, Pharaoh thought. Hilmer comments that these are the things Pharaoh says. “Boasts
inscribed on Egyptian monuments (such as in Shelley’s ‘Ozymandias’) had become proverbial.” (P.
1266)
1574

;

The Masoretes offer two readings: first, the kethibh, “what is written,” ~yYIxix; and second, the

;

qere, “to be read,” ~yxix, a correction of the original Hebrew text’s spelling.
1575

Rabbi Fisch notes that “As the crocodile is captured and drawn by hooks from the river, so will
Egypt be defeated by her enemies and lose the wealth yielded by her river.” (P. 196) Compare Ezekiel
19:4, where Ezekiel depicts the young lion of Israel being caught in a pit, and taken “with hooks to the
land of Egypt.”
1576

Rabbi Fisch comments that “the fishes which adhere to the scales of the crocodile typify the
whole nation. Both king and people will perish.” (P. 196)
Hilmer thinks the fish of Pharaoh’s streams is a metaphor for “Egypt’s conquered territories or
mercenaries.” (P. 1266)
Matties states that “[YHWH] captures the monster along with the fish (Pharaoh and his people),
drags them out of the Nile, and throws them out to become food for other creatures (verses 4-5).” (P.
1199)
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`qB'(d>Ti ^yt,Þf{q.f.q;B.
on your scales it (the fish) will stick;
29:5

hr"Bªd' >Mih; ^yTiäv.j;n>W
and I will leave you in the desert,1577

^yr<êaoy> tg:åD>-lK' ‘taew> ‘^t.Aa
you and every fish of your streams / canals;

lAPêTi ‘hd<Fh' ; ynEÜP.-l[;
upon (the) surface of the field you will fall;

#be_Qt' i al{åw> @seÞat' e al{ï
you will not be gathered up, and you will not be collected;1578

~yIm:ßVh' ; @A[ïl.W #r<a"±h' tY:ïx;l.
to (the) wild animals of the land, and to bird(s) of the heavens,

`hl'(k.al' . ^yTiît;n>
I have given you for food / devouring!1579
1577

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Dry land spells certain death for the crocodile and fishes cast upon it
out of the water. Driven away from the Nile, the Egyptian people will be destroyed.” (P. 197)
1578

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The fallen will not be given burial as human dignity requires, but
will lie about abandoned and neglected to become a prey to the beasts and birds of prey (compare
Ezekiel 31:13 and 39:17-19).” (P. 197)
1579

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The meaning is probably that the population will be dispersed and
perish in foreign lands, or the Egyptian warriors will fall in battle there.” (P. 214)
Hilmer comments that being given to the beasts of the field as food would be “particularly
frustrating to the pharaoh’s great hopes for an afterlife, as symbolized by the pyramids and expressed in
the Egyptian ‘Book of the Dead.’”
(continued...)
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29:6

~yIr:êc.mi ybeäv.yO-lK' ‘W[d.y")w>
And all inhabitants of Egypt will know

hw"+hy> ynIåa] yKiÞ
that I (am) YHWH.

`lae(r"f.yI tybeîl. hn<ßq' tn<[<ïv.mi ~t'²Ayh/ ![;y:ô
Because of their being a reed staff to Israel’s house:1580

1579

(...continued)
“The Book of the Dead is an ancient Egyptian funerary text generally written on papyrus and
used from the beginning of the New Kingdom (around 1550 B.C.E.) to around 50 B.C.E. The original
Egyptian name for the text...is translated as Book of Coming Forth by Day or Book of Emerging Forth
into the Light. ‘Book’ is the closest term to describe the loose collection of texts consisting of a number
of magic spells intended to assist a dead person's journey through the Duat, or underworld, and into the
afterlife and written by many priests over a period of about 1,000 years.
“The Book of the Dead, which was placed in the coffin or burial chamber of the deceased, was
part of a tradition of funerary texts which includes the earlier Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts, which
were painted onto objects, not written on papyrus. Some of the spells included in the Book were drawn
from these older works and date to the 3rd millennium B.C.E. Other spells were composed later in
Egyptian history, dating to the Third Intermediate Period (11th to 7th centuries B.C.E.). A number of
the spells which make up the Book continued to be separately inscribed on tomb walls and sarcophagi,
as the spells from which they originated always had been.
“There was no single or canonical Book of the Dead. The surviving papyri contain a varying
selection of religious and magical texts and vary considerably in their illustration. Some people seem to
have commissioned their own copies of the Book of the Dead,
perhaps choosing the spells they thought most vital in their own progression to the afterlife. The Book of
the Dead was most commonly written in hieroglyphic or hieratic script on a papyrus scroll, and often
illustrated with vignettes depicting the deceased and their journey into the afterlife.
“The finest example we have of the Egyptian Book of the Dead in antiquity is the Papyrus of
Ani. Ani was an Egyptian scribe. It was discovered by Sir E. A. Wallis Budge in 1888 and was taken to
the British Museum, where it currently resides.” (Wikipedia, 9/9/2020) See this entire lengthy and very
informative article.
1580

(continued...)
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1580

(...continued)
Rabbi Fisch states that “a staff of reed...which provides no support and breaks when one leans
upon it. Egypt was described by the officer of Sennacherib, king of Assyria, as a bruised reed...whereon
if a man lean, it will go in to his hand, and pierce it (Isaiah 36:6). She proved untrustworthy as an ally
of Israel.” (P. 197)
Reimer comments on 29:6b-9a that “The second accusation is cast in the familiar ‘because...
therefore’ (Hebrew ya’an...lakhen) form seen often in Ezekiel. A river-related metaphor is again used;
this time, however, Egypt is the ‘staff of reed’ (i.e. a useless staff made from a flimsy reed) that treacherously fails to give support. In all likelihood this metaphor relates to the events narrated in Jeremiah
37:5-10,
5

~yIr"+c.Mimi ac'äy" h[oßr>P; lyxeîw>
And Pharaoh’s army went forth from Egypt.

~['êm.vi-ta, ‘~ØIl;“vW' ry>-l[; ~yrIÜCh' ; ~yDIøf.K;h; W[’m.v.YIw:
And the Chaldeans heard, the ones besieging against Jerusalem, their report,

`~ØIl'(vW' ry> l[;Þme Wlê[Y' Eåw:,
and they went up / withdrew from against Jerusalem.
6

`rmo)ale aybiÞN"h; Why"ïm.r>yI-la, hw"ëhy>-rb;D> ‘yhiy>w:)
And YHWH’s word was / came to Jeremiah the prophet, saying:

7

laeêr"f.yI yheäl{a/ ‘hw"hy> rm;Ûa-' hKo)
In this way YHWH God of Israel spoke:

hd"êWhy> %l,m,ä-la, ‘Wrm.ato) hKoÜ
In this way you shall speak to (the) king of Judah,

ynIvE+r>d"l. yl;Þae ~k,²t.a, x;leóVoh;
the one sending you to Me to inquire of Me:

hr"êz>[,l. ‘~k,l' aceÛYOh; h[oªr>P; lyxeä ŸhNEåhi
Look–Pharaoh’s army, the one going forth to you people for help,

`~yIr")c.mi Acßr>a;l. bv'î
is returning to its land Egypt!
8

taZO=h; ry[iäh-' l[; Wmßx]l.nIw> ~yDIêf.K;h; ‘Wb“vw' >
And the Chaldeans will return, and will fight upon / against this city;

`vae(b' h'puîr"f.W h'dUßkl' .W
and they will capture it, and will burn it with the fire!
9

hw"©hy> rm;äa' ŸhKoå
In this way YHWH spoke:
(continued...)
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1580

(...continued)

rmoêale ‘~k,ytevo)p.n: WaViÛT;-la;
Do not lift up your innermost-beings, saying,

~yDI+f.K;h; WnyleÞ[m' e Wkïl.yE %l{±h'
The Chaldeans will certainly go away from upon / against us,

`Wkle(yE al{ß-yKi
because they will not go away!
10

‘~yDIf.K; lyxeÛ-lK' ~t,úyKihi-~ai yKiä
Because if you struck all (the) army of the Chaldeans

~k,êT.ai ~ymiäxl' .NIh;
the ones fighting with you people,

~yrI+Qd' Um. ~yviÞn"a] ~b'ê Wra]v.nI’w>
and there were left remaining among them wounded / pierced men,

‘Alh\aB' . vyaiÛ
each man in his tent,

`vae(B' taZOàh; ry[iîh-' ta, Wp±r>f")w> WmWqêy"
they would rise up and would burn this city with the fire!
and echoes the taunt hurled against Hezekiah’s Jerusalem by the Assyrians (2 Kings 18:21,
21

^‡L. T'x.j;äb' hNEåhi hT'‡[;
Now look–you trusted for yourself

‘hZ<h; #WcÜr"h' hn<’Qh' ; •tn<[,v.mi-l[;
upon a staff–this crushed reed--

~yIr:êc.mi-l[;
upon Egypt--

wyl'ê[' ‘vyai %meîSy' I rv,’a]
which (if) a man supports himelf upon it,

Hb'_qn' >W APßk;b. ab'îW
and it will come into his hand and pierce it!

~yIr:êc.mi-%l,m,( h[oår>P; !Ke…
So it is with Pharaoh, king of Egypt / Egyptians,

`wyl'([' ~yxiÞj.Boh;-lk'(l.
to all those trusting in him!.” (P. 1544)
Hilmer notes that “Hophra briefly but unsuccessfully diverted the Babylonians from laying siege
to Jerusalem.” (P. 1267)
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29:7

Î‘@K;b;Ð ¿^p.K;b;À ^ÜB. ~f'’p.tB' .
when they grasp on you with the hand,1581

#ArêTe
you will break;

@te_K-' lK' ~h,Þl' T'î[.q;bW'
and you will break for them every shoulder.1582

^yl,’[' ~n"Ü[]Vh' i(b.W
And when they lean upon you,

rbeêVT' i

‘

you will be broken;

`~yIn")t.m-' lK' ~h,Þl' T'îd>m;[]h;w>
and you will cause all their waists to stand still.1583

1581

The Masoretes offer two readings: first, the kethibh, “what is written,” ^p.K;b,; “with your hand”;
and second, the qere, “to be read,”

@K;b;, “with the hand.”

1582

Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “rend all their shoulders,” and he comments that “Anyone who
depends upon Egypt find the support giving way so that he falls and dislocates his shoulder.” (P. 197)
1583

Translations of the last line of verse 7 vary:
King James, “and madest all their loins to be at a stand.”
Tanakh, “And make all their loins unsteady.”
New Revised Standard, “and made all their legs unsteady.”
New International, “and their backs were wrenched.”
New Jerusalem, “making all their limbs give way.”
Rahlfs, kai. sune,klasaj auvtw/n pa/san ovsfu,n, “and you shattered every loin of theirs.”
(continued...)
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29:8

hwIëhy> yn"ådoa] ‘rm;a' hKoÜ !keªl'
Therefore, in this way my Lord YHWH spoke:1584

br<x"+ %yIl:ß[' aybiîme ynI±n>hi
Look at Me, bringing upon you a sword;1585

1583

(...continued)
We do not understand how “causing to stand” can mean “make unsteady,” or “wrenched,” or
“give way,” or “shatter.” With our translation we understand the statement to mean that whereas they
were leaning on you as they walked, with you being broken, they stopped walking, and stood still. What
do you think?
Rabbi Fisch states that “a person who leans upon another adopts a bent posture. In the case of
Egypt, anybody leaning upon her soon feels the necessity to stand erect. The root of the verb is amad;
and Kimchi mentions that some explain the verb as though it were from the root ma’ad (compare make
their loins continually to totter, ham’ad, Psalm 49:24), while Rashi remarks that some emend the verb
accordingly. They both reject the suggested rendering.” (P. 197)
Darr comments that here again, “Ezekiel takes up a conventional metaphor: Egypt is a ‘staff of
reed’ to the house of Israel. Because reeds are hollow, those foolish enough to choose them as walking
sticks or crutches risk bodily injury. So Judah, by leaning on Egypt, misplaces its trust to its harm...He
who leans on Egypt falls flat on his face!...
“The ‘Egypt is a staff of reed’ metaphor also functions succinctly, and with rhetorical punch, to
reveal a truth basic to the prophet’s message: God alone must be the ultimate object of our faith and
trust. Ezekiel insists with unrivaled severity that Yahweh’s punishment of Israel (and of its culpable
neighbors) can no longer be avoided. To his mind, the Babylonian aggressors are God’s instruments of
judgment; resort to other nations in hopes of avoiding that punishment betrays both a failure to accept
the fate that Israel has earned, and a fundamental refusal to acknowledge God’s sovereignty as manifested in history. Ezekiel insists that trust in Yahweh offers no detour around the catastrophic events
bearing down upon Judah. God’s people must go through judgment, for only that path offers hope for its
future. Israel must cling to God, even as Yahweh orchestrates its undoing.” (Pp. 265-267)
1584

Rabbi Fisch states that here in verse 8 “The imagery is now translated into plain language.” (P.
197)
1585

Hilmer comments the sword is that of Nebuchadnezzar–compare Ezekiel 21:3, where it is a fire
instead of a sword. He adds that “For the entire expression, which is not found in other prophetic
(continued...)
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`hm'(heb.W ~d"ïa' %MeÞmi yTiîr:k.hiw>
and I will cut off from you human(s) and animal(s)!
29:91586

hB'êr>xw' > hm'ämv' .li ‘~yI“r:c.mi-#r<a<) ht'Ûy>h'w>
And the land of Egypt will become a desolation and a waste.

hw"+hy> ynIåa]-yKi( W[ßd>y"w>
And they will know that I (am) YHWH.

`ytiyfi([' ynIïa]w: yliÞ raoïy> rm;²a' ![;y:ô
Because he said, (The) Nile belongs to me, and I made (it).1587

1585

(...continued)
[Scroll]s, see Ezekiel 6:3; 11:8; 14:17; 33:2 (all of which mention YHWH’s bringing a sword against a
land). Also see Leviticus 26:25,

‘br<x,ª ~k,øyle([]) yti’abehew>

25

And I will bring upon you people a sword,

tyrIêB.-~q;n> tm,“q,nO
taking vengeance, (the) covenant’s vengeance;

~k,_yrE[-' la, ~T,Þp.s;a/n<w>
and you will be gathered into your cities,

~k,êk.AtåB. ‘rb,“d< yTix.L;Ûviw>
and I will send a plague into your midst–

`byE)Aa-dy:B. ~T,ÞT;nIw>
and you will be given into an enemy’s hand.” (P. 1267)
We think Ezekiel has gotten his language from Leviticus, the priestly document.
1586

Matties comments on verses 9b-16 that “[YHWH] announces judgment against the whole land,
declaring it a wasteland from its northern (Migdol) to southern (Syene) borders and scattering its people
for one generation (verses 9b-12; on the forty years see also Numbers 14:34). The restoration of Egypt
will allow for a small, insignificant entity located in the far south (Pathros), far away from the grandeur
and power located in the delta region (verses 13-15), and unable to become a temptation to Israel (verse
16a).” (P. 1199)
1587

(continued...)
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29:101588 ^yr<+aoy>-la,w>

^yl,Þae ynIïn>hi !ke²l'

Therefore, Look at Me–against you and against your streams / canals;

br<xoå ‘tAbr>xl' . ~yIr:ªc.mi #r<a<å-ta, yTiút;n"w>
and I will give / make (the) land of Egypt into a desolated desolation--

hnEßwEs. lDoïg>Mimi hm'êmv' .
a devastation from Migdol1589 (to) Sewene,1590

1587

(...continued)
Rabbi Fisch comments that “Pride is an offence to God and punished by Him with humiliation.”
(P. 198)
Reimer comments on 29:9b-6 that it is “A brief ‘because’ section (verse 9b) that repeats the
accusation against Egypt in verse 3 before a much longer and literal judgment speech (verses 10-16)...
“The judgment has typical elements in verses 10-12 that coincide with those leveled against
Israel and Judah themselves. That Egypt should also be favored with restoration (verses 13-16) is more
surprising, but not unparalleled (see Jeremiah 46:26; compare Jeremiah 48:47; 49:6, 39). Restored
Egypt will, however, be cured of its hubris [pride] (Ezekiel 29:14-15)...
Isaiah describes a future even farther off, with the Egyptians brought to knowing the true God
(Isaiah 19:18-25).” (Pp. 1544-45) Yes, indeed!
1588

Reimer comments on 29:10-11 that “The desolation of Egypt, which lasts forty years, strikes at
the assumption that the annual inundations of the Nile that supported Egypt guaranteed its perpetual
well-being...
“The location of Migdol is unknown, but together with Syene (Aswan) it bounds Egypt north and
south. Cush is the region roughly corresponding to modern Ethiopia...
“Most interpreters think this ‘forty years’ does not refer to any specific period of time but is a
symbolic number showing the parallel to the wandering of Israel in the wilderness for 40 years, or just
symbolizing the completeness of [YHWH’s] judgment. Some interpre-ers have taken it to refer to the
period when Egypt was under Babylonian rule from 568 to 525 B.C.E. (see verse 19).” (P. 1545)
1589

(continued...)
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`vWK) lWbïG>-d[;w>
and as far as (the) border of Ethiopia.1591
29:11

~d"êa' lg<r<å ‘HB'-rb'[]t; al{Ü
A foot of a human will not cross through it,

HB'_-rb'[]t; al{å hm'ÞheB. lg<r<ïw>
and an animal’s foot will not cross through it;1592

`hn")v' ~y[iîB'r>a; bveÞte al{ïw>
and it will not be dwelled (in for) forty year(s).1593

1589

(...continued)
Hilmer states that the location of Migdol is unknown, but it was “probably in northern Egypt (see
Jeremiah 44:1; 46:14 [both of which mention Migdol along with Tahpenes and Memphis / Noph, cities
in Pathros, northern Egypt]).” (P. 1267)
1590

Hilmer states that “Aswan is a town in southern Egypt,” and that the phrase “From Midgol to
Aswan [/ Syene]” (see Ezekiel 30:6) “probably indicated all Egypt, just as ‘from Dan to Beersheba’
meant all Israel.” (P. 1267)
1591

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The whole of the country will be involved in the punishment.
Migdol, meaning ‘a tower,’ was a frontier fortress at the northeast corner of Lower Egypt (compare
Exodus 14:2; Jeremiah 44:1), about twelve miles south of Pelusium, on the northern border. Syene, or
Seweneh, now known as Assouan, is opposite Migdol at the extreme south, on the frontier of Ethiopia.”
(P. 198)
1592

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Even animals will desert the land owing to the lack of pasture.” (P.
198)
1593

Rabbi Fisch says to compare Ezekiel 4:6, “where the desolation of Judea is predicted for a similar period. The recovery of Egypt was foretold by other prophets (compare Isaiah 19:24; Jeremiah
46:26). The Midrash states that famine was decreed for Egypt in the time of Joseph to last forty-two
(continued...)
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29:12

hm'ømv' . ~yIr:’c.mi •#r<a,-ta, yTiät;n"w>
And I will give / make (the) land of Egypt a devastation

tAMªv;n> tAcår"a] Ÿ%AtåB.
in (the) midst of lands, devastations;

‘tAbr"x\m(' ~yrIÜ[' %At’B. ‘h'y“r<[w' >
and her cities in (the) midst of cities laid waste.1594

hn"+v' ~y[iÞBr' >a; hm'êmv' . !'yy<åh.Ti(
They will be a devastation (for) forty year(s);

~yIëAGB; ‘~yI“r:c.mi-ta, ytiÛcopih]w:
and I will scatter Egyptians among the nations--

`tAc)r"a]B' ~ytiÞyrIzEw>)
and I will scatter / disperse them among the lands.
29:13

hwI+hy> yn"ådoa] rm;Þa' hKoï yKi²
Because in this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

1593

(...continued)
years; but with the coming of Jacob to the country, after two years, it ended prematurely. Now the
Egyptians would have to suffer the balance of forty years.” (P. 198)
Hilmer states that the phrase “forty years” is “sometimes used to signify a long and difficult
period (compare Ezekiel 4:6 [where Ezekiel is told by YHWH to lie on his side for 40 days, with each
day symbolizing a year].” (P. 1267)
What do you think? Was this prophecy of Ezekiel fulfilled literally? Is there any proof of that?
1594

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The state of desolation in Egypt will be so extreme that it will
appear patently so even in comparison with other lands which have been ravaged by an invading army.”
(P. 198)
974

hn"v' ~y[iÛBr' >a; #Qeúmi
At (the) end of forty years,1595

~yIr:êc.mi-ta, #Beäq;a]

‘

I will gather (the) Egyptians

`hM'v(' Wcpoïn"-rv,a] ~yMiÞ[;h-' !mi
from the peoples where they were scattered.
29:14

~yIr:êc.mi tWbåv.-ta, ‘yTib.v;w>
And I will return Egypt’s captivity;1596

sArêt.P; #r<a<å ‘~t'ao ytiÛbovih]w:
and I will return them (to) Pathros-land,1597

~t'_r"Wk)m. #r<a<ß-l[;
upon (the) land of their origin.

1595

Rabbi Fisch comments that “After forty years Egypt will be restored, though only to rank as a
weak kingdom with its former pride shattered. The restoration at the end of the period named probably
coincides with the decline of the Babylonian empire.” (Pp. 198-99)
1596

See end-note 7 for YHWH as the Returner of Captivities and Restorer of Fortunes. Compare
Ezekiel 16:53.
1597

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Pathros, meaning ‘south land,’ was the name of Upper [Southern]
Egypt. Herodotus considered it to be the source from which Egyptian rule developed.” (P. 199)
Reimer comments that “Ancient Egyptian tradition located its national origins in the region of
the Upper [Southern] Nile where Pathros is located. The reference suggests that Ezekiel was well
informed of Egyptian lore. Jewish mercenaries had been in the region for many years. Judean refugees
fled there with Jeremiah (Jeremiah 44:1, 15).” (P. 1545)
975

`hl'(pv' . hk'îl'm.m; ~v'Þ Wyh'îw>
And they will be there, a lowly kingdom.1598
29:15

hl'êpv' . hy<åh.Ti ‘tAkl'm.M;h;-!mi
From [compared to] the kingdoms it will be low;

~yI+AGh;-l[; dA[ß aFeîn:t.ti-al{)w>
and it will not lift itself again over / above the nations;1599

`~yI)AGB; tAdïr> yTiÞl.bil. ~yTiêj.[;m.hi’w>
and I will make them small, so as not to rule in / over the nations.
29:16

xj'b.mil. laeÛr"f.yI tybe’l. •dA[-hy<h.yI) al{åw>
And it will not again be to Israel’s house (the object of) confidence / trust,1600

~h,_yrEx]a; ~t'ÞAnp.Bi !wOë[' ryKiäz>m;

‘

causing remembrance of iniquity in turning to them, following after them;1601

1598

Rabbi Fisch comments that this means “small in size and humble in status.” (P. 199)
1599

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Egypt will become not merely a lowly kingdom (verse 14), but
inferior to all other nations.” (P. 199)
Reimer puts it differently: “‘They will never again rule over the nations.’ Egypt never rebuilt the
empire it once had.” (P. 1545)
1600

Rabbi Fisch comments that “In her weakened and lowly condition she will no more be able to
seduce Israel to turn to her for help.” (P. 199)
1601

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Israel’s reliance upon Egypt instead of trusting in God was an
offence in His sight. For the phrase, compare Ezekiel 21:28; Numbers 5:15.” (P. 199)
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`hwI)hy> yn"ïdoa] ynIßa] yKiî W[êd.y"åw>
and they will know that I (am) my Lord YHWH!1602

Egypt As Payment to Nebuchadnezzar in Place of Tyre (29:17-21)1603

1602

This is a strange statement. It is as if YHWH is depicted as saying “I am the One Ezekiel calls
‘My Lord YHWH.’”
Darr reflects over 29:13-16 that “The modern world is far larger than Ezekiel knew, but it is also
smaller. What happens, even on the other side of the planet, can have global implications. When internecine [destructive to both sides in a conflict] feuds foment and larger nations prey upon smaller ones,
we cannot simply presuppose that the battles will go against God’s foes–that some live, and others die,
according to God’s plan. Even as, in faith, we commend ourselves and our world into the Lord’s Hands,
we are commissioned to seek justice, to weigh competing claims, and to act in ways that testify to a bedrock belief that God loves this world and takes no plesure in the death of the wicked, but longs rather
that they (we) should turn from evil and live (Ezekiel 18:23).” (P. 268)
1603

This is the latest dated message in Ezekiel--April 26, 571 B.C.E. Nebuchadnezzar had besieged
Tyre for fifteen years, and during that time every head was rubbed bare and every shoulder was made
raw--probably from the wearing of helmets and the bearing of the heavy burdens involved in laying siege
to Tyre. YHWH again proclaims His sovereignty over the nations in this message. He is giving Nebuchadnezzar Egypt as a reward for his long, hard fought campaign against Tyre.
What do you make of this? Nebuchadnezzar and Babylon were the earthly power that would
soon destroy Jerusalem and its temple, murdering thousands of Judeans, and carrying many into captivity in Babylon. And here Yahweh is depicted as caring for Nebuchadnezzar’s soldiers, rewarding them
for their long siege of Tyre by giving them Egypt. What kind of God is this? Is He the God of Israel, or
the God of Babylon? Will He soon reward the Babylonian soldiers for their destruction of Jerusalem?
Hilmer comments that beginning here is “the second oracle against Egypt (see verse 1)...It is also
the seventh date in Ezekiel (see 29:1; 1:2; 8:1; 20:12; 24:1; 26:1) and the latest date given in the
[Scroll]. Since the remaining dated oracles are in more or less chronological order, the date is mentioned here probably because of the subject matter (Egypt).” (P. 1267)
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29:17

hn"ëv' ‘[b;“v,w" ~yrIÜf.[,B. yhiªy>w:
And it happened in (the) twenty-seventh year,1604

vd<xo+l; dx'äa,B. !AvßarIB")
In the first (month), on (day) one to / of the month,

`rmo)ale yl;îae hw"ßhy>-rb;d> hy"ïh'
YHWH’s word was / came to me, saying:
29:181605

lb,B'û-%l,m,( rC;äar<d>k;Wbn> ~d"ªa-' !B,
Son of Adam / Humanity, Nebhukhadhretstsar,1606 king of Babylon

1604

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The Jewish commentators, relying upon Seder Olam, explain [the
seven and twentieth year] of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar. He came to the throne in 605 B.C.E. which
yields the date 578. Modern authorities, on the other hand, relate the number to that given in verse 1,
the tenth year (586) and accordingly date this section 570 B.C.E. It was ‘written after Nebudhadnezzar’s
thirteen years’ siege of Tyre had come to an end, and inserted among the prophecies relating to Egypt
already collected. Nebudhad-nezzar had served a great service for God against Tyre, for which neither
he nor his army had received wages. God will recompense him for his service against Tyre by giving
him the land of Egypt’ (Davidson).” (P. 200)
1605

Matties comments on verses 18-20 that “Although some think that the failure of the oracle
against Tyre may pose a problem for the credibility of the prophet or the Divine word, prophetic
certainty need not be the issue here. Prophetic announcements regarding the exercise of human power
are always contingent. Moreover, [YHWH’s] radical freedom from human institutions and structures
also requires that the Divine word cannot be imprisoned in its own fulfillment. [YHWH] is free to
modify an announcement when the situation changes, especially when that word concerns the agent of
Divine justice, Nebuchadnezzar (verse 20).” (P. 1200)
Do you agree with this comment? Is Matties attempting to get around the fact that the prophecy
against Tyre was not fulfilled–in that Nebuchadnezzar failed to capture and destroy Tyre? And we ask,
If the nature of the prophetic word is that it comes through (hazy) dreams and visions, and is characterized by riddles, are not such problems to be expected?
1606

(continued...)
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rcoê-la, ‘hl'dog> hd"Übo[ Al÷yxe-ta, dybi’[/h,
caused his army to serve, a great labor to / at Tyre.

hj'_Wrm. @teÞK-' lk'w> xr"êq.mu varoå-lK']
Every head was made bald, and every shoulder was made bare--1607

rCoêmi ‘Alyxel.W AlÜ hy"h'’-al{ rk'f'w>û
and there was no pay to him and to his army from Tyre

`h'yl,([' db;î[-' rv,a] hd"ßbo[]h-' l[;
over / for the labor which he / it labored over it.1608
29:191609 hwIëhy>

yn"ådoa] ‘rm;a' hKoÜ !keªl'

Therefore in this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

~yIr"+c.mi #r<a<å-ta, lb,ÞB-' %l,m,( rC;îar<d>k;Wbn>li !te²nO ynIïn>hi
Look at Me–giving to Nebukhadhretstsar, king of Babylon, (the) land of Egypt;1610

1606

(...continued)
For this spelling of the king of Babylon’s name, see Ezekiel 26:7 with its footnote. It is the
Babylonian spelling for the king’s name.
1607

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The Babylonian besiegers of Tyre had their heads made bald and the
skin of their shoulders chafed by carrying loads of stone and timber in the campaign against the town–a
vivid description of the laborious work involved in the long siege of Tyre [from 586 to 571 B.C.E., see
26:7-14] ‘As Nebuchadnezzar had no fleet, the arm of the sea between Tyre and the mainland had to be
filled up; hence the bearing of burdens’ (Lofthouse).” (P. 200)
1608

Rabbi Fisch comments that “So far the Babylonians had received no award from [YHWH] for
carrying out His task.” (P. 200)
1609

Hilmer comments on that “[YHWH’s] sovereignty over the nations is again proclaimed.” (P.
1267) Yes! YHWH is no parochial God, limited in scope to one nation or group of nations!
1610

(continued...)
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HZ"ëBi zz:åb'W ‘Hl'l'v. ll;Ûvw' > Hn"÷moh] af'’n"w>
and he will carry off its wealth, and spoil its spoil, and plunder its plunder;

`Al)yxel. rk'Þf' ht'îy>h'w>
and it will be pay for his army--1611
29:20

HB'ê db;[ä-' rv,a] ‘AtL'[uP.
his recompence / payment which he labored in / for it,

~yIr"+c.mi #r<a<å-ta, Alß yTit;în"
I have given to him (the) land of Egypt

yliê Wf['ä ‘rv,a]
because they worked for Me!1612

1610

(...continued)
Reimer notes that “This prophecy was given in 571 B.C.E...and Nebuchadnezzar conquered
Egypt in 568 B.C.E. (this is described in detail in Jeremiah 43-44 and also recorded in Josephus,
Jewish Antiquities 10.180-182). Egypt was subsequently subject to Persian rule (beginning in 525
B.C.E.), was conquered by Alexander the Great and made part of his empire in 332 B.C.E., and was
conquered by the Romans and became part of the Roman Empire [in 30 B.C.E. after Octavian (the future
Roman emperor Augustus) defeated his rival Mark Antony, deposed Pharaoh Cleopatra, and annexed the
Ptolemaic Kingdom to the Roman Empire.
1611

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Because Nebuchadnezzar and his soldiers had no pay for their
Tyrian campaign, they will be compensated by the spoil taken from Egypt.” (P. 200)
1612

The English translations we are consulting all express this idea that Nebuchadnezzar and his
troops were “working for YHWH.” The Greek translation (Rahlfs) expresses it differently, stating avnti.
th/j leitourgi,aj auvtou/ h-j evdou,leusen evpi. Tu,ron de,dwka auvtw/| gh/n Aivgu,ptou, “in return
for the public / priestly service (liturgy) of his which he slaved upon Tyre, I have given to him (the) land
of Egypt.” This seems like a strange view of Nebuchadnezzar, the destroyer of Jerusalem–depicting him
as doing YHWH a “priestly-like” service–especially when coming from a Jewish priest like Ezekiel!
And the whole passage sounds very strange indeed to those who have grown up being taught that
YHWH is the God of Israel, but not the God of Babylon and the other nations of the earth. Ezekiel
(continued...)
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`hwI)hy> yn"ïdoa] ~auÞn>
(It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.
29:211613 laeêr"f.yI

tybeäl. ‘!r<“q, x:ymiÛc.a; aWhªh; ~AYæB;

In that day, I will cause to sprout up a horn for Israel’s house;1614

~k'_AtB. hP,Þ-!Ax)t.Pi !Teîa, ^±l.W
and to you, I will give opening of mouth in their midst;1615

1612

(...continued)
believes in the universal Creator, YHWH, Who is the God of all peoples and nations, and Who rewards
Nebuchadnezzar and his Babylonian army for doing His [YHWH’s] work in besieging Tyre–by giving
them the land of Egypt as payment for their Divine service! Can you understand that? Or is your God
too small?
1613

Reimer comments on verse 21 that “The final note of promise appears to be for Ezekiel himself.
The phrase ‘open your lips’ does not relate to Ezekiel’s muteness (which would have ended years earlier
than the events foretold here; see 33:21-22). Rather, it affirms that, after all those years, Ezekiel’s
prophetic ministry was to be vindicated.” (P. 1546)
1614

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The reference [of ‘in that day’] is to Cyrus and the return from
Babylonian exile, and the phrase...denotes ‘at that time’ (Kimchi). Rashi understands it as alluding to
the prediction of Egypt’s restoration at the end of forty years (verse 13). That restoration will coincide
with the dawn of Israel’s release from captivity. Probably horn is to be interpreted as the symbol of
power and prosperity, and Ezekiel predicts in general terms that in the future Israel will be restored to his
former glory.” (P. 201)
Hilmer states that the phrase “make a horn grow for,” means “revive the strength of.” “The
passage is not a Messianic prophecy.” (P. 1267)
1615

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The fulfilment of Ezekiel’s prediction will establish the authenticity of his message. No longer will he feel his speech restrained by the scepticism of his people.” (P.
201)
Hilmer comments differently that the phrase “open your mouth” means “Ezekiel’s muteness
(3:26; 24:27) would be removed, and this word anticipates that of 33:22.” (P. 1267)
(continued...)
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`hw")hy> ynIïa]-yKi W[ßd>y"w>
and they will know that I (am) YHWH!1616

The Approaching Day of Yahweh (30:1-19)

30:1 And YHWH’s Word was / came to me saying: 30:2 Son of Adam / Humanity,
prophesy! And you shall say: In this way my Lord YHWH spoke: Howl! Alas for the day!
30:3 Because a day (is) near; and near (is the) day for / belonging to the YHWH--a day of
cloud(s); it will be a time (for) nations. 30:4 And a sword will come in Egypt; and there will be
anguish in Ethiopia, when a corpse / corpses fall in Egypt. And they will take her abundance,
and her foundations will be torn down. 30:5 Ethiopia and Put and Ludh, and all the Arabia; and
Khubh and children of (the) land of the covenant with them by the sword will fall. 30:6 In this
way YHWH spoke: And Egypt’s supporters will fall, and pride (in) her strength will go down.
From Mighdol (to) Sewene, they will fall by the sword in her! (It is) a saying of my Lord
YHWH. 30:7 And they will be desolated in (the) midst of desolated lands; and his cities will be
in (the) midst of cities laid waste / desolated. 30:8 And they will know that I (am) YHWH,
when I give / place fire in Egypt; and all her helpers are broken. 30:9 On that day messengers
will go out from before Me in the ships to terrify Cush / Ethiopia (dwelling) security / securely.
And the anguish will be on them in Egypt’s day, because look–it is coming! 30:10 In this way
my Lord YHWH spoke: And I will cause Egypt’s abundance / wealth to cease, by (the) hand of
Nebhukhadhretstsar, king of Babylon. 30:11 He and his people with him, terror-striking nations,
being brought to destroy the earth / land; and they will draw their swords over / against Egypt,
and they will fill the earth / land (with the) pierced. 30:12 And I will give / make streams /
1615

(...continued)
Matties disagrees, stating that “Given the date of this oracle, the address to Ezekiel about the
opening of his lips probably does not suggest a renewal of the full prophetic task (see also 24:25-27;
33:21-22), but it does affirm the authority inherent in the prophet’s role as human stand-in for [YHWH]
(see also 2:5; 33:33).” (P. 1200)
1616

Darr reflects overs 29:17-20 that “Ezekiel’s predictions of Tyre’s utter destruction by Nebuchadrezzar were not merely unfulfilled; they were invalidated...By the criterion advanced in Deuteronomy
18: 22, he had failed a ‘test’ that might have confirmed his authenticity as Yahweh’s prophet...
“We are accustomed to competing voices in practically every facet of life, including the religious
sphere. God-fearing people can and do disagree on the full range of issues we face. Preachers proclaim
very different messages from their pulpits...Ezekiel’s prophecies are not infallible, as if attempts to understand God’s will and purpose were once-and-for-all, absolutely right or dead wrong. Ezekiel also must
keep listening and thinking.” (Pp. 270-271) Do you agree with Darr? Why? Why not?
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canals dry ground; and I will sell the land into (the) hand of evil people. And I will ravage (the)
land and its fullness by (the) hand of foreigners! I, YHWH, have spoken! 30:13 In this way my
Lord YHWH spoke: And I will destroy idols, and I will cause (the) nothing-Gods to cease from
Noph / Memphis. And a prince from (the) land of Egypt will no longer be. And I will give /
place fear in (the) land of Egypt. 30:14 And I will ravage Pathros And I will place / set fire in
Tsoan; and I will do / enact judgments in No / Thebes. 30:15 And I will pour out My wrath
upon Siyn / Pelusium, place of safety (in) Egypt. And I will cut off (the) abundance / wealth of
No / Thebes. 30:16 And I will give / set fire in Egypt. Siyn will truly writhe, and No / Thebes
will be cut open, and Noph / Memphis–daily enemies. 30:17 Choice young men of Awen and
Pi-beseth will fall by the sword, and they (feminine plural) will walk / go into captivity. 30:18
And in / at tachpanches the day was dark in / at My breaking there Egypt’s yoke-bars. And (the)
pride of its strength will be caused to cease in it. It–a cloud will cover it, and its daughters will
walk / go into the captivity. 30:19 and I will do / enact judgments in / on Egypt; and they will
know that I (am) YHWH!
The Approaching Day of Yahweh (30:1-19)1617
1617

Rabbi Fisch entitles chapter 30 “The Imminent Fall of Egypt.” He comments that “Egypt, a
world power and center of pagan worship, is to lose both attributes. Her collapse will be a blow to
heathendom in general and a demonstration of the sovereignty of the true God. All her allies and
dependent states will share her fate. Nebuchadnezzar is to be used as the agent for the execution of the
Divine decree against her, and the destruction of the population and land will be extensive and thorough.
(P. 201) Rabbi Fisch entitles verses 1-19 “The Fate in Store for Egypt.”
Ezekiel describes the "Day of YHWH" as near, coming upon Egypt. The clouds and the sword
are symbols for Nebuchadnezzar and the armies of Babylonia--that "most ruthless of nations" but also
YHWH’s servant. Ezekiel reveals a broad knowledge of Egyptian cities in this passage. Concerning
Tahpanhes, compare Jeremiah 43:4-7, where refugees from Judah, including the prophet Jeremiah and
his writer, Baruch, settled following the destruction of Jerusalem and the murder of Gedaliah.
“Gedalya(h) Hebrew: âÀÌãÇìÀéÈÌä or âÀÌãÇìÀéÈäåÌ, meaning "Jah has become Great" was, according to the
narratives in the Hebrew Bible's Scroll of Jeremiah and 2 Kings, appointed by Nebuchadnezzar II of
Babylon as governor of Yehud province, which was formed after the defeat of the Kingdom of Judah
and the destruction of Jerusalem, in a part of the territory that previously formed the kingdom. He was
supported by a Chaldean guard stationed at Mizpah. On hearing of the appointment, the Jews that had
taken refuge in surrounding countries returned to Judah. Gedaliah was the son of Ahikam (who saved
the life of the prophet Jeremiah) and the grandson of Shaphan (who is mentioned in relation to the
discovery of the Scroll of Teaching that some scholars identify as the core of the Scroll of Deuteronomy). He zealously began to encourage the people to cultivate the fields and vineyards, and thus lay the
foundation of security. Many who had fled to neighboring lands during the war of destruction were
(continued...)
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30:1

`rmo)ale yl;îae hw"ßhy>-rb;d> yhiîy>w:
And YHWH’s word was / came to me saying:1618

30:2

T'êr>m;aäw' > ‘abeN"hi ~d"§a-' !B,
Son of Adam / Humanity, prophesy! And you shall say:

hwI+hy> yn"ådoa] rm;Þa' hKoï
In this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

`~AY*l; Hh'î WlyliÞyhe
Howl!1619 Alas for the day!1620

1617

(...continued)
attracted by the news of the revival of the community. They came to Gedaliah in Mizpah and were
warmly welcomed by him. Ishmael son of Nethaniah, and ten men who were with him, murdered Gedaliah, together with most of the Jews who had joined him and many Babylonians whom Nebuchadnezzar
had left with Gedaliah (Jeremiah 41:2–3). The remaining Judeans feared the vengeance of Nebuchadnezzar and fled to Egypt. Although the dates are not clear from the Bible, this probably happened about
582/1 B.C.E. (Jeremiah 52:30), some four to five years and three months after the destruction of
Jerusalem and the First Temple in 586 B.C.E.” (Wikipedia, 8/13/2022)
Reimer entitles 30:1-19 “Lament for Egypt.” He comments that “The third of the seven antiEgypt oracles is the only one undated, and it contains no written basis for dating. It is comprised of four
relating prophecies, each introduced by [‘In this way YHWH spoke’] (verses 2, 6, 10, 13) and each
echoing motifs and ideas seen elsewhere in Ezekiel’s oracles. Together they announce the fall not only
of Egypt but also of her allies, and again by the hand of Nebuchadnezzar (verse 10). Much like in the
Tyre oracle in chapter 27, there is no specific charge brought against Egypt here; rather, [YHWH’s]
judgment is simply pronounced.” (P. 1546)
Hilmer notes that this is “The third oracle against Egypt (see 29:1). No date is given, but it was
probably between January and April of 587 B.C.E...Jerusalem was under siege at this time.” (P. 1268)
1618

Rabbi Fisch notes that “No date is assigned to this prophecy. It was possibly the same as in
Ezekiel 29:1.” (P. 201)
1619

(continued...)
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30:3

~Ayë bAråq-' yKi(
Because a day (is) near;

hw"+hyl;( ~Ayà bArïqw' >
and near (is the) day for / belonging to the YHWH--1621

1619

(...continued)
Rabbi Fisch says this command to “howl” or “wail” is “addressed to the Egyptians.” (P. 201)
1620

Reimer comments on verses 2-5 that “The cry of ‘the day’ (verse 2) and the announcement that
‘the day is near’ (verse 3) point to the ‘day of [YHWH]’ concept, developed in 7:10-27...The bare
announcement of day of [YHWH] finds its counterpart in ‘the time...for the nations,’ explained almost at
once as a time of doom. Ezekiel combines this motif with the ‘sword of [YHWH] in a subtle way at
21:8-10, but here the connection is overt with the reference to the sword in 30:4.” (P. 1546)
Matties holds that “The day of [YHWH] (verses 3a, 9b; Amos 5:18-20) means judgment on
Egypt, especially for its wealth (verse 4b) and its proud might (verse 6; see also verse 18).” (P. 1200)
1621

Rabbi Fisch comments that It will be the occasion when [YHWH’s] judgment will be passed
upon the world.” (P. 202) We agree, but insist that YHWH’s day is a constantly recurring day, as
YHWH continually judges the world and punishes it for injustice and inequity. It is not a “one time
event” at the end of history / the world, as it is often depicted. Compare Isaiah 13:6,

Wlyli¨yhe
Howl (plural imperative)!

hw"+hy> ~Ayæ bArßq' yKiî
Because YHWH’s day is near!

`aAb)y" yD:ïV;mi dvoßK.
Like destruction from Shaddai it is coming!
Darr comments that “Only Ezekiel 30:1-19, the third of the prophet’s seven units against Pharaoh / Egypt, is not dated; and its three interrelated subunits (verses 2-9, verses 10-12, and verses 13-19)
contain no explicit references to historical events...Verses 2-9 take up ‘the day of Yahweh’ motif. Originally this motif expressed Israel’s expectation of a time when Yahweh, their mighty Warrior God,
would destroy their adversaries. But during the reign of the northern kingdom’s Jeroboam II (786-746
B.C.E.), a Judean prophet named Amos traveled north and turned traditional expectations for Yahweh’s
day on their heads. Despite their pretense of piety, Israel’s rich and powerful were afflicting the poor
(continued...)
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!n"ë[' ~Ayæ
a day of cloud(s);1622

1621

(...continued)
and vulnerable within their society. On account of their immoral and unjust practices, Yahweh’s wrath
would be unleashed aainst them (Amos 5:18-20; 8:9-10). They would be God’s enemies on the day of
the Lord! Amos’ twist on the day of Yahweh motif was adopted by succeeding prophets (see, e.g., Isaiah 2:12-17; Jeremiah 30:7; Joel 1:15; 2:1-12; Zephaniah 1:14-18). Ezekiel himself employs it in
chapter 7 to describe the destruction of Israel’s soil and its inhabitants. Here, however, he sets the motif
to its original function, applying it to a foreign nation and its allies.” (P. 271)
1622

Rabbi Fisch notes that “As the clouds herald a storm, so will the day of the Lord bring drastic
punishment upon those who deserve it.” (P. 202) Compare Joel 2:1-2,
1
!AY©ciB. rp'øAv W[’q.Ti
Sound a ram’s horn in Zion!

yviêd>q' rh;äB. ‘W[y“rIh'w>
And raise a shout on My set-apart mountain!

#r<a"+h' ybeäv.yO lKoß Wz¨G>r>yI
Let all inhabitants of the land quake / tremble!

`bAr)q' yKiî hw"ßhy>-~Ay ab'î-yKi(
Because YHWH’s day is coming; because (it is) near-2

hl'ªpea]w: %v,xoå ~Ayõ
a day of darkness and gloom;

lp,êr"[]w: ‘!n"[' ~AyÝ
a day of cloud(s) and heavy cloud(s).

~yrI+h'h,(-l[; frUåP' rx;v;ÞK.
Like dawn spread out upon the mountains--

~Wcê[w' > br:å ~[;…
a people, many and mighty!
Zephaniah 1:14-16,
14

lAdêG"h; ‘hw"hy>-~Ay bArÜq'
The great day of YHWH (is) near;

dao+m. rheäm;W bArßq'
near, and hurrying exceedingly!
(continued...)
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`hy<)h.yI) ~yIßAG t[eî
it will be a time (for) nations.1623

1622

(...continued)

rm;î hw"ëhy> ~Ayæ lAq…
(The) voice / sound of YHWH’s day (is) bitter--

`rAB)GI ~v'î x;rEßco
a mighty man’s roaring (is) there!

aWh+h; ~AYæh; hr"ßb.[, ~Ayð

15

A day of fury (is) that day--

hq'ªWcm.W hr"åc' ~Ayõ
a day of distress and anguish;

ha'êAvm.W ‘ha'vo ~AyÝ
a day of devastation and desolation;

hl'êpea]w: ‘%v,xo’ ~Ayð
a day of darkness and gloom;

`lp,(r"[]w: !n"ß[' ~Ayð
a day of cloud(s) and heavy cloud(s).

h['_Wrt.W rp'ÞAv ~Ayð

16

A day of a ram’s horn and shouting / battle cry

tArêcuB.h; ~yrIå[h' , l[;…
against the cities, the fortified ones,

`tAh)boG>h; tANðPih; l[;Þw>
and against the high corners (of walls)!
1623

This last line of verse 3 is given varying translations:
King James, “it shall be the time of the heathen.”
Tanakh, “An hour of invading nations.”
New Revised Standard, “a time of doom for the nations.” New International and New Jerusalem,
same;
Rahlfs, h`me,ra pe,raj evqnw/n e;stai, “it will be a day, an end of nations.”
Rabbi Fisch comments that “All the heathen peoples will be involved, Egypt among them.” (P.
202)
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30:4

~yIr:êc.miB. ‘br<“x, ha'îbW'
And a sword will come in Egypt;1624

vWkêB. ‘hl'xl' .x; ht'Ûy>h'w>
and there will be anguish in Ethiopia,1625

~yIr"+c.miB. ll'Þx' lpoïn>Bi
when a corpse / corpses fall in Egypt.

Hn"ëAmh] Wxåq.lw' >
And they will take her abundance,

`h'yt,(doAsy> Wsßr>h,n<w>
and her foundations will be torn down.1626
30:51627 br<[<åh-' lk'w>

‘dWlw> jWpÜW vWKå

Ethiopia1628 and Put and Ludh,1629 and all the Arabia;1630
1624

Rabbi Fisch comments that the “sword” here refers to “An attack by Babylon.” (P. 202)
Hilmer states that the sword is Nebuchadnezzar’s. (P. 1268) See 21:3 and 30:10.
1625

Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “convulsion shall be in Ethiopia,” and he comments that “Ethiopia,
being under the domination of Egypt, will be alarmed for her safety and terrified lest she share Egypt’s
doom.” (P. 202)
1626

Rabbi Fisch notes that “The reference is to the allies and mercenaries upon whom Egypt relied
for military strength. They are specified in the next verse.” (P. 202)
1627

Reimer comments on verse 5 that for Cush, “see 29:10. Put refers to the same region as Libya;
for it and Lud, see 27:10 with footnote. The Hebrew underlying Arabia (erebh) literally means ‘mixed
peoples.’ This geographical survey anticipates the central thrust of the next unit.” (P. 1547)
1628

(continued...)
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tyrI+B.h; #r<a<å ynEßb.W bWkêw>
and Khubh1631 and children of (the) land of the covenant1632

1628

(...continued)
Rabbi Fisch comments, “Or Cush, like Egypt a son of Ham (Genesis 10:6); there was not only a
blood relationship between them but also a close political connection.” (P. 202)
1629

For Put and Ludh see Ezekiel 27:10. Hilmer states that Lud is Lydia, “not in Asia Minor...but
somewhere in northern Africa.” (P. 1268)
1630

Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “all the mingled people.” He comments “Compare all the kings of
the mingled people (Jeremiah 25:24). It probably denotes Egypt’s mercenaries who were drawn from
various races.” (P. 202)

>

The Hebrew phrase here, br<[<åh-' lk'w, can be translated “and all the mixture.” The English
translations we are consulting vary:
King James, “and all the mingled people”;
Tanakh, “and all the mixed populations”;
New Revised Standard, “and all Arabia”; New International, same; New Jerusalem, same;
Rahlfs, omits.
1631

Rabbi Fisch’s translation has Cub. He comments that it is “the name of a people which has not
been identified.” (P. 202)
1632

Where the Hebrew text has tyrI+B.h; #r<a<å ynEßb.W “and children of (the) land of the covenant,” the
Greek translation (Rahlfs) has kai. tw/n ui`w/n th/j diaqh,khj mou, “and the sons of the covenant of
Mine.”
Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “that is in league,” and he comments that it is literally “the land of
the covenant,” that is, “in alliance with Egypt.” (P. 202)
Hilmer notes that the “people of the covenant land” apparently refers to “Jews living in Egypt
(see Jeremiah 44).” (P. 1268)
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`WlPo)yI br<x<ïB; ~T'Þai
with them by the sword will fall.
30:61633 hw"ëhy>

rm;äa' hKo…

In this way YHWH spoke:

~yIr:êc.mi ykeäm.so ‘Wlp.n")w>
And Egypt’s supporters will fall,

HZ"+[u !AaåG> dr:ßy"w>
and pride (in) her strength will go down.

Hb'ê-WlP.yI ‘br<“x,B; hnE©wEs. lDoåg>Mimi
From Mighdol (to) Sewene,1634 they will fall by the sword in her!

`hwI)hy> yn"ïdoa] ~auÞn>
(It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.
30:7

tAM+v;n> tAcår"a] %AtßB. WMv;§n"w>
And they will be desolated in (the) midst of desolated lands;1635

`hn"yy<)h.Ti( tAbßr"x]n: ~yrIï[-' %AtB. wyr"§[w' >
and his cities will be in (the) midst of cities laid waste / desolated.

1633

Reimer comments on verses 6-9 that “Here the allies of Egypt come into focus. They shall share
the same fate as their master...The language of desolation also forges a link back to 29:8, 10.” (P. 1547)
1634

On ‘Migdol to Syene,’ see Ezekiel 29:10.
1635

See Ezekiel 29:12.
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30:8

hw"+hy> ynIåa]-yKi( W[ßd>y"w>
And they will know that I (am) YHWH,1636

~yIr:êc.miB. vaeä-yTitiB.
when I give / place fire in Egypt;1637

`h'yr<)z>[o-lK' WrßB.v.nIw>
and all her helpers are broken.
30:9

aWhªh; ~AyæB;
On that day1638

~yCiêB; ‘yn:pL' .mi ~ykiÛal' .m; Wa’c.yE
messengers will go out from before Me1639 in the ships1640
1636

Darr holds that “Here, as elsewhere in Ezekiel’s oracles against foreign nations, ‘knowing’ lacks
positive connotations. It is, rather, a ‘last gasp’ realization by the Egyptians that Israel’s Deity has
brought about their end.” (P. 273) We disagree. We hold that Yahweh is doing all in His power to get
both Israel and the nations to know and acknowledge Him, in order to share in His blessings and “life.”
1637

Rabbi Fisch notes that “fire” is “a common figure in the Bible for the devastation caused by
war.” (P. 203)
Himler likewise states that “set fire to” is equivalent to “make war on.” (P. 1268)
1638

Rabbi Fisch notes that the phrase “on that day” is “defined at the end of the verse as the day of
Egypt, the time of her downfall.” (P. 203) We say It is the day of YHWH, which is coming against
Egypt.
1639

Rabbi Fisch quotes Lofthouse as commenting, “God speaks as if He had come in person into
Egypt, like another and more terrible Nebuchadnezzar; but this is an incorrect inter-pretation of the
phrase from before Me...The Jewish commentators rightly explain it as ‘on My mission,’ more exactly
‘at My will, on My orders.’” (P. 203)
1640

(continued...)
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xj;B, vWKå-ta, dyrIßx]h;l.
to terrify Cush / Ethiopia (dwelling) security / securely.1641

~yIr:êc.mi ~AyæB. ‘~h,b' hl'Ûx'l.x; ht'’y>h'w>,_
And the anguish will be on them in Egypt’s day,1642

`ha'(B' hNEßhi yKiî
because look–it is coming!
30:101643

1640

(...continued)

;

Rabbi Fisch notes that the Hebrew ~yCiêB, batstsiym, “in the ships,” “is a loan-word from the
Egyptian...The rivers of Ethiopia are mentioned in Isaiah 18:1 and they were used by messengers to
reach different parts of the country.” (P. 203)
Hilmer says “Isaiah 18 has a similar oracle on Cush, involving ships on the Nile.” (P. 1268)
Yes. But there it is a message of hope for the coming harvest of YHWH, including a people or people
from the horn of Africa being given to YHWH. Here it is a message of fear for Cush.
1641

Rabbi Fisch says a more literal translation is “to make Ethiopia (which had been) in a state of
confidence afraid.” (P. 203)
1642

Rabbi Fisch notes that “Another reading is keyom ‘(as) in a day of Egypt’...Kimchi’s interpretation is: the tidings of the approaching army will cause the Ethiopians as much alarm and consternation as
they felt at the time Egypt’s collapse (compare verse 4).” (P. 203)
1643

Reimer comments on verses 10-12 that “The explicit identification of Nebuchadnez-zar and the
Babylonians as the agents of [YHWH’s] wrath links to 29:17-20, although it is likely that this unit
comes from an earlier period. Likewise, the drying up of the Nile (30:12) links back to 29:9b-12.” (P.
1547)
Matties states that “Nebuchadnezzar, with the help of barbarous nations, will devas-tate the land,
kill its population, dry up the Nile channels (see also Isaiah 19:5), and sell the land to foreigners (see
also Ezekiel 29:19).” (P. 1200)
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hwI+hy> yn"ådoa] rm;Þa' hKoï
In this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

~yIr:êc.mi !Amåh]-ta, ‘yTiB;v.hiw>
And I will cause Egypt’s abundance / wealth to cease,

`lb,(B'-%l,m, rC;îar<d>k;Wbn> dy:ßB.
by (the) hand of Nebhukhadhretstsar,1644 king of Babylon.
30:11

~yIëAg yceäyrI[' ‘ATai AMÜ[;w> aWhû
He and his people with him, terror-striking nations,1645

#r<a"+h' txeäv;l. ~yaiÞb'Wm)
being brought to destroy the earth / land;

~yIr:êc.mi-l[; ‘~t'Abr>x; WqyrIÜhew>
and they will draw their swords over / against Egypt,

`ll'(x' #r<a"ßh-' ta, Waïl.mW'
and they will fill the earth / land (with the) pierced.

1644

Compare Ezekiel 29:19.
1645

See Ezekiel 28:7; 31:12; 32:12. Hilmer notes that this phrase, “most ruthless of nations” (in his
translation), is “a common phrase for the Babylonians, who were known for their cruelty (see 2 Kings
25:7,

wyn"+y[el. Wjßx]v' WhY"ëqid>ci ‘ynEB.-ta,w>
And Zedekiah’s sons they slaughtered to / in his eye-sight;

‘rWEë[i ‘WhY"’qid>ci ynEÜy[e-ta,w>
and Zedekiah’s eyes they blinded;

~yIT;êv.xun>b;( Wh“rEs.a;Y:w:
and they bound him with bronze (chains);

`lb,(B' WhaeÞbiy>w:
and they brought him (to) Babylon.
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30:12

hb'êr"x") ‘~yrIaoy> yTiÛt;n"w>
And I will give / make streams / canals dry ground;1646

~y[i_r"-dy:B. #r<a"ßh-' ta, yTiîr>k;mW'
and I will sell the land into (the) hand of evil people.1647

~yrIêz"-dy:B. ‘Ha'l{m.W #r<a<Ü ytiúMovih]w:
And I will ravage (the) land and its fullness by (the) hand of foreigners!

`yTir>B:)DI hw"ßhy> ynIïa]
I, YHWH, have spoken!
30:131648

1646

Rabbi Fisch states “The drying up of the Egyptian canals and the destruction of its system of
irrigation would inevitably bring desolation upon the country (compare Isaiah 19:5-7).” (P. 204)
1647

Rabbi Fisch states that these are “men who will prove themselves lawless and without pity.” (P.
204)
1648

Reimer comments on verses 13-19 that “The knowledge of Egypt demonstrated in 29:14 is seen
in this unit’s plethora [abundance] of names, often compared to Micah 1:10-15. To each place is joined
a facet of the judgment to fall upon it...
“This litany of Divine actions amounts to a comprehensive rejection of Egyptian religion and
politics. There is no clear geographical organization to the list, but where
information is available, the judgments appear to be appropriate to the place...
“Memphis (Ezekiel 30:13, 16) was the capital of Lower Egypt, south of the Nile delta. On
Pathros (verse 14), see 29:14. Zoan (30:14), Pelusium (verses 15-16), and Tehaphnehes (verse 18) were in the northeastern delta, with Pelusium being a strategic fortress at the border
with the Sinai. Thebes (verses 14-16) was the capital of Upper [Southern] Egypt, thus holding great
symbolic value. On and Pi-beseth (verse 17) were in the southeastern delta, hear the land of Goshen, the
location of the sojourn of the people of Israel before the exodus (Genesis 45:10). Some of the
judgments (Ezekiel 30:18) provide allusions to the exodus plagues.” (P. 1547)
(continued...)
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hwI©hy> yn"ådoa] rm;úa-' hKo)
In this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

~yli÷WLgI yTi’d>b;a]h;w>
And I will destroy idols,

@NOëmi ‘~yliylia/ yTiÛB;v.hiw>
and I will cause (the) nothing-Gods to cease from Noph / Memphis.1649

dA[+-hy<h.yI) al{å ~yIr:ßc.mi-#r<a<)me ayfiîn"w>
And a prince from (the) land of Egypt will no longer be.

1648

(...continued)
Hilmer notes that “Located 15 miles south of Cairo, Memphis was a former capital of Egypt and
one of her largest cities. The list of towns reveals no discernible pattern but is a literary device used to
underscore the scope of the destruction (compare Isaiah 10:9-11, 27-32; Micah 1:10-15; Zephaniah
2:4).” (P. 1268)
Matties likewise comments that “This list of places begins with Memphis, one of Egypt’s capital
cities. It is home to colossal statues of pharaohs, which Ezekiel pejoratively calls excremental images
[images made from waste matter discharged from the bowels; feces] (verse 13; see also Ezekiel 6), and
whom he minimizes as mere princes (verse 13). The list of names, cities, and regions in Egypt follows
common prophetic practice (e.g., Isaiah 15:1-9; Jeremiah 48:1-5) or mocks the lists of conquered cities
inscribed on the walls of Egyptian tombs or temples.” (P. 1201)
1649

The Greek translation (Rahlfs) of the Hebrew @nO, noph, is Me,mfij, Memphis. From Wikipedia we quote: “Noph or Moph was the Hebrew name for the ancient Egyptian city of Memphis, capital of
Lower Egypt, which stood on the Nile near the site of modern-day Cairo. It is mentioned several times
in the Hebrew Bible (Isaiah 19:13; Jeremiah 2:16; 44:1 ; 46:14, 19; Ezekiel. 30:13, 16).” (5/30/
2020)
Rabbi Fisch notes that “Memphis, the capital of lower Egypt, was the site for the temples of the
Egyptian Gods, Ptah and Apis. In the destruction of Egypt’s population, her religious institutions will
also be involved.” (P. 204)
995

`~yIr")c.mi #r<a<ïB. ha'Þr>yI yTiît;n"w>
And I will give / place fear1650 in (the) land of Egypt.
30:14

sArêt.P;-ta, ‘ytiMovih]w:
And I will ravage Pathros1651

![;co+B. vaeÞ yTit;în"w>
And I will place / set fire in Tsoan;1652

`anO*B. ~yjiÞpv' . ytiyfiî[w' >
and I will do / enact judgments in No / Thebes.1653

1650

Compare Isaiah 19:16.
1651

Pathros is upper / southern Egypt. From Wikipedia we quote: “Pathros refers to Upper
[Southern] Egypt, primarily the Thebaid where it extended from Elephantine fort to modern Asyut north
of Thebes. Gardiner argues it extended to the north no farther than Abydos. It is mentioned in the
Hebrew Bible in Jeremiah 44:1 and 15; Isaiah 11:11; and Ezekiel 29:14, 30:14. It is the homeland of
the Pathrusim.” (5/30/2020)
1652

The Hebrew ![;c,o tsoan is translated by the Greek (Rahlfs) as Ta,nij, Tanis. From
the Internet, we quote: “The name is supposed to mean ‘migration’ (Arabic, tsan). The site is the only
one connected with the history of Israel in Egypt, before the exodus, which is certainly fixed, being
identified with the present village of San at the old mouth of the Bubastic branch of the Nile, about 18
miles Southeast of Damietta. It should be remembered that the foreshore of the Delta is continually
moving northward, in consequence of the deposit of the Nile mud, and that the Nile mouths are much
farther north than they were even in the time of the geographer Ptolemy. Thus in the times of Jacob, and
of Moses, Zoan probably lay at the mouth of the Bubastic branch, and was a harbor, Lake Menzaleh and
the lagoons near Pelusium having been subsequently formed.” (Bible Atlas, 5/30/2020) Compare
Numbers 13:22 and Psalm 78:12, 43.
Hilmer notes that Zoan was “also called Rameses (see Exodus 1:11).” (P. 1268)
1653

(continued...)
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30:15

!ysiÞ-l[; ytiêmx' ] yTiäk.p;vw' >
And I will pour out My wrath upon Siyn / Pelusium,1654

~yIr"+c.mi zA[åm'
place of safety (in) Egypt.

1653

(...continued)
No is another name for Thebes, the ancient capital of what is called the Middle Empire, in Upper
or Southern Egypt. “Thebes, known to the ancient Egyptians as Waset, was an ancient Egyptian city
located along the Nile about 500 miles south of the Mediterranean. Its ruins lie within the modern
Egyptian city of Luxor. Thebes was the main city of the fourth Upper Egyptian nome and was the
capital of Egypt for long periods during the Middle Kingdom and New Kingdom eras. It was close to
Nubia and the Eastern Desert, with its valuable mineral resources and trade routes. It was a cult center
and the most venerated city of ancient Egypt during its heyday. The site of Thebes includes areas on
both the eastern bank of the Nile, where the temples of Karnak and Luxor stand and where the city
proper was situated; and the western bank, where a necropolis of large private and royal cemeteries and
funerary complexes can be found.” (Wikipedia, 5/30/2020)
Rabbi Fisch notes that “It is named No-amon in Nahum 3:8 (compare Amon of No, Jeremiah
46:25), the town being associated with the worship of the God Amon.” (P. 205)
1654

“Pelusium, Greek Pelousion, was an ancient Egyptian city on the easternmost mouth of the Nile
River (long silted up). The Egyptians likely called it Sa(inu and also Per-Amon (House of Amon),
whence perhaps the site’s modern name, Tell Farama. It lies about 20 miles southeast of Port Said, in
the Sinai Peninsula. In the Bible the city is called (Ezekiel 30:15) ‘the stronghold of Egypt’ (the name
being given in the King James Version as Sin, transliterated from the Hebrew). In the 26th and later
Egyptian dynasties, Pelusium was the main frontier fortress against Palestine and was a customs post for
Asiatic goods. In 525 B.C.E. the Persians, under Cambyses II, defeated the Saite pharaoh Psamtik III
there. During the periods of Egyptian independence from Persia (28th–29th dynasty), it was a vital
defensive center. In Roman times it was a station on the route to the Red Sea. Ruins date from the
Roman period.” (Encyclopedia Britannica, 5/30/2020)
“Pelusium lay between the seaboard and the marshes of the Nile Delta, about two-and-a-half
miles from the sea. The port was choked by sand as early as the first century B.C.E., and the coastline
has now advanced far beyond its ancient limits that the city, even in the third century C.E., was at least
four miles from the Mediterranean.” (Wikipedia, 5/30/2020)
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`anO* !Amïh]-ta, yTiÞr:k.hiw>
And I will cut off (the) abundance / wealth of No / Thebes.1655
30:16

~yIr:êc.miB. ‘vae yTit;Ûn"w>
And I will give / set fire in Egypt.

!ysiê Î‘lWxT'Ð ¿lyxiTÀ' lWxÜ
Siyn will truly writhe,1656

[;qE+Bh' il. hy<åh.Ti anOàw>
and No / Thebes will be cut open,

`~m'(Ay yrEïc' @nOàw>
and Noph / Memphis–daily enemies.1657
30:17

WlPo+yI br<x<åB; ts,b,Þ-ypiW !w<a"± yrEWxïB;
Choice young men of Awen1658 and Pi-beseth1659 will fall by the sword,

1655

Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “No shall be rent asunder,” and he comments that “Though a
fortress it will be breached and penetrated by the invading army.” (P. 205)
1656

'

The Masoretes offer two readings: first, the kethibh, “what is written,” lyxiT; and second, the

'

qere, “to be read,” lWxT. This is a correction of the spelling / pointing.
1657

Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “shall come adversaries in the day-time.” He notes that “The text is
difficult, the literal translation being ‘Noph the adversaries of by day.’ The sense is: confident in their
overwhelming strength and despising Egyptian resistance, the invaders will attack not at night but in the
day-time.” (P. 205)
1658

Brown-Driver-Briggs suggests that Awen here should be read as !Aa, !ao = On; the Greek
translation (Rahlfs) has h`li,ou po,lewj, literally “of (the) sun, a city,” Heliopolis.
(continued...)
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1658

(...continued)
Encyclopedia Brittanica states that “Heliopolis, (Greek), Egyptian Iunu or Onu (‘Pillar City’),
biblical On, [was] one of the most ancient Egyptian cities and the seat of worship of the sun God, Re. It
was the capital of the 15th nome of Lower Egypt, but Heliopolis was important as a religious rather than
a political center. During the New Kingdom (c. 1539–1075 B.C.E.) its great temple of Re was second in
size only to that of Amon at Thebes, and its priesthood wielded great influence, particularly during the
5th dynasty (c. 2465–c. 2325 B.C.E.), when the worship of Re became the state cult.” (5/30/2020)
Rabbi Fisch notes “It is also called Beth-shemesh, ‘House of the Sun’ (Jeremiah 43:13).” (P.
205)
1659

The Hebrew name ts,b,-yPi, pi-bheseth is translated by the Greek (Rahlfs) as Bou,bastoj,
Boubastos.
“An Ancient Egyptian city, Bubastis is often identified with the biblical Pi-Beseth (Ezekiel
30:17). It was the capital of its own nome, located along the River Nile in the Delta region of Lower
Egypt, and notable as a center of worship for the feline Goddess Bastet, and therefore the principal
depository in Egypt of mummies of cats. Its ruins are located in the suburbs of the modern city of
Zagazig...The following is the description which Herodotus gives of Bubastis, as it appeared shortly after
the period of the Persian invasion, 525 B.C.E., and Hamilton remarks that the plan of the ruins
remarkably warrants the accuracy of this historical eye-witness.
Temples there are more spacious and costlier than that of Bubastis, but none so pleasant
to behold. It is after the following fashion. Except at the entrance, it is surrounded by water: for
two canals branch off from the river, and run as far as the entrance to the temple: yet neither
canal mingles with the other, but one runs on this side, and the other on that. Each canal is a
hundred feet wide, and its banks are lined with trees. The propylaea [monumental gateways] are
sixty feet in height, and are adorned with sculptures (probably intaglios [a design incised or
engraved into a material] in relief) nine feet high, and of excellent workmanship. The Temple
being in the middle of the city is looked down upon from all sides as you walk around; and this
comes from the city having been raised, whereas the temple itself has not been moved, but
remains in its original place. Quite round the temple there goes a wall, adorned with sculptures.
Within the inclosure is a grove of fair tall trees, planted around a large building in which is the
effigy (of Bast). The form of that temple is square, each side being a stadium [sports arena] in
length. In a line with the entrance is a road built of stone about three stadia long, leading
eastwards through the public market. The road is about 400 feet broad, and is flanked by
exceeding tall trees. It leads to the temple of Hermes. (Herodotus 2, 59-60)” (Wikipedia,
5/30/2020)
(continued...)
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`hn"k.l;(te ybiîV.B; hN"hEßw>
and they (feminine plural) will walk / go into captivity.1660
30:18

~AYëh; %f;äx' ‘sxen>p.x;t.bi(W
And in / at tachpanches1661 the day was dark1662

1659

(...continued)
Rabbi Fisch notes that it is “Bubastis, now Tel basta, about forty miles northeast of Cairo, meaning ‘the city of the cat-shaped idol.’ All the places enumerated in verses 13-18 seem to have been the
centers of different forms of idolatry.” (P. 205)
1660

Reimer notes that “The Hebrew text has only a feminine pronoun (‘they’), and the English Standard Version supplies the referent as ‘women,’ anticipating the ending of verse 18; it could also be
‘cities,’ which is grammatically feminine.” (P. 1548)
1661

;

Rabbi Fisch notes that “In Jeremiah 2:16; 43:7-9 the name of the city is sxe(n>P;x.T, Tachpanches.
It is probably the modern Tel el-Defenne, Daphnae, one of the chief fortresses of ancient Egypt.” (P. 205)
Here in Ezekiel 30:18 the name is spelled

‘sxen>p.x;t., thechaphneches.

Hilmer comments that the city was located “in extreme northeast Egypt. Johanan son of Kareah and
his men fled there after the murder of Gedaliah.” (P. 1269) See Jeremiah 43:4-7,
4

x:rEøq-' !B, !n"’xA' y •[m;v-' al{)w>
And Yochanan, son of Qareach, did not listen,

~['Þh'-lk'w> ~yli²y"x]h; yrEôf-' lk'w>
and all (the) officials of the armies, and all the people,

`hd")Why> #r<a<ïB. tb,v,Þl' hw"+hy> lAqåB.
to YHWH’s voice, to dwell in (the) land of Judah.
5

~yliêy"x]h; yrEåf-' lk'w> ‘x:“rEq-' !B, !n"ÜxA' y xQ;úYIw:
And Yochanan, son of Qareach, and all (the) officials of the armies, took

hd"+Why> tyrIåaev.-lK' taeÞ
(continued...)
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~yIr:êc.mi tAjåmo-ta, ‘~v'-yrIb.viB.
in / at My breaking there Egypt’s yoke-bars.1663
1661

(...continued)
(the) whole remnant of Judah,

~v'ê-WxD>nI rv,äa] ‘~yIAGh;-lK'mi Wbv'ª-rv,a]
who had returned from all the nations where they had been banished,

`hd")Why> #r<a<ïB. rWgàl'
to live as temporary residents in (the) land of Judah,

é@J;h;-ta,w> ~yviäN"h;-ta,w> ~yrIbG' >h;û-ta,(

6

the men and the women / wives, and the children,

taeäw> è%l,M,h; tAnæB.-ta,w>
and (the) daughters of the king,

~yxiêBj' ;-br: !d"åa]r>z:Wbn> ‘x:yNI’hi rv,Ûa] vp,N<©h;-lK'
and every person whom Nebhuzaradhan, Captain of the guard caused to remain

!p'_v-' !B, ~q"åyxia]-!B, Why"ßl.d:G>-ta,
with Gedhalyahu, son of Achiyqam, son of Shaphan,

aybiêN"h; Why"åm.r>yI ‘taew>
and with Jeremiah the prophet,

`WhY")rInE-!B, %WrßB-' ta,w>
and with Baruk, son of Neriyyahu.

~yIr:êc.mi #r<a<å ‘Wabo’Y"w:

7

And they entered (the) land of Egypt;

hw"+hy> lAqåB. W[ßm.v' al{ï yKi²
because they did not listen in / to (the) voice of YHWH.

`sxe(n>P;x.T;-d[; WaboßY"w:
And they came as far as Tachpanches.
1662

Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “the day shall withdraw itself.” He says this is “A figure for utter
despair and helplessness. Another reading...is ‘the day will grow dark.’” (P. 205)
Hilmer comments that being “dark” is “a common biblical metaphor describing ruin, destruction
or death.” (P. 1269) Compare the later statement in this verse that the city would be covered with
clouds as YHWH breaks the yoke of Egypt.
1663

(continued...)
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HZ"+[u !AaåG> HB'Þ-tB;v.nIw>
and (the) pride of its strength will be caused to cease in it.

hN"S,êk;y> !n"å[' ayhi…
It–a cloud will cover it,

`hn"k.l;(te ybiîV.B; h'yt,ÞAnb.W
and its daughters will walk / go into the captivity.1664
30:19

~yIr"+c.miB. ~yjiÞpv' . ytiyfiî[w' >
And I will do / enact judgments in / on Egypt;

`hw")hy> ynIïa]-yKi( W[ßd>y"w>
and they will know that I (am) YHWH!1665

1663

(...continued)
Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “the yokes of Egypt,” and he states that this is figurative for “the
tyranny which Egypt inflicted upon other nations.” (P. 205)
1664

Rabbi Fisch notes that “The Targum renders: ‘the inhabitants of her towns.’ The Hebrew for
daughters often occurs in the sense of smaller towns adjacent to a large city.” (P. 206)
1665

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The ultimate purpose of these chastisements is to vindicate the sovereignty of God.” (P. 206) Darr states, “The execution of all these punishments will force the Egyptians
to acknowledge Yahweh’s sovereign and unparalleled power as manifested in their own history.” (P.
275)
We say, No...the ultimate purpose is to enable all of those involved to know YHWH as their
God. YHWH is revealing Himself / His nature through His actions in the history of nations and people.
It is not to enable them to prove a theological truth, such as Divine sovereignty–but rather to enable them
to enter into a personal relationship with YHWH– something similar to a man’s “knowing” his wife!
Darr reflects on verses 13-19, “How great is Ezekiel’s faith in the power of Israel’s God, that He
should speak of Yahweh using one mighty empire to destroy another!...We can only wonder that he, and
other like-minded Judeans, continued to assert God’s sovereignty amid the taunts of hostile neighbors
(continued...)
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1665

(...continued)
(e.g., Ammonites, 25:3,6; Moabites, 25:8; Tyrians, 26:2) and the victory shouts of the Babylonians, who
attributed their triumphs to their own Deities. For the prophet, even the forces of nature obey Yahweh’s
commands: gloom accompanies doom; the waters of the mighty Nile dry up...

“In a world where people tend to place their trust in what is powerful, sucessful, and prosperous,
we do well to ponder Ezekiel’s steadfast faith. Living on foreign soil and experiencing (albeit from a
distance) the destruction of his modest homeland, while world empires jostle for power, he insists nonetheless that the just and mighty God of Israel, Who alone is worthy of faith, yet rules history. Against all
‘evidence,’ he stands with God and summons his readers to do likewise. Even as we question aspects of
the content of his faith, we marvel at its unwavering tenacity.” (Pp. 275-276)
1003

Pharaoh's Arms are Broken (30:20-26)1666
30:20

hn"ëv' ‘hrEf.[, tx;Ûa;B. yhiªy>w:
And it happened in (the) eleventh year,1667

vd<xo+l; h['äb.viB. !AvßarIB")
in the first (month), on (day) seven to / of the month,1668

1666

Rabbi Fisch entitles verses 20-26 “Defeat of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar.”
This message is dated April 29, 587 B.C.E. Breaking the arms of Pharaoh refers to Pharaoh
Hophra's defeat by Nebuchadnezzar which had occurred one year earlier. Again YHWH's universal
reign is obvious from such language, and His actions in human history are a means of His Self-revelation
to all peoples and nations.
Reimer entitles these verses “The Kings of Egypt and Babylon.” He comments that “The dates
return in this fourth Egypt oracle, locating this unit in April 587 B.C.E. This oracle contrasts the
weakness of Hophra’s forces with the might of Babylon. The direct confrontation between these kings
has been announced in verse 10. The sword (verses 21-22) will fall from the hand of Hophra, but
Nebuchadnezzar wields the sword of [my Lord YHWH]...Again, the king of Babylon does [YHWH’s]
work (29:20).” (P. 1548)
Hilmer notes that the date given here is the eighth date in Ezekiel (see 1:2; 8:1; 20:1; 24:1;
26:1; 29:1, 17).” (P. 1269)
Matties comments on 30:20-26 that “Dated to April 587 B.C.E., this fourth oracle probably
refers to the defeat of Pharaoh Hophra by Nebuchadnezzar after Hophra attempted to intervene in the
siege of Jerusalem (Jeremiah 37:5). One of Hophra’s arms has already been broken and has not healed,
and the king of Babylon, with his arms strengthened by [YHWH], is about to break Hophra’s other
arm...Now, [YHWH] stands against Pharaoh (verse 22). Taking the sword from Pharaoh, He puts it into
the hand of Nebuchadnezzar, by which He will scatter the Egyptians among the nations and demonstrate [YHWH’s] sovereignty over the Gods of Egypt.” (P. 1201)
1667

Rabbi Fisch notes that this is “the eleventh year of the reign of Zedekiah, about four months
before the fall of Jerusalem.” (P. 206)
1668

(continued...)
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`rmo)ale yl;îae hw"ßhy>-rb;d> hy"ïh'
YHWH’s Word was / came to me, saying:
30:21

~d"§a-' !B,
Son of Adam / Humanity,

yTir>b"+v' ~yIr:ßc.mi-%l,m,( h[oïr>P; [:Ar±z>-ta,
Pharaoh, king of Egypt’s arm, I have broken.1669

1668

(...continued)
Darr comments that “Three months have passed since Ezekiel delivered his initial series of oracles against Egypt (29:1-16), and Nebuchadrezzar’s siege of Jerusalem has been underway for about fifteen months. The present, highly repetitive unit presupposes the failure of Pharaoh Hophra’s earlier
attempt to end that siege. Now, lest the exiles continue to pin their hopes for national survival on Egyptian intervention, Yahweh announces the impending, total defeat of Pharaoh’s army and the scattering of
Egypt’s population, ‘throughout the lands.’ Here, as in 29:17-20 and 30:10-12, the king of Babylon
(Nebuchadrezzar) functions as God’s agent of destruction.” (P. 276)
1669

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The allusion is to the advance of Pharaoh Hophra to relieve
Jerusalem while it was besieged by the Babylonians. It brought only a temporary respite. The Egyptian
army withdrew and the Babylonians renewed the attack (Jeremiah 37:5-8). Egypt’s decisive defeat at
the hands of Nebuchadnezzar is recorded in 2 Kings 24:7.” (P. 206)
Jeremiah 37:5-8,
5
~yIr"+c.Mimi ac'äy" h[oßr>P; lyxeîw>
And Pharaoh’s army went forth from Egypt.

~['êm.vi-ta, ‘~ØIl;“vW' ry>-l[; ~yrIÜCh' ; ~yDIøf.K;h; W[’m.v.YIw:
And the Chaldeans heard, the ones besieging over / against Jerusalem, their report,

`~ØIl'(vW' ry> l[;Þme Wlê[Y' Eåw:,
and they went up / withdrew from over / against Jerusalem.
6

`rmo)ale aybiÞN"h; Why"ïm.r>yI-la, hw"ëhy>-rb;D> ‘yhiy>w:)
And YHWH’s word was / came to Jeremiah the prophet, saying:

7

laeêr"f.yI yheäl{a/ ‘hw"hy> rm;Ûa-' hKo)
In this way YHWH God of Israel spoke:

hd"êWhy> %l,m,ä-la, ‘Wrm.ato) hKoÜ
In this way you shall speak to (the) king of Judah,
(continued...)
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tAaøpur> tte’l' hv'B.xuû-al{) hNEåhiw>
And look–it was not bound up, to give healing,

Hv'îb.xl' . lWT±xi ~Wfïl'
to place a bandage for binding it,

`br<x")B, fPoït.li Hq"ßz>xl' .
to strengthen it to wield a sword.1670
30:22

hwI©hoy> yn"ådoa] Ÿrm:åa-' hKo !keúl'
1669

(...continued)

ynIvE+r>d"l. yl;Þae ~k,²t.a, x;leóVoh;
the one sending you to Me to inquire of Me:

hr"êz>[,l. ‘~k,l' aceÛYOh; h[oªr>P; lyxeä ŸhNEåhi
Look–Pharaoh’s army, the one going forth to you people for help,

`~yIr")c.mi Acßr>a;l. bv'î
is returning to its land Egypt!

taZO=h; ry[iäh-' l[; Wmßx]l.nIw> ~yDIêf.K;h; ‘Wb“vw' >

8

And the Chaldeans will return, and will fight over / against this city;

`vae(b' h'puîr"f.W h'dUßkl' .W
and they will capture it, and will burn it with the fire!
2 Kings 24:7,

Ac+r>a;me( taceÞl' ~yIr:êc.mi %l,m,ä ‘dA[ @ysiîho-al{)w>
And Egypt’s king did not add again to go forth from Egypt,

lb,ªB' %l,m,ä xq;úl-' yKi('
because Babylon’s king took–

tr"êP.-rh;n>-d[; ‘~yI“r:c.mi lx;N:Ümi
from (the) wadi of Egypt as far as (the) river Euphrates–

`~yIr")c.mi %l,m,îl. ht'Þy>h' rv,îa] lKo±
everything that belonged to Egypt’s king.
1670

Rabbi Fisch states that “The damage done to Egypt was irreparable.” (P. 206)
1006

Therefore, in this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

~yIr:êc.mi-%l,m,( h[oår>P;-la, ‘ynIn>hi
Look at Me–against Pharaoh, king of Egypt;

wyt'ê[oroåz>-ta, ‘yTir>b;v(w' >
and I will break his arms--

tr<B"+v.NIh;-ta,w> hq"ßz"x]h;-ta,
the strong one, and the broken one;1671

1671

Darr observes how often the word “arm” occurs in this text. And she recalls Ezekiel 20:33, “‘As
I live, says the Lord God, surely with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm, and with wrath poured out,
I will be King over you.’ Block observes that the figure of a sword- (or club-) wielding Pharaoh is common in Egyptian iconoraphy. A scene from the reign of Amenhotep II, for example, presents the king
‘holding the locks of his enemy in one hand and the other hand poised to bludgeon the man. The accompanying inscription reads: ‘Amenhotep...who smites the rulers of the foreign lands of the far north, he is
a God Whose arm is great.’ Among Pharaoh Hophra’s royal titles was ‘Possessor of a Strong Arm’...
“In verse 21, Yahweh speaks of having already ‘broken the arm’ of Pharaoh. In the aftermath of
that military defeat, his arm has been neither bound so that it might heal, nor securely bandaged so that,
once strengthened, it might grasp a sword. In other words, Pharaoh has not sufficiently recovered from
his last engagement of the Babylonian army to muster another. Now, God intends to break both of the
king’s arms, the (remaining) strong one, and the one already broken...Disabled, Pharaoh will be utterly
unable to grasp sword in hand; and Yahweh will scatter the defenseless Egyptians throughout the lands...
“The same God Who cripples Pharaoh’s arms will strengthen the arms of Babylon’s king...while
verse 25b affirms that God’s ultimate goal will be achieved: the Egyptians will be forced to acknowledge (‘know’) Who Yahweh is—the sovereign Lord of history, including their own–when the king of
Babylon wields God’s Own sword and stretches it across their land.” (Pp. 276-277)
Darr reflects on verses 20-26 that “In this passage, the prophet presents Yahweh as a Torturer
Who cripples Pharaoh’s arms so that he groans like one mortally wounded. The resulting image, Blenkinsopp concedes, is sadistic: ‘Yahweh has broken Pharaoh’s arm, Pharaoh will not receive medical attention to enable him to take up arms again, and, just to make sure, Yahweh will break it again and the
other one also for good measure’...The Lord of history, Whose punishment of the house of Israel Ezekiel
proclaims to be just and proportionate to its sins, is Lord of Egypt’s history as well, and of all the nations
on the earth...
(continued...)
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`Ad)Y"mi br<x<ßh;-ta, yTiîl.P;hiw>
and I will cause the sword to fall from his hand!1672
30:23

~yI+AGB; ~yIr:ßc.mi-ta, ytiîAcpih]w:
And I will scatter Egypt / Egyptians among the nations,

`tAc)r"a]B' ~tiÞyrIzEw>
and I will scatter / disperse them among (the) lands.1673
30:24

lb,êB' %l,m,ä ‘tA[roz>-ta, yTiªq.Z:xiw>
And I will strengthen (the) arms of (the) king of Babylon;

Ad+y"B. yBiÞr>x;-ta, yTiît;n"w>
and I will give / place My sword in his hand,1674

1671

(...continued)
“Blenkinsopp also is troubled by the violence of Ezekiel’s oracles against foreign nations and
rulers: ‘There are matters in the Bible which are time- and culture-conditioned; there are high points
and low points...These must be taken into account in our response to the texts.’ Ezekiel’s world, like our
own, was filled with violence. And in his view, God was capable of violent emotions and actions. His
perspective plays well where people hunger for revenge, but it creates a dangerous Divine role model.”
(Pp. 277-278)
1672

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Defeat will follow defeat until Egypt is rendered completely
powerless.” (P. 206)
1673

Reimer notes that the language of “scatter” and “disperse” appeared in 29:12. He adds that “The
fear of dispersion is one of the most deep-seated [fears] in the Old Testament (e.g., Genesis 11:4;
compare Ezekiel 28:24-26).” (P. 1548)
1674

Rabbi Fisch comments that YHWH’s “putting My sword I his hand” means “Nebuchad-nezzar is
[YHWH’s] instrument for punishing Egypt.” (P. 207)
1008

h[oêr>P; tA[åroz>-ta, ‘yTir>b;vw' >
and I will break Pharaoh’s arms.

`wyn")pl' . ll'Þx' tAqïa]n: qa;²n"w>
and he will truly groan, a pierced body, before him.
30:251675

lb,êB' %l,m,ä ‘tA[roz>-ta, yTiªq.z:x]h;w>
And I will strengthen (the) arms of (the) king of Babylon;

hn"l.Po+Ti h[oßr>P; tA[ïroz>W
and Pharaoh’s arms will fall.

hw"©hy> ynIåa]-yKi( W[úd>y"w>)
And they will know that I (am) YHWH,

lb,êB'-%l,m,( dy:åB. ‘yBir>x; yTiÛtiB.
when I give / place My sword in (the) hand of (the) king of Babylon.

`~yIr")c.mi #r<a<ï-la, Ht'ÞAa hj'în"w>
And he will stretch it out to (the) land of Egypt!
30:26

~yIëAGB; ‘~yI“r:c.mi-ta, ytiÛAcpih]w:
And I will scatter Egypt / Egyptians among the nations;

tAc+r"a]B' ~t'ÞAa ytiîyrIzEw>
and I will scatter them among the lands;1676
1675

Rabbi Fisch comments that verses 23 and 24 are “repeated in substance” in verses 25 and 26,
“for final emphasis.” (P. 207)
1676

We note how similar this statement concerning YHWH’s scattering Egypt among the nations is
(continued...)
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`hw")hy> ynIïa]-yKi( W[ßd>y"w>
And they will know that I (am) YHWH!1677

A Lesson for Egypt to Learn from Assyria,
The Mighty but Fallen Cedar of Lebanon (Chapter 31)

31:1 And it happened, in (the) eleventh year, on the third (day), on (the) first (day) to / of
the month--YHWH’s Word was / came to me saying: 31:2 Son of Adam / Humanity, speak to
Pharaoh, king of Egypt and to his crowd: To whom are you likened, in your greatness? 31:3
Look–Assyria, a cedar in the Lebanon--beautiful of branch, and wood(en trunk), casting shade,
and high-ranking (in) height. And between its leafy branches was its tree-top. 31:4 Waters
caused it to grow; deep (water) raised it up; with its streams walking / flowing around its place of
planting, and with its water-courses it sent forth to all (the) trees of the field. 31:5 Therefore its

1676

(...continued)
to the same actions that YHWH took against Israel, scattering them among the nations. Also note that
the first two lines in verse 26 are a repetition of similar lines in verse 23.
And remember the predictions made by YHWH in Ezekiel 29:13-16, promising that after forty
years of Egypt’s being scattered among the nations, He will restore the fortunes of Egypt and bring the
scattered people back to Egypt, to be a lowly kingdom. YHWH deals with Egypt in similar fashion to
the way He deals with Israel. He uses Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon as His servant to punish both Israel
and Egypt. And it is through His punishment that both Israel and Egypt will come to know YHWH.
1677

When military disaster strikes, or pandemics come, if we have eyes to see, and ears to hear, we
will come to know YHWH, in ways that we have been blind to before.

1010

height grew higher than all (other) trees of the field. And its boughs were many, and its branches
grew long, from (the) many waters in its sending-forth. 31:6 In its branches nested every bird of
the heavens; and beneath its boughs every wild animal of the field gave birth; and in its shade
dwelt everyone of many nations. 31:7 And it was beautiful in its greatness, in (the) length of its
branches; because its roots were / came to many waters. 31:8 Cedars did not eclipse / dim it in
God’s garden. Cypress trees were not like its boughs; and plane-trees were not like its branches.
Every tree in God’s garden was not like it in its beauty. 31:9 I made it beautiful in (the) abundance of its branches; and all (the) trees of Eden were envious of it, which (were) in (the) garden
of the God(s)! 31:10 Therefore in this way my Lord YHWH spoke: Because you were high in
height, and He gave / placed your (tree-)top between (its) leafy-foilage; and his heart was raised /
proud in / of his height--31:11 and I will place him in (the) hand of a chief of nations; he will
truly do to him according to his wickedness. I have driven him out! 31:12 And they cut it
down–foreigners, awe-inspiring / terror-striking nations; and they forsook / left him, to / on the
mountains and in all (the) valleys his branches fell. And its shoots were broken off in all the
earth’s / land’s wadis / ravines. And they went down / away from his shadow, all peoples of the
earth / land, and they forsook Him / it. 31:13 Upon its fallen remains will settle every bird of the
heavens; and to its branches came every wild animal of the field. 31:14 In order that no trees (by
the) water may be high in their height; and they may not place their (tree-)top between their leafy
foilage; and their leaders may not stand in their height, everyone that drinks water. Because all
of them have been given to the death, to (the) land below, in (the) midst of (the) children of
Adam / Humanity, to those going down (to the) pit. 31:15 In this way my Lord YHWH spoke:
On (the) day of his going down to sheol I caused mourning; I covered over him with (the) deep.
And I withheld its streams. And many waters were restrained. And I darkened Lebanon over
him. And all trees of the field fainted over him. 31:16 From (the) sound of his fall, I caused
nations to quake; at my bringing him down to sheol with those going down (to the) pit. And they
were comforted in (the) land below / underworld, all trees of Eden, (the) choice one(s), and good
(ones) of Lebanon–all those drinking waters. 31:17 They also with him descended to sheol, to
those pierced by (the) sword and His arm--they sat / dwelt in its shadow, in (the) midst of (the)
nations. 31:18 To whom were you like thus, in glory, and in greatness among Eden’s trees?
And you will be brought down with Eden’s trees to (the) land beneath / underworld! In (the)
midst of (the) uncircumcised you will sleep, with those pierced (by the) sword. That (is) Pharaoh, and all his crowd! (It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.
A Lesson for Egypt to Learn from Assyria,
The Mighty but Fallen Cedar of Lebanon (Chapter 31)

31:11678
1678

Rabbi Fisch entitles chapter 31 “Assyria’s Fate a Warning to Egypt.” He comments that “The
(continued...)
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1678

(...continued)
eclipse of Assyria is held up to Egypt as an example of Divine punishment for self-exaltation and arrogance. Mighty Assyria, the powerful conqueror of many nations [at the direction of YHWH], had vanished in ruins from the stage of history. A similar fate will befall Egypt, the mistress of many peoples.
Only at the beginning and the end of the chapter is Pharaoh, the representative of Egypt, explicitly mentioned; the middle section deals with the eminence and subsequent decline of Assyria as the prototype of
Egypt’s doom.” (P. 207)
But has Rabbi Fisch forgotten YHWH’s promise to Egypt in 29:13-16? Punishment of Egypt by
YHWH? Yes, of course, just as punishment was to come on Judah. But this did not mean for Egypt
“vanishing from the stage of history,” nor is Egypt’s future one of “doom.”
Again, Ezekiel uses a thinly veiled allegory or “vision-story,” perhaps acted out, in describing the
world-wide kingdom of Assyria, that is now fallen. YHWH expects Egypt to learn from Assyria’s experience. So should our America, with our proud claims, and with our failure to know YHWH in spite of
His blessings showered on us! What do you think?
Darr comments on chapter 31 that “The fifth pronouncement against Pharaoh / Egypt comprise a
single unit consisting of three interrelated subunits: verses 2b-9, verses 10-14, and verses 15-18...The
first, an extended metaphor in verse, speaks of a cosmic or world tree–a conventional mythological
image not confined to ancient near Eastern literature. The second (verses 10-14) describes the tree’s
destruction on account of its hubris (pride); and the third (verses 15-18) follows it to Sheol, the underworld habitat of the dead...
“Ezekiel takes up his extended arboreal [relating to trees] metaphor toward political ends. The
unit’s significance lies not in its relationship to some ancient myth (though its message is enriched by
multiple mythic elements), but in its insistence that proud Pharaoh and his nation will go the way of
arrogant Assyria and its king. Ezekiel’s actual audience does not include Pharaoh, of course. His goal is
to shatter his fellow exiles’ hopes that Egypt will deliver Jerusalem from Nebuchadrezzar’s death grip.
There is, perhaps, no better way to undermine the exiles’ confidence than to make a comparison with the
other major anccient Near Eastern power to whom Egypt had been subject, a power now in ruins.” (Pp.
278-279)
Reimer entitles verses 1-18 “The Fall of Pharaoh.” He comments that “Ezekiel’s fifth oracle
against Egypt dates to June 21, 587 B.C.E., thus only a few weeks after the preceding unit. Here the
prophet points to Assyria as an object lesson to Egypt. In its dying days, the once-mighty Assyrian Empire looked to Egypt for help against the mounting power of Babylon (about 610 B.C.E.). Even together
they could not withstand the Babylonian onslaught. That had been a mere 23 years earlier, well within
living memory...In Isaiah’s prophecies, given earlier still, Assyria–pride personified–was chopped down
(continued...)
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hn"ëv ‘hrEf.[, tx;Ûa;B. yhiªy>w:
And it happened, in (the) eleventh year,1679

vd<xo+l; dx'äa,B. yviÞyliV.B;'
on the third (day), on (the) first (day) to / of the month--1680

`rmo)ale yl;îae hw"ßhy>-rb;d> hy"ïh'
YHWH’s Word was / came to me saying:
31:2

~yIr:ßc.mi-%l,m,( h[oïr>P;-la, rmo±a/ ~d"§a-' !B,
Son of Adam / Humanity, speak to Pharaoh, king of Egypt

An=Amh]-la,w>
and to his crowd:1681

1678

(...continued)

;

by the axe [!z<ër>G:h] of [YHWH] (Isaiah 10:5-19). This, the prophet says, is the fate awaiting Egypt...
The motif of the ‘cosmic tree’ that harbors the nations in its branches uses elements from ancient mythology, much as does the oracle of Tyre in the ‘garden of God’ (see Ezekiel 28:11-19).” (P. 1548)
Rabbi Fisch entitles verses 1-9 “Egypt Likened to a Cedar.”
1679

That is, the eleventh year of king Zedekiah’s reign.
1680

Rabbi Fisch states that the third month was “About two months before the capture of Jerusalem.”
(P. 207) Hilmer notes that the date given here is “the ninth date in Ezekiel (see 1:2; 8:1; 20:1; 24:1;
26:1; 29:1, 17; 30:20).” (P. 1269)
1681

Rabbi Fisch notes that “his crowd” means “the Egyptian people.” (P. 208) Matties holds that it
means “his military forces.” (P. 1202)
Reimer comments that “The notice of Pharaoh and his multitude is repeated in verse 18b, but
there as a statement rather than an address. Likewise, the rhetorical question in verse 2b is posed again
and expanded in verse 18a. This provides an effective frame around the intervening verses.” (P. 1548)
1013

`^l,(d>g"b. t'ymiîD" ymiÞ-la,
To whom are you likened, in your greatness?1682
31:3

!An©bL' .B; zr<a<å rWVøa; hNE’hi
Look–Assyria, a cedar in the Lebanon--1683

1682

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Incomparably great and powerful though he might think himself to
be, he cannot escape the judgment which God has passed upon him.” (P. 208) We think the question is
asked of both Pharaoh and “his crowd,” and therefore is being asked of all Egypt in its national pride.
Egypt and its leaders need to look at what has happened to Assyria!
Matties comments that “Without waiting for an answer to the question of verse 2a, Ezekiel
announces Assyria as object of comparison. Then, in a literary caricature, Assyria is portrayed as a
cosmic cedar tree (verse 3b; 17:1-10, 22-24; see Daniel 4:10-12) nourished by deep waters (verse
4a)...The allegory exposes its political intent as birds and animals give way to great nations (verse 6)
who, ironically, are happy to live under the shade of imperial power. Surprisingly, this tree surpasses the
trees in the garden of [YHWH] God (see also 28:13).” (P. 1202)
1683

Here, the allegory / vision-story begins. Of course, Assyria was not in fact a cedar tree in the
Lebanon mountain chain–nor in the modern country of Lebanon. Hilmer says to compare “Ezekiel’s
allegorical use of the cedar in chapter 17.” (P. 1269)
Rabbi Fisch comments that “As the cedar is taller than any other tree in Lebanon, so was Assyria
the mightiest people in his time.” (P. 208) See the numerous photographs of huge cedar trees in Lebanon on the Internet. Hilmer notes that Lebanon was “known for its cedars (see verses 15-18; Judges 9:
15; 1 Kings 4:33; 5:6; 2 Kings 14:9; Ezra 3:7; Psalms 29:5; 92:12 and 104:16).” (P. 1269)
Rabbi Fisch adds that “Most moderns emend ashshur (Assyria) into te’ashshur, the tree mentioned in Isaiah 41:19, translated larch...Thereby they eliminate all reference to Assyria and explain the
whole chapter as addressed directly to Pharaoh. Ehrlich, on the other hand, defends the integrity of the
Masoretic Text and accepts the Jewish interpretation which is here [in Rabbi Fisch’s commentary]
followed.” (P. 208)
Reimer states that “Some find the reference to Assyria problematic, expecting rather immediate
application to Egypt. However, the text is stable and clear, and there is no support from the ancient
translations for suggested textual corrections (which are themselves not free from interpretative
problems.” (Pp. 1548-49)
(continued...)
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@n"±[' hpeîy>
beautiful of branch,

lc;Þme vr<xoïw>
and wood(en trunk), casting shade, 1684

hm'_Aq Hb;äg>W
and high-ranking (in) height.

`AT)r>M;c; ht'Þy>h' ~ytiêbo[] !ybeäW
And between leafy branches was its tree-top.1685

1683

(...continued)
Hilmer states that Assyria was “a great nation that had fallen. In 609 B.C.E. Pharaoh Neco went
to Carchemish to help the Assyrian empire, which was reeling from Babylonian attacks. The effort
failed and Assyria passed from history.” (P. 1269)
Yes, the mighty nation of Assyria passed from history. But her people lived on, becoming Babylonians, and many Assyrians undoubtedly served as mercenaries in the Babylonian armies. We can think
in terms of Hitler’s Third Reich passing from history in the 20th century. Indeed. But Germany remains,
a very strong and important country in Europe in the 21st century.
1684

This line is given varying translations, from “with a shadowing shroud,” to “and shady thickets,”
to “and forest shade,” to “overshadowing the forest,” to dense foilage.”
1685

This line is also given varying translations:
King James, “and his top was among the thick boughs.”
Tanakh, “With its top among leafy trees.”
New Revised Standard, “ its top among the clouds.”
New International, “its top above the thick foliage.”
New Jerusalem, “Its top pierces the clouds.”
Rahlfs, eivj me,son nefelw/n evge,neto h` avrch. auvtou/, “into (the) midst of clouds came its top.”

Darr comments that “The prophet holds nothing back in his initial praise of cedar Assyria. Having extolled its branches, shade, and extraordinary height (‘its top [‘crown’] among the clouds’) he proceeds further to elaborate upon each characteristic in reverse order.” (P. 280)
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31:4

Wht.m_m' .ro) ~AhßT. WhWlêD>GI ~yIm:å
Waters caused it to grow; deep (water) raised it up;1686

H['êJm' ; tAbåybis. ‘%leho h'yt,ªroh]n:-ta,
with its streams walking / flowing around its place of planting,

`hd<)Fh' ; yceî[]-lK' la,Þ hx'êl.vi h'yt,äl{[T' .-ta,w>
and with its water-courses it sent forth to all (the) trees of the field.1687
31:5

hd<+Fh' ; yceä[] lKoßmi Atêmq' o ah'äb.G" ‘!Ke-l[;
Therefore its height grew higher than all (other) trees of the field.

wyt'øPo[;r>s:) hn"yB,’r>Tiw:
and its boughs were many,

Îwyt'²roapoÐ ¿wt'r"apoÀ hn"k.r:ôa/T,w:
and its branches grew long,

`Ax)L.v;B. ~yBiÞr: ~yIM:ïmi

1686

.

This phrase, Wht.m_m
' .ro) ~AhßT, which we translate by “deep (water) raised it up,” is given varying
translations, from “the deep set him up on high,” to “The deep made it grow tall,” to “deep springs made
it grow tall,” to “the deep has made it tall,” to h` a;bussoj u[ywsen auvto,n, “the abyss raised it up.”
Hilmer thinks the waters meant are “the Tigris and Euphrates
1687

Darr comments that “The waters nourished cedar Assyria, the subterranean deep (see Genesis
7:11 and 8:2) made it grow tall, sending its rivers flowing around its bed and (or ‘but’) causing its
(manmade) irrigation canals...to release water to ‘all the (other) trees of the field.’...(Therefore) cedar
Assyria stood higher than all the other trees of the field. Its boughs grew broad, its branches long, from
the great waters...in its conduit.” (P. 280)
1016

from (the) many waters in its sending-forth.1688
31:6

~yIm;êVh' ; @A[å-lK' ‘Wnn>qI) wyt'ÛPo[;s.Bi
In its branches nested every bird of the heavens;

hd<+Fh' tY:åx; lKoß Wdêl.y") ‘wyt'roaPo) tx;t;Ûw>
and beneath its boughs every wild animal of the field gave birth;1689

`~yBi(r: ~yIïAG lKoß Wbêv.yE) ‘ALcib.W;
and in its shade dwelt everyone of many nations.1690
31:7

Alêd>g"B. @yIåY>w:
And it was beautiful in its greatness,

wyt'_AYliD") %r<aoßB.
1688

This last line is given varying translations:
King James, “and sent out her little rivers unto all the trees of the field.”
Tanakh, “Making its channels well up To all the trees of the field.”
New Revised Standard, “sending forth its streams to all the trees of the field.”
New International, “and sent their channels to all the trees of the field.”
New Jerusalem, “sending rivulets to all the wild trees.”
Rahlfs omits the phrase.
Rabbi Fisch states that “the text means that the deep not only supplied the great rivers for the
cedar, but also filled the smaller canals which nourished the other trees. In other words, Assyria
received an exceptionally large supply from the deep as compared with the other nations and so its might
was increased above theirs. This thought is elaborated in the next verse.” (P. 209)
1689

Darr comments that “All the birds of the air nested in it boughs; all the animals gave birth
beneath its branches (poignant testimony to their instinctive awareness of the safety the tree affords.” (P.
280) See Psalm 104:16-17 and Ezekiel 31:6.
1690

Ezekiel is drawing the picture of a universal kingdom–all the birds make their nests in its
branches, all the beasts of the field gave birth to their young beneath its branches, and in its shadow
dwelt everyone of many nations. Compare Ezekiel 17:23, with its footnote 686, showing the use of this
imagery in both the Hebrew Bible and in the Greek New Testament.
1017

in (the) length of its branches;

`~yBi(r: ~yIm:ï-la, Avßr>v' hy"ïh-' yKi(
because its roots were / came to many waters.
31:81691

è~yhil{a/-!g:B. éWhmum[' ]-al{) ~yzIår"a]
Cedars did not eclipse / dim it in God’s garden.1692

wyt'êPo[;s.-la, ‘Wmd" al{Ü ~yviªArB.
Cypress trees were not like its boughs;

wyt'_roapo)K. Wyàh'-al{) ~ynIïmor>[;w>
and plane-trees were not like its branches.

~yhiêl{a/-!g:B. ‘#[e-lK'
Every tree in God’s garden

`Ay*p.y"B. wyl'Þae hm'îd"-al{
1691

:

Reimer notes that “The garden of God [è~yhil{a/-!g] is mentioned three times. As in 28:13...this
garden is identified with Eden (also 31:16, 18). I (God [perhaps YHWH]) made it beautiful, leaving no
room for self-exaltation (verse 9).” (P. 1549)
Hilmer comments that “the note of pride is introduced (see verse 10, and compare Ezekiel
28:13.
1692

Rabbi Fisch states that the phrase “garden of God” “here signifies the world (Rashi).” (P. 209)
He adds that “There were other great nations in the world, compared with the cypress, etc., contemporaneous with Assyria, but she stood out preeminent among them.” (P. 209)

1018

was not like it in its beauty.1693
31:9

wyt'_AYliD") broßB. wytiêyfi[] hp,äy"
I made it beautiful in (the) abundance of its branches;1694

!d<[eê-yce[]-lK' ‘Wh“aun>q;y>w:
and all (the) trees of Eden were envious of it,

`~yhi(l{a/h' !g:ïB. rv,Þa]
which (were) in (the) garden of the God(s)!1695
31:101696
1693

Darr comments that “Verse 8 declares that even the cedar, fir, and plane trees growing in the
garden of God (see Genesis 2:9) cannot rival its beauty...For the prophet’s audience / reader, the trees of
paradise (Genesis 2) set a standard of perfection that cedar Assyria surpassed nonetheless! This is high
praise, indeed, yet no greater than his statement that the king of Tyre, ‘full of wisdom and perfect in
beauty’ once resided in ‘Eden, the garden of God’ (28:12-13).” (P. 281)
1694

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The supreme position held by Assyria was the work of God.” (P.
210)
Darr agrees, stating that “The author...makes the theological point that Yahweh alone was responsible for the beauty of the cedar with its mass of branches–a beauty so great that even the (personified)
trees of Eden were envious.” (P. 281)
1695

Rabbi Fisch states that the phrase “Eden...the garden of God” is here “descriptive of the world
which He had created.” (P. 210)
1696

Rabbi Fisch entitles verses 10-14 “Destruction of Assyrian Supremacy.”
Reimer comments on these verses that “Pride precedes the fall, here brought about by the agency
of ‘a mighty one of the nations’ (verse 11), paralleled by the ‘most ruthless of nations’ (verse 12), elsewhere a cryptic code for Babylon (28:7). Those who once prospered in Egypt’s shadow now languish on
its remains; no longer is it able to sustain life. The closing mention of ‘those who go down to the pit’
(compare 26:19-21) provides a bridge into the next paragraph.” (P. 1549)
(continued...)
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hwIëhy> yn"ådoa] ‘rm;a' hKoÜ !keªl'
Therefore in this way my Lord YHWH said:

hm'_AqB. T'h.b;ÞG" rv,îa] ![;y:¨
Because you1697 were high in height,

1696

(...continued)
Matties comments that “The problem: pride (see also 28:17). In a dramatic reversal, this tree
will be cut down (verses 11-12), abandoned, and no longer serve as a haven for animals (verse 13).
‘Rather, its demise will be a warning to all who might consider becoming like it (verse 14). The political agenda is revealed again in the allusion to Nebuchadnezzar, his armies, and the abandonment by the
peoples of the earth (verses 11-12; see also verse 6b...The introductory question (verse 2b) returns in
verse 18, but this time without an answer. All trees, all imperial powers including Pharaoh, go to the
same place.” (P. 1202)
1697

Rabbi Fisch holds that the second person singular “you” is “addressed to Assyria. The sudden
change from the second person to the third in what follows is common in biblical style.” (P. 210)
Matties comments on 32:1-2a that “dated March 585 B.C.E., this ironic lament begins by
accusing Pharaoh of being a sea monster (unlike the dragon image of 29:3), a creature borrowed from
the cosmic conflict of ancient mythology (see also Psalm 74:12-14,
12
~d<Q<+mi yKiäl.m; ~yhil{awEâ
And God (is) my King from of old / former times--

`#r<a")h' br<q<åB. tA[ªWvy>÷ l[eîPo
Who works salvations / deliverances in (the) midst of the earth!,
13

~y"+ ^åZ>[b' . T'r>r:åAp hT'Ûa;
You, You divided (the) sea by Your strength;

`~yIM'(h;-l[; ~ynI©yNIt;÷ yveîar" T'r>B:ßvi
You crushed (the) heads of dragons upon the waters!
14

!t'_y"w>li yveäar" T'c.C;rIâ hT'äa;
You, You crushed (synonym) Leviathan’s heads!

`~yYI)cil. ~['äl. lk'ªa]m;÷ WNn<ïT.Ti
You gave him (as) food to a people, to desert-dwellers!
Psalm 89:9-11 / 8-10Eng,
Heb

(continued...)
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~ytiêAb[] !yBeä-la, ‘ATr>M;c; !TeÛYIw:
and He gave / placed your (tree-)top between (its) leafy-foilage;

`Ah)b.g"B. Abßbl' . ~r"ïw>
and his heart was raised / proud in / of his height--1698

31:11

~yI+AG lyaeä dy:ßB. WhnEëT.a,’w>

1697

9/8

(...continued)

tAaªbc' . yheÛl{¬a/ Ÿhw"Ühy>
O YHWH, God of Armies,

Hy"+ Ÿ!ysiîx] ^Amßk(-' ymi(
who is like You, strong Yah?

`^yt,(Abybis. ^ªt.n"Wm)a/w<÷
And Your true-faithfulness (is) surrounding You.
10 / 9

~Y"+h; tWaågEB. lveAmâ hT'äa;
You are One Ruling over the sea’s / ocean’s swelling;

`~xe(B.v;t. T'îa; wyL'ªg:÷ aAfïB.
when its waves lift up, You, You still them.
11 / 10

bh;r"+ ll'äxk' , t'aKiädI hT'Ûa;
You, You crushed Rahab, like a pierced / dead body;

`^yb,(y>Aa T'r.Z:ïPi ^ªZ>[u÷ [:Arïz>Bi
with Your Arm’s strength, You scattered Your enemies.
Instead of depicting a primeval or eschatological conflict, this portrait utilizes the mythic motif to
address a historical conflict between [YHWH] and Pharaoh.” (P. 1202)
1698

Darr comments that “The cedar (Hebrew Masoretic Text, ‘you’) towered high; it set its top
among the clouds; and its heart was proud of its height. On account of its haughtiness, it received from
Yahweh the punishment Ezekiel here rehearses: God gave it into the hand of the prince (literally ‘ram’)
of the nations; and he, in turn, dealt with it proportionate to its wickedness. The reader, knowing of
Babylonia’s role in the collapse of the Assyrian empire and recalling Ezekiel’s previous statements that
Nebuchadrezzar is God’s agent of Egypt’s impending demise (29:17-20; 30:10-11, 24-25) identifies this
‘prince’ as the king of Babylon.” (Pp. 281-282)
1021

And I will place him in (the) hand of a chief of nations;1699

A[ßv.rIK. Alê ‘hf,[]y:) AfÜ['
he will truly do to him according to his wickedness.1700

`WhTi(v.r:GE
I have driven him out!
31:12

~yIßAg yceîyrI[' ~yrI±z" Whtuór>k.YIw:
And they cut it down–1701 foreigners, awe-inspiring / terror-striking nations;1702

Whvu_J.YIw:)
and they forsook / left him,

wyt'ªAYlid" Wlåp.n" tAy÷aG' E’-lk'b.W ~yrIh'h,û-la,
to / on the mountains and in all (the) valleys his branches fell.

1699

Rabbi Fisch holds that this verse is talking about Nebuchadnezzar. (P. 210) Hilmer says “Probably Nabopolassar; or possibly Nebuchadnezzar.” (P. 1270)
1700

Rabbi Fisch thinks the passage should be translated “he (Nebuchadnezzar) shall deal with him
(Assyria) according to (or, in) his wickedness; I (God) have driven him out.’ God has decreed Assyria’s
expulsion from His garden; as a mighty Power it will vanish from the scene.” (P. 210) Hilmer states
that the wickedness intended is “pride.” (P. 1270) See verse 10, and also compare the story of the tower
of Babylon in Genesis 11:1-8.
1701

Rabbi Fisch comments on the phrase they cut him off that “The imagery of the cedar is continued.” (P. 210)
1702

Compare Ezekiel 28:7.
1022

#r<aêh' ' yqEåypia] ‘lkoB. ‘wyt'roapo) hn"r>b:ÜVT' iw:
And its shoots were broken off in all the earth’s / land’s wadis / ravines.

#r<a"ßh' yMeî[;-lK' AL±Cimi Wdôr>YEw:
And they went down / away from his shadow, all peoples of the earth / land,

`Whvu(J.YIw:)
and they forsook Him / it.1703
31:13

~yIm"+Vh' ; @A[å-lK' WnàK.v.yI ATïl.P;m;-l[;
Upon its fallen remains will settle every bird of the heavens;

`hd<)Fh' ; tY:ïx; lKoß Wyëh' wyt'äroaPo-la,w>
and to its branches came every wild animal of the field.1704
31:14

~yIm;ª-yce[]-lK' ~t'ømA' qb. Wh’B.g>yI-al{ •rv,a] ![;m;‡l.
In order that no trees (by the) water may be high in their height;

~ytiêbo[] !yBeä-la, ‘~T'r>M;c;-ta, WnÝT.yI-al{)w>
and they may not place their (tree-)top between their leafy foilage;

~yIm"+ ytevoå-lK' ~h'Þb.g"B. ~h,²yleae Wdôm.[;y:-al{)w>
and their leaders may not stand in their height, everyone that drinks water.

tw<Møl' ; Wn’T.nI •~L'ku-yKi(
Because all of them have been given to the death,

1703

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The fallen cedar is left abandoned as something useless.” (P. 210)
1704

Rabbi Fisch holds that verse 13 means “The dead of Assyria will become food for birds and
beasts of prey.” (P. 211)
1023

tyTiªx.T; #r<a<å-la,
to (the) land below,1705

~d"ßa' ynEïB. %At±B.
in (the) midst of (the) children of Adam / Humanity,

`rAb) ydEr>Ayð-la,
to those going down (to the) pit.1706
1705

Rabbi Fisch states that the nether parts of the earth means sheol, “the abode of the dead.” He
adds that “the pit” is “another term for sheol; and the overall meaning is that “they are all delivered unto
death. Nations, like human beings, are mortal.” (P. 211)
1706

Rabbi Fisch holds that verse 14 means “The fall of Assyria should act as a warning to the other
nations who may be tempted to follow her example.” (P. 211)
Darr states that “In verses 10-14, Ezekiel depicted in metaphorical language the destruction of
the magnificent cedar representing Assyria. Now, in a third subunit, he describes the effects of the
cedar’s descent to Sheol on nature, the nations, and other inhabitants (trees and humans) of the underworld. The ‘descent to Sheol’ motif appears not only in the present passage, but also in other prophetic
oracles against foreign nations and rulers (e.g., Ezekiel 26:19-21; 28:8, both against Tyre; 32:17-32,
against Egypt’s pharaoh; Isaiah 14:9-11, 15-20, against the king of Babylon)...
“The ruined tree [cedar Assyria] joined others in Sheol–all the trees of Eden (who once envied
the cedar, verse 9), as well as the choice and best [cedar trees] of Lebanon. All these ‘drinkers of water’
(so also verse 14a) were consoled to see that even cedar Assyria shared their fate...” (Pp. 283-284)
Ezekiel is convinced that death is not the final act. No, those who die–including humans, and
nations, at the time of death enter into the “underworld,” in Hebrew Sheol, in Greek Hades. And it is
important for Christian readers of Ezekiel to remember that in 1 Peter 3:18-4:6, the “descent to Sheol /
Hades” continues:
18

For Christ also suffered for sins once for all, the righteous for the unrighteous, in order
to bring you to God. He was put to death in the flesh, but made alive in the spirit, 19 in which
also he went and made a proclamation to the spirits in prison, 20 who in former times did not
obey, when God waited patiently in the days of Noah, during the building of the ark, in which a
few, that is, eight persons, were saved through water. 21 And baptism, which this prefigured, now
(continued...)
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(...continued)
saves you--not as a removal of dirt from the body, but as an appeal to God for a good conscience,
through the resurrection of Jesus Christ, 22 who has gone into heaven and is at the right hand of
God, with angels, authorities, and powers made subject to him. 4:1 Since therefore Christ
suffered in the flesh, arm yourselves also with the same intention (for whoever has suffered in the
flesh has finished with sin), 2 so as to live for the rest of your earthly life no longer by human
desires but by the will of God. 3 You have already spent enough time in doing what the Gentiles
like to do, living in licentiousness, passions, drunkenness, revels, carousing, and lawless idolatry.
4
They are surprised that you no longer join them in the same excesses of dissipation, and so
they blaspheme. 5 But they will have to give an accounting to him who stands ready to judge the
living and the dead. 6 For this is the reason the gospel was proclaimed even to the dead, so that,
though they had been judged in the flesh as everyone is judged, they might live in the spirit as
God does.”
I take the biblical teaching to be that when the physical body dies, the spirit lives in sheol / hades.
Death is not the final end. When Jesus died, his spirit entered into sheol / hades, and there he went to the
spirits of those who were disobedient in the days of Noah, and preached / proclaimed (evkh,ruxen, 1 Peter 3:18). What was it Jesus preached / proclaimed? 1 Peter 4:6 states that nekroi/j euvhggeli,sqh(
i[na kriqw/sin me.n kata. avnqrw,pouj sarki,( zw/sin de. kata. qeo.n pneu,mati, “to dead people,
good news was announced, in order that they might be judged indeed according to men / people in (the)
flesh, but then might live according to God in (the) spirit.” I understand this to mean that Jesus preached
the gospel, the good news, to those “in prison in sheol / hades,” i.e., being punished for their disobedience to God, in order that they might be given “life,” that is “eternal life,” the kind of life that Jesus
imparts through the proclamation of the gospel. And this means that the Grace of God is not limited to
this life–it continues to work its wonders after death has come. One striking example of this is found in
Ezekiel 16, where the “whore-cities” of Samaria, Sodom, and Jerusalem, all three of which suffered
well-deserved Divine fiery destruction in this life, are said to have their fortunes restored by YHWH, and
to have entered into a new covenant with YHWH–something that could only happen if they are restored
from sheol / hades / the abode of the dead.
While a ministerial student in Christian College, I spent one summer in Provo, Utah, living
among the Mormons, and hearing all sorts of debates between Church of Christ ministers and Mormon
leaders. Oftentimes in those debates, this teaching of 1 Peter 3-4 would be introduced, and the Church
of Christ ministers would argue against what the passage teaches, while the Mormons would contend for
what I think it teaches–it had a lot to do with why the Mormons taught and practiced baptism for the
dead. What I quickly learned from those debates was that we were not debating to learn truth–we were
debating to win arguments. In those early years, I must have read at least a hundred debates by Church
of Christ ministers versus ministers of other Churches, as well as versus atheists. And I saw how
debaters would skirt around issues, refusing to admit what passages obviously mean, if it would mean
their winning or losing the debate. Their motto seemed to be, Go to any length to win, and prove we are
(continued...)
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(...continued)
right, and the opposition is wrong. I grew to hate that kind of attitude. I believed, Let the Bible teach
what it teaches, whether that upholds our practices and teaching or not. Of course, this holds with
reference to 1 Peter 3-4. In order to prove the Mormons wrong, we were going to all sorts of arguments
to prove that the passage says something other than what it is obviously teaching. One way was to add
the word “now” to the text of 1 Peter 4:6, “For this is the reason the gospel was preached even to those
who are now dead” (New International)--that is, it isn’t talking about people hearing the gospel after
they have died. It is talking about those who heard the gospel while alive and who now have died. Or
the passage from Hebrews 9:27 was quoted, “It is appointed for man to die once, and after that the
judgment,” which was taken to mean that there was simply no way that Jesus could have proclaimed the
gospel to the dead, as 1 Peter 3-4 teaches. Another passage was commonly quoted, Luke 16:26, which
speaks of a great gulf fixed between the righteous dead in paradise and the sinful dead in the flames of
torment, i.e., Divine punishment–a gulf which cannot be crossed over. These are examples of the “proof
text” use of the Bible. When the debaters quoted these “proof texts,” it meant that 1 Peter 3-4 could not
possibly mean what it clearly states. I believe what Hebrews 9:27 states, and what Luke 16:26 states;
but I also believe what 1 Peter 3-4 states. All people die; all people face Divine judgment. Those in
sheol / hades are not able to cross over from torment to paradise. But also, Jesus Christ both could and
did enter into sheol / hades to proclaim the gospel to those in prison for disobedience, enabling them to
be given “life.”
And I ask, Why are we so afraid of the grace of God? I rejoice when I witness notorious sinners–
murderers, drug addicts, convicted criminals--hearing the gospel, and entering into new life. And I believe in the God Who is love (1 John 4:8), Who never quits loving His children, even though He has had
to punish them, sometimes with death–going to be in sheol / hades, the “nether world.” But their being
in sheol / hades doesn’t mean that God, their Father, has quit loving them. British theologians have
called this “the greater hope.” The following article on “The Harrowing of Hell” is taken from Wikipedia (8/14/2022). It introduces many strange beliefs concerning this matter that we call “The Descent
to Sheol / Hades,” but shows how this passage, 1 Peter 3-4 has played on the heart of believers
throughout the centuries, leading to all sorts of varying interpretations:
“The Old Testament view of the afterlife was that all people when they died, whether righteous
or unrighteous, went to Sheol, a dark, still place. Several works from the Second Temple period elaborate the concept of Sheol, dividing it into sections based on the righteousness or unrighteousness of those
who have died...The New Testament maintains a distinction between Sheol, the common ‘place of the
dead,’ and the eternal destiny of those condemned at the Final Judgment, variously described as Gehenna, ‘the outer darkness,’ or a lake of eternal fire.
“The Hellenistic views of heroic descent into the Underworld and successful return follow traditions that are far older than the mystery religions popular at the time of Christ. The Epic of Gilgamesh
includes such a scene, and it appears also in Homer’s Odyssey XI. Writing shortly before the birth of
(continued...)
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(...continued)
Jesus, Virgil included it in the Aeneid. What little we know of the worship in mystery religions such as
the Eleusinian Mysteries and Mithraism suggests that a ritual death and rebirth of the initiate was an
important part of their liturgy. Again, this has earlier parallels, in particular with the worship of Osiris.
“The Greek wording in the Apostles' Creed [I believe in God the Father almighty, maker of
heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord, who was conceived from the Holy Spirit
and born of the Virgin Mary, who suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died, and was buried,
descended into hell, rose again from the dead on the third day, ascended into heaven and is seated at the
right hand of God the Father almighty, who will come again to judge the living and the dead. I believe
in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the
resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen] is êáôåëèüíôá åÆò ô êáôþôáôá, (‘katelthonta
eis ta katôtata’), and in Latin is descendit ad inferos. The Greek ô êáôþôáôá (ta katôtata, ’the lowest’)
and the Latin inferos (‘those below’) may also be translated as ‘underworld,’ ‘netherworld,’ or ‘abode of
the dead.’
“ The realm into which Jesus descended is called Hell, in long-established English usage, but is
also called Sheol or Limbo by some Christian theologians to distinguish it from the Hell of the damned.
In Classical mythology Hades is the underworld inhabited by departed souls and the god Pluto is its
ruler. Some New Testament translations use the term ‘Hades’ to refer to the abode or state of the dead
to represent a neutral place where the dead awaited the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus.
“The word ‘harrow’ originally comes from the Old English hergian meaning ‘to harry or
despoil,’ and is seen in the homilies of Aelfric, c. 1000 C.E. The term 'Harrowing of Hell' refers not
merely to the idea that Jesus descended into Hell, as in the Creed, but to the rich tradition that developed
later, asserting that he triumphed over inferos, releasing Hell's captives, particularly Adam and Eve, and
the righteous men and women of the Old Testament period.
“The Harrowing of Hell is mentioned or suggested by several verses in the New Testament:
Matthew 12:40: ‘For just as Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of the sea monster, so for
three days and three nights the Son of Man will be in the heart of the earth.’
Acts 2:24: ‘But God raised him up, having freed him from death, because it was impossible for him to
be held in its power.’
Acts 2:31: ‘Foreseeing this, David spoke of the resurrection of the Messiah, saying, 'He was not abandoned to Hades, nor did his flesh experience corruption.’
Colossians 1:18: ‘He is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning, the firstborn from the
dead, so that he might come to have first place in everything.’
1 Peter 3:18-19: ‘For Christ also suffered for sins once for all, the righteous for the unrighteous, in order
to bring you to God. He was put to death in the flesh, but made alive in the spirit, in which also
he went and made a proclamation to the spirits in prison,’
(continued...)
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1 Peter 4:6: ‘For this is the reason the gospel was proclaimed even to the dead, so that, though they had
been judged in the flesh as everyone is judged, they might live in the spirit as God does.’
“Theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar sees parallels with Mark 2:24-27: ‘If a kingdom is divided
against itself, that kingdom cannot stand. 25 And if a house is divided against itself, that house will not be
able to stand. 26 And if Satan has risen up against himself and is divided, he cannot stand, but his end has
come. 27 But no one can enter a strong man’s house and plunder his property without first tying up the
strong man; then indeed the house can be plundered.’ That and Matthew 16:18 (‘And I tell you, you are
Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will not prevail against it.’) speak
to Jesus's power and the impotence of Satan.
“The Harrowing of Hell was taught by theologians of the early church: St Melito of Sardis (died
c. 180) in his Homily on the Passover and more explicitly in his Homily for Holy Saturday, Tertullian (A
Treatise on the Soul, 55; though he himself disagrees with the idea), Hippolytus (Treatise on Christ and
Anti-Christ) Origen (Against Celsus, 2:43), and, later, St Ambrose (died 397) all wrote of the Harrowing
of Hell. The early heretic Marcion and his followers also discussed the Harrowing of Hell, as mentioned
by Tertullian, Irenaeus, and Epiphanius. The 6th-century Christolytes, as recorded by John of Damascus,
believed that Jesus left his soul and body in Hell, and only rose with his divinity to Heaven.
“The Gospel of Matthew relates that immediately after Christ died, the earth shook, there was
darkness, the veil in the Temple was torn in two, and many people rose from the dead, and after the
resurrection (Matthew 27:53) walked about in Jerusalem and were seen by many people there. Balthasar says this is a ‘visionary and imaginistic’ description of Jesus vanquishing death itself.
“According to the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, the Harrowing of Hell was foreshadowed
by Christ's raising of Lazarus from the dead prior to his own crucifixion. In the Acts of Pilate–usually
incorporated with the widely-read medieval Gospel of Nicodemus–texts built around an original that
might have been as old as the 3rd century A.D. with many improvements and embroidered interpolations, chapters 17 to 27 are called the Decensus Christi ad Inferos. They contain a dramatic dialogue
between Hades and Prince Satan, and the entry of the King of Glory, imagined as from within Tartarus.
"Anglican orthodoxy, without protest, has allowed high authorities to teach that there is an
intermediate state, Hades, including both Gehenna and Paradise, but with an impassable gulf between
the two. The traditional language of the Apostles' Creed affirms that Jesus ‘descended into hell’; the
contemporary Book of Common Prayer says that Jesus “descended to the dead” (pp. 53, 96).
“There is an ancient homily on the subject, of unknown authorship, usually entitled The Lord's
Descent into Hell that is the second reading at the Office of Readings on Holy Saturday in the Roman
Catholic Church. The Catechism of the Catholic Church states: ‘By the expression 'He descended into
Hell,’ the Apostles' Creed confesses that Jesus did really die and through his death for us conquered
(continued...)
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death and the devil 'who has the power of death' (Hebrews 2:14). In his human soul united to his Divine
person, the dead Christ went down to the realm of the dead. He opened Heaven's gates for the just who
had gone before him.’ As the Catechism says, the word ‘Hell’—from the Norse, Hel; in Latin, infernus,
infernum, inferni; in Greek, Haäçò (Hades); in Hebrew, ùàåì (Sheol)—is used in Scripture and the
Apostles' Creed to refer to the abode of all the dead, whether righteous or evil, unless or until they are
admitted to Heaven (CCC 633). This abode of the dead is the ‘Hell’ into which the Creed says Christ
descended. His death freed from exclusion from Heaven the just who had gone before him: ‘It is
precisely these holy souls who awaited their Savior in Abraham's bosom whom Christ the Lord delivered
when he descended into Hell,’ the Catechism states (CCC 633), echoing the words of the Roman
Catechism, 1,6,3. His death was of no avail to the damned.
“Conceptualization of the abode of the dead as a place, though possible and customary, is not
obligatory (Church documents, such as catechisms, speak of a ‘state or place’). Some maintain that
Christ did not go to the place of the damned, which is what is generally understood today by the word
‘Hell.’ For instance, Thomas Aquinas taught that Christ did not descend into the ‘Hell of the lost’ in his
essence, but only by the effect of his death, through which ‘he put them to shame for their unbelief and
wickedness: but to them who were detained in Purgatory he gave hope of attaining to glory: while upon
the holy Fathers detained in Hell solely on account of original sin, he shed the light of glory everlasting.’
“While some maintain that Christ merely descended into the ‘limbo of the fathers,’ others, notably theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar (inspired by the visions of Adrienne von Speyr), maintain that it
was more than this and that the descent involved suffering by Jesus. Some maintain that this is a matter
on which differences and theological speculation are permissible without transgressing the limits of
orthodoxy. However, Balthasar's point here has been forcefully condemned by conservative Catholic
outlets.
“In the Eastern Orthodox Church, the Harrowing of Hades is celebrated annually on Holy and
Great Saturday during the Vesperal Divine Liturgy of Saint Basil, as is normative for the Byzantine Rite.
At the beginning of the service, the hangings in the church and the vestments worn by the clergy are all
somber Lenten colors (usually purple or black). Then, just before the Gospel reading, the liturgical
colors are changed to white and the deacon performs a censing, and the priest strews laurel leaves around
the church, symbolizing the broken gates of Hell; this is done in celebration of the harrowing of Hades
then taking place, and in anticipation of Christ's imminent resurrection.
“The Harrowing of Hades is generally more common and prominent in Orthodox iconography
compared to the Western tradition. It is the traditional icon for Holy Saturday, and is used during the
Paschal season and on Sundays throughout the year.
“The traditional Orthodox icon of the Resurrection of Jesus, partially inspired by the apocryphal
Acts of Pilate (4th century), does not depict simply the physical act of Christ coming out of the Tomb,
(continued...)
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but rather it reveals what Orthodox Christians believe to be the spiritual reality of what his Death and
Resurrection accomplished. The icon depicts Jesus, vested in white and gold to symbolize his Divine
majesty, standing on the brazen gates of Hades (also called the ‘Doors of Death’), which are broken and
have fallen in the form of a cross, illustrating the belief that by his death on the cross, Jesus ‘trampled
down death by death’ (see Paschal troparion). He is holding Adam and Eve and pulling them up out of
Hades. Traditionally, he is not shown holding them by the hands but by their wrists, to illustrate the
theological teaching that mankind could not pull himself out of his original or ancestral sin, but that it
could come about only by the work (energia) of God. Jesus is surrounded by various righteous figures
from the Old Testament (Abraham, David, etc.); the bottom of the icon depicts Hades as a chasm of
darkness, often with various pieces of broken locks and chains strewn about. Quite frequently, one or
two figures are shown in the darkness, bound in chains, who are generally identified as personifications
of Death or the devil.
‘Martin Luther, in a sermon delivered in Torgau in 1533, stated that Christ descended into Hell.
The Formula of Concord (a Lutheran confession) states, ‘we believe simply that the entire person, God
and human being, descended to Hell after his burial, conquered the devil, destroyed the power of Hell,
and took from the devil all his power’ (Solid Declaration, Article X). Many attempts were made following Luther's death to systematize his theology of the descensus, whether Christ descended in victory or
humiliation. For Luther, however, the defeat or ‘humiliation’ of Christ is never fully separable from His
victorious glorification. Some argued that Christ's suffering was completed with His words from the
cross, ‘It is finished.’ Luther himself, when pressed to elaborate on the question of whether Christ
descended to Hell in humiliation or victory responded, ‘It is enough to preach the article to the laypeople
as they have learned to know it in the past from the stained glass and other sources.’
“John Calvin expressed his concern that many Christians ‘have never earnestly considered what
it is or means that we have been redeemed from God's judgment. Yet this is our wisdom: duly to feel
how much our salvation cost the Son of God.’ Calvin's conclusion is that ‘If any persons have scruples
about admitting this article into the Creed, it will soon be made plain how important it is to the sum of
our redemption: if it is left out, much of the benefit of Christ’s death will be lost.’ Calvin strongly
opposed the notion that Christ freed prisoners [what 1 Peter 3-4 states], as opposed to traveling to Hell
as part of completing his sufferings (Institutes of the Christian Religion, Book 2, chapter 16, sections
8-10). The Reformed interpret the phrase ‘he descended into Hell’ as referring to Christ's pain and
humiliation prior to his death, and that this humiliation had a spiritual dimension as part of God's
judgment upon the sin which he bore on behalf of Christians. The doctrine of Christ's humiliation is also
meant to assure believers that Christ has redeemed them from the pain and suffering of God's judgment
on sin.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Main articles: Spirit world (Latter Day Saints)
and Plan of salvation (Latter Day Saints). The Harrowing of Hell has been a unique and important doctrine among members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints since its founding in 1830 by
(continued...)
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Joseph Smith, although members of the church (known as ‘Mormons’) usually call it by other terms,
such as ‘Christ's visit to the spirit world.’ Like Christian exegetes distinguishing between Sheol and
Gehenna, Latter-day Saints distinguish between the realm of departed spirits (the ‘spirit world’) and the
portion (or state) of the wicked (‘spirit prison’). The portion or state of the righteous is often referred to
as ‘paradise.’
“Perhaps the most notable aspect of Latter-day Saint beliefs regarding the Harrowing of Hell is
their view on the purpose of it, both for the just and the wicked. Joseph F. Smith, the sixth president of
the Church, explained in what is now a canonized revelation, that when Christ died, ‘there were gathered
together in one place an innumerable company of the spirits of the just... rejoicing together because the
day of their deliverance was at hand. They were assembled awaiting the advent of the Son of God into
the spirit world, to declare their redemption from the bands of death (D&C 138:12,15-16).
“In the Latter-day Saint view, while Christ announced freedom from physical death to the just, he
had another purpose in descending to Hell regarding the wicked. ‘The Lord went not in person among
the wicked and the disobedient who had rejected the truth, to teach them; but behold, from among the
righteous, he organized his forces…and commissioned them to go forth and carry the light of the gospel
to them that were in darkness, even to all the spirits of men; and thus was the gospel preached to the
dead...to those who had died in their sins, without a knowledge of the truth, or in transgression, having
rejected the prophets’ (D&C 138:29–30,32). From the Latter-day Saint viewpoint, the rescue of spirits
was not a one-time event but an ongoing process that still continues (D&C 138; 1 Peter 4:6). This
concept goes hand-in-hand with the doctrine of baptism for the dead, which is based on the Latter-day
Saint belief that those who choose to accept the gospel in the spirit world must still receive the saving
ordinances in order to dwell in the kingdom of God (Mark 16:16; John 3:5; 1 Peter 3:21). These
baptisms and other ordinances are performed in Latter-day Saint temples, wherein a church member is
baptized vicariously, or in behalf of, those who died without being baptized by proper authority. The
recipients in the spirit world then have the opportunity to accept or reject this baptism.
“Although the Harrowing of Hell is taught by the Lutheran, Catholic, Reformed, and Orthodox
traditions, a number of Christians reject the doctrine of the ‘harrowing of hell,’ claiming that ‘there is
scant scriptural evidence for [it], and that Jesus's own words contradict it.’ John Piper, for example, says
‘there is no textual [i.e. Biblical] basis for believing that Christ descended into hell,’ and, therefore,
Piper does not recite the ‘he descended into hell’ phrase when saying the Apostles' Creed. Wayne
Grudem also skips the phrase when reciting the Creed; he says that the ‘single argument in...favor [of the
‘harrowing of hell’ clause in the Creed] seems to be that it has been around so long...But an old mistake
is still a mistake. In his book Raised with Christ, Pentecostal Adrian Warnock agrees with Grudem,
commenting, ‘Despite some translations of an ancient creed [i.e. the Apostles' Creed], which suggest that
Jesus...'descended into hell,’ there is no biblical evidence to suggest that he actually did so.’

(continued...)
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“St. Augustine, in his 99th epistle, confesses that this text [1 Peter 3:18-4:6] is replete with
difficulties. This he declares is clear, beyond all doubt, that Jesus Christ descended in soul after his
death into the regions below, and concludes with these words: Quis ergo nisi infidelis negaverit fuisse
apud inferos Christum? In this prison souls would not be detained unless they were indebted to divine
justice, nor would salvation be preached to them unless they were in a state that was capable of receiving
salvation.
“The above views share the traditional Christian belief in the immortality of the soul. The
mortalist view of the intermediate state requires an alternative view of Acts 2:27 and Acts 2:31, taking a
view of the New Testament use of Hell as equivalent to use of Hades in the Septuagint and therefore to
Sheol in the Old Testament. William Tyndale and Martin Bucer of Strassburg argued that Hades in Acts
2 was merely a metaphor for the grave. Other reformers Christopher Carlisle and Walter Deloenus in
London, argued for the article to be dropped from the creed. The Harrowing of Hell was a major scene
in traditional depictions of Christ's life avoided by John Milton due to his mortalist views. Mortalist
interpretations of the Acts 2 statements of Christ being in Hades are also found among later Anglicans
such as E. W. Bullinger. While those holding mortalist views on the soul would agree on the ‘harrowing
of hell’ concerning souls, that there were no conscious dead for Christ to literally visit, the question of
whether Christ himself was also dead, unconscious, brings different answers. To most Protestant advocates of ‘soul sleep’ such as Martin Luther, Christ himself was not in the same condition as the dead, and
while his body was in Hades, Christ, as second person of the Trinity, was conscious in heaven. To
Christian mortalists who are also non-Trinitarian, such as Socinians and Christadelphians, the maxim
‘the dead know nothing’ includes also Christ during the three days. Of the three days, Christ says ‘I was
dead’ (Greek egenomen nekros ¦ãåíüìçí íåêñÎò, Latin fui mortuus). Revelation 1:18
“The richest, most circumstantial accounts of the Harrowing of Hell are found in medieval
dramatic literature, such as the four great cycles of English Mystery plays which each devote a separate
scene to depict it. Christ was portrayed as conquering Satan, and then victoriously leading out Adam
and Eve, the prophets, and the patriarchs. The earliest surviving Christian drama probably intended to be
performed is the Harrowing of Hell found in the 8th-century Book of Cerne. The subject is found also in
the Cornish Mystery plays and the York and Wakefield cycles. These medieval versions of the story
derive from scripture, but the details come from the Gospel of Nicodemus. In Dante's Inferno the
Harrowing of Hell is mentioned in Canto IV by the pilgrim's guide Virgil. Virgil was in Limbo (the first
circle of Hell) in the first place because he was not exposed to Christianity in his lifetime, and therefore
he describes Christ in generic terms as a ‘mighty one’ who rescued the Hebrew forefathers of Christianity, but left him and other virtuous pagans behind in the very same circle. It is clear that Virgil does not
fully understand the significance of the event as Dante does. An incomplete Middle English telling of
the Harrowing of Hell is found in the Auchinleck manuscript. Although the Orfeo legend has its origin
in pagan antiquity, the Medieval romance of Sir Orfeo has often been interpreted as drawing parallels
between the Greek hero and Jesus freeing souls from Hell, with the explication of Orpheus' descent and
return from the Underworld as an allegory for Christ's as early as the Ovide Moralisé (1340). In Stephen
(continued...)
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Lawhead's novel Byzantium (1997), a young Irish monk is asked to explain Jesus Christ's life to a group
of Vikings, who were particularly impressed with his ‘descent to the underworld’ (Helreið). Parallels in
Jewish literature refer to legends of Enoch and Abraham's harrowings of the Underworld, unrelated to
Christian themes. These have been updated in Isaac Leib Peretz's short story ‘Neilah in Gehenna,’ in
which a Jewish hazzan descends to Hell and uses his unique voice to bring about the repentance and
liberation of the souls imprisoned there.”
Of course, all of this is quite confusing. However, we think the biblical teaching is not nearly as
confusing. Neither the Hebrew Bible nor the Greek Bible has the word “Hell.” What they do have is
the Hebrew noun sheol, which is translated by the Greek as hades. These two words mean the “nether
world,” the place where the spirits of the dead go when death occurs. Various biblical passages depict
the nature of sheol / hades, and indicate that the blessed dead are in “paradise,” while the wicked dead
are in “prison,” suffering varying forms of punishment. And this is where 1 Peter 3-4 comes in. Peter
teaches that Jesus, upon dying, went into sheol / hades, to preach the gospel to the spirits in prison, who
were disobedient in the days of Noah, so that they might be enabled to share in the life of God. And we
believe that if Jesus went to them, he would also have gone to all others in sheol / hades, proclaiming
that same good news. Of course, this is speculation; but it is not speculation that Jesus went into sheol /
hades to proclaim the gospel to some of those in prison there–according to 1 Peter 3-4. And I wonder–
Why do we want to deny this? Do we think God’s grace is incapable of such a thing?
Some say, Well, if I can sin all I please in this life, and then die and go to sheol / hades, and there
hear the gospel and be saved, why bother with hearing the gospel here on earth, in this life? Why not
just do anything I please, fulfill all the desires of the flesh, and then repent later on in the afterlife?
So, you think sinning is really a good, enjoyable thing, do you? I think you are greatly mistaken.
God’s revelation offers us “life,” the very best life. It enables us to enter into wholesome marriages,
with life-long sexual pleasure, with children who know their father and their mother. It teaches us to
work hard, to provide for our own families, and to care for the poor. It teaches us to live by love rather
than hatred, by humility rather than pride. It invites us to take off one day in seven, to be with our loved
ones, and commune with other believers, to join in building strong communities of faith that reach out in
loving service to those in need. Can you beat that kind of life?
Is drug addiction, or sexual immorality a better way of life? Is committing crime, and going to
prison a better alternative? No–not at all! If you sin, you are going to be punished for it, both in this
life, and in the “afterlife,” in sheol / hades. Is that what you want?
But how wonderful it is to believe that God’s grace reaches out to sinners, seeking us, inviting
us, welcoming us–both in this life, and in sheol / hades as well. It doesn’t mean that we won’t be punished for our sins, but it does mean that God will forgive us, and give us everlasting life, if we will
believe the gospel and obey it. What do you believe?
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hwI©hy> yn"ådoa] rm;úa'-hKo)
In this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

yTil.b;øa/h, ‘hl'“Aav. ATÜd>rI ~Ay’B.
On (the) day of his going down to sheol I caused mourning;1708

~AhêT.-ta, ‘wyl'[' ytiSeÛKi
I covered over him with (the) deep.

h'yt,êArh]n: ‘[n:m.a,w")
And I withheld its streams.1709

~yBi_r: ~yIm:å Waßl.KY' Iw:
And many waters were restrained.

!Anëbl' . ‘wyl'[' rDIÜq.a;w"
And I darkened Lebanon over him.

1707

Rabbi Fisch entitles verses 15-18 “Assyria’s Fall a Warning to Egypt.”
Reimer comments on 31:15-17 that “While the judgment entailed in these verses echoes the
content of those immediately preceding, the attention to Sheol (the place of the dead) prepares the way
for the longer reflection on this theme in 32:17-31.” (P. 1549)
1708

Rabbi Fisch explains that “the subject of ‘he went down’ is Assyria. The nether-world is sheol in
the Hebrew. Compare the scene described in Isaiah 14 where the fallen king of Babylon descends to the
nether-world.” (P. 211)
1709

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The rivers which run round about her plantation (verse 4) are now
dried up. ‘This deep which had nourished the great cedar is covered with mourning and paralyzed by his
fall; she is motionless, her waters congeal’ (Davidson).” (P. 212)
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`hP,(l.[u wyl'î[' hd<ßFh' ; yceî[]-lk'w>
And all trees of the field fainted over him.1710
31:16

~yIëAg yTiv.[;är>hi ‘ATl.P;m; lAQÜmi
From (the) sound of his fall, I caused nations to quake;1711

hl'Aaßv. At±ao ydIïrIAhB.
at my bringing him down to sheol,

rAb+ ydEr>Ayæ-ta,
with those going down (to the) pit.

‘tyTix.T; #r<a<ÜB. Wmøx]N"’YIw:
And they were comforted in (the) land below / underworld,1712

!Anàbl' .-bAjw> rx;îb.mi !d<[eê-yce[]-lK'
all trees of Eden, (the) choice one(s), and good (ones) of Lebanon--1713

1710

Rabbi Fisch comments that “all the trees of the field” represent “other important nations of that
time; they are overcome by fear for their own safety.” (P. 212)
1711

Hilmer notes that the nations’ trembling is “As at Tyre’s fall (see 27:35; 28:19).” (P. 1270)
1712

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The nations whose glory and power lay in the past are comforted by
the sign of Assyria joining their company (compare Isaiah 14:10, of Babylon).” (P. 212) Hilmer states
that it was “Because the mightiest of trees had joined them in the ‘grave’ (sheol).” (P. 1270) In Ezekiel’s allegory, nations are “trees.”
1713

Darr comments that “The ruined tree joined others in Sheol–all the trees of Eden (who once
envied the cedar; verse 9), as well as the choice and best of Lebanon. All these ‘drinkers of water’ (so
also verse 14a) were consoled to see that even cedar Assyria shared their fate.” (P. 284)
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`~yIm(' ytevoï-lK'
All those drinking waters.1714
31:17

hl'Aaßv. Wdïr>y" AT±ai ~heª-~G:
They also with him descended to sheol,

A[±roz>W br<x"+-ylel.x;-la,
to those pierced by (the) sword1715 and His Arm--

`~yI)AG %AtïB. ALßcib. Wbïv.y"
they sat / dwelt in its / His shadow, in (the) midst of (the) nations.1716
31:18

dAbïkB' . hk'K²' t'ymiîd" ymi’-la,
To whom were you1717 like thus, in glory,

!d<[E+-yce[]B; ld<gOàb.W
and in greatness among Eden’s trees?

tyTiªx.T; #r<a<å-la, !d<[eø-yce[]-ta, T'’d>r:Whw>
And you will be brought down with Eden’s trees to (the) land beneath / underworld!

1714

Rabbi Fisch interprets in terms of all the trees depending upon the deep as the source of sustenance, like Assyria. ‘They, too, can be cut down and abandoned; so let them not be proud and overconfident.” (P. 211)
1715

Hilmer notes that this means “those who met a premature death.” (P. 1270)
1716

Rabbi Fisch comments that “With their protector gone, they suffer destruction.” (P. 212)
1717

Hilmer observes that the “you” is “the Egyptian pharaoh. ‘You too’–it would happen to Pharaoh
as it had happened to Asyria.” (P. 1270)
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‘bK;v.Ti ~yliÛrE[] %At’B.
In (the) midst of (the) uncircumcised you will sleep,

br<x,ê-ylel.x;-ta,
with those pierced (by the) sword.

hnOëAmh]-lk'w> ‘h[or>p; aWhÜ
That (is) Pharaoh, and all his crowd!1718

`hwI)hy> yn"ïdoa] ~auÞn>
(It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.

1718

Rabbi Fisch comments that “After describing the eminence and decline of Assyria, the prophet
reverts to his theme of verse 2. If the giant cedar, Assyria, was cut down, can Egypt hope to escape?...
The concluding words [‘this is Pharaoh’] indicate that the oracle of this chapter is ultimately directed at
Egypt.” (Pp. 212-13)
Darr states, “Ezekiel, whose anti-Egyptian attitude has surfaced time and again in his scroll, presents Egypt’s future destruction as signal evidence of Yahweh’s sovereign control not only of Israel, but
also of all mighty nations.” (P. 284)
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A Lament Over / Charge Against Pharaoh (32:1-16)

32:1 And it happened in (the) twelfth year, in the twelfth month, on (the) first (day) to
/ of the month, YHWH’s Word was / came to me, saying: 32:2 Son of Adam / Humanity, take
up a lament over Pharaoh, king of Egypt; and you shall say to him, You were like a young lion of
nations, and you (are) like the dragon in the seas. And you burst forth in your streams / canals,
and you stirred up waters with your feet, and you fouled their streams / canals by treading (in
them). 32:3 In this way my Lord YHWH spoke: And I will spread out over you My net, with an
assembly of many peoples; and they will bring you up with My drag-net (synonym). 32:4 And I
will leave you on the earth, upon (the) surface of the field I will throw you. And I will cause all
(the) bird(s) of the heavens to settle / dwell upon you, and I will satisfy (the appetite) of all the
earth’s wild animal(s) by (devouring) you! 32:5 And I will give / place your flesh upon the
mountains, and I will fill the valleys (with) your lofty stature; 32:6 and I will give drink (to the)
earth–your outpouring of your blood upon the mountains; and water-channels will be filled from
your (blood). 32:7 And I will cover (the) heavens with your extinguishing, and I will darken
their stars. (The) sun with a cloud I will cover it; and (the) moon will not shine its light. 32:8
All light bearers in the heavens I will darken over you; and I will give / place darkness over your
land. (It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH. 32:9 And I will provoke (the) heart of many peoples,
when I bring your breaking among the nations, to lands which you did not know. 32:10 And I
will cause many people to be appalled over you; and their kings’ hair will truly bristle over you,
when I cause My sword to fly about upon / before their faces. And they will tremble by the
moment, each one for his innermost-being / life, on (the) day of your fall. 32:11 Because in this
way my Lord YHWH spoke: (The) sword of (the) king of Babylon will come (to) you (singular)! 32:12 By (the) swords of mighty men, I will cause your crowd to fall–terror-striking
nations, all of them. And they will destroy Egypt’s pride. And all its crowd will be exterminated! 32:13 And I will cause to be destroyed all her animal(s), from upon / beside many waters.
And (the) foot of a human will not stir them up again; and (the) hooves of an animal will not stir
them up. 32:14 Then I will cause their waters to sink; and their streams / canals like the oil I
will cause to walk / run–(it is) a saying of my Lord YHWH--32:15 when I make (the) land of
Egypt a devastation, and a land is made desolate from its fullness; when I strike everyone dwelling in it–and they will know that I (am) YHWH. 32:16 It is a lamentation / funeral dirge, and
they will chant it; daughters of the nations will chant it, over / concerning Egypt, and over /
concerning all her crowd, they will chant it. (It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.
A Lament Over / Charge Against Pharaoh (32:1-16) 1719
1719

Rabbi Fisch entitles chapter 32 “Final Prophecy Against Egypt.” He comments that “This
chapter, which concludes the section dealing with the judgment upon the nations, is dated about one year
and a half after the fall of Jerusalem. Israel could now see how vain had been his trust in Egypt, and the
prophetic warnings against an alliance with that country had received complete vindication...
(continued...)
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(...continued)
“This realization lends color and force to Ezekiel’s prediction of Egypt’s destruction. Babylon is
to be used as the Divine instrument for the execution of judgment upon her. Her calamity will strike
terror into the hearts of many peoples who will raise lamentations over her doom. The prophet himself
utters a dirge over her ignominious end in sheol where she finds other nations which suffered a similar
fate...This chapter is described by Davidson as ‘one of the most weird passages in literature.’” (P. 213)
Pharaoh is like a lion and like a dragon--but YHWH will throw his net over him, and snuff him
out--on a day when the typical cosmological occurrences will happen. All of this will be done by
YHWH through the use of His sword--the King of Babylon and his armies!
Reimer comments on 32:1-16 that “Like the preceding oracle, this one is firmly bounded by a
repeated element, the call to ‘lament’ (verses 2, 16)–although the poetic form itself is not strongly
marked by this genre [and it hardly sounds like a ‘lament’ or ‘dirge’; rather it sounds more like an
announcement of judgment!]. The poem turns on the identification of Pharaoh as a ‘dragon’ (verse 2),
recalling 29:3...It is followed by two pronouncements of Divine activity, one in 32:3-10, which develops
the metaphorical world of the ‘dragon,’ and the second in verses 11-15, which more briefly and literally
applies Divine judgment to Egypt.” (P. 1550)
Darr states, in an overview of chapter 32, that “In a manner reminiscent of chapter 29, Yahweh
will capture the sea creature and cast its enormous carcass into an open field. Its flesh and blood will fill
the mountains, valleys, and watercourses of Egypt. Simultaneously, Yahweh will darken the sky’s luminaries, and all who witness the dragon’s demise will be filled with terror.
“Verses 11-15 speak, in more historical terms, of the vanquishing of Egypt and its inhabitants–
human and animal. Though Yahweh is the Ultimate Power behind the nation’s demise, the king of
Babylon, God’s agent of punishment, will bring it to ruin. Undisturbed by inhabitants, the waters of the
Nile will flow as smoothly as oil.” (P. 286)
Hilmer comments on verse 1 that it contains “the sixth oracle against Egypt...The date is March
3, 585 B.C.E.; this is the tenth date in [the Scroll of] Ezekiel (see 1:2; 8:1; 20:1; 24:1; 26:1; 29:1, 17;
30:20; 31:1). If the Septuagint and Syriac are followed (‘eleventh year’) , then the chronological order
of the Egypt oracles is preserved (and the date would be March 13, 586 B.C.E.).” (P. 1270)
1720

Rabbi Fisch entitles verses 1-16 “Dirge Over Pharaoh.” (P. 213) We think the “dirge” or “funeral lament” instead of mourning, simply pronounces judgment after judgment on Pharaoh, with no
semblance of grief being expressed.
(continued...)
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hn"ëv' hrEåf.[, yTeäv.Bi ‘yhiy>w:)
And it happened in (the) twelfth year,1721

vd<xo+l; dx'äa,B. vd<xoß rf'î['-ynEv.Bi
in the twelfth month, on (the) first (day) to / of the month,1722

`rmo)ale yl;îae hw"ßhy>-rb;d> hy"ïh'
YHWH’s Word was / came to me, saying:

1720

(...continued)
Darr comments that “The prophet begins by observing that Egypt’s king considers himself ‘a lion
among the nations’...The lion was an established royal symbol in ancient Israel’s world. Not only was it
‘the king of beasts,’ but also its hunting skills and rapacity were well-suited to convey glowing praise of
rulers’ victories over their enemies...The reader imagines that Pharaoh would warm to a comparison with
a young lion.
“Ezekiel has other ideas, however. He insists that Egypt’s king is actually like a dragon (tannim)
in the seas. In 29:3, tannim functioned as a metaphor for Pharaoh, the crocodile proudly basking in his
Nile canals. Yahweh, the Great Hunter, pierced his jaws with hooks and flung him, along with the fish
clinging to his scales, into the desert and certain death. In the present simile, the reader assumes, initially at least, that the croc is back, though now situated in the seas and streams. As he makes his way
through the text, however, he will discover that this tannim is more bloated sea monster than sinister
crocodile. Ezekiel quickly invites his audience to perceive the dragon snorting, thrashing about in its
rivers, stirring up the waters with its feet (see 34:18), and fouling its (Hebrew Masoretic Text, ‘their’)
streams. An ecological disaster, it at least appears not too disruptive of life on the land.” (P. 287)
1721

Rabbi Fisch states that the twelfth year should be “reckoned from the beginning of Zedekiah’s
reign, the year 584 B.C.E.” (P. 213)
1722

Reimer states that “The date formula corresponds to March 585 B.C.E., placing it some time
after the fall of Jerusalem and its defining moment in Ezekiel at 33:21, breaking the [Scroll’s]
chronological sequence in order to follow the thematic gathering of the foreign-nation oracles into a
single collection.” (P. 1550)
1040

32:2

~yIr:êc.mi-%l,m,( h[oår>P;-l[; ‘hn"yqi af'Û ~d"ªa-' !B,
Son of Adam / Humanity, take up a lament over Pharaoh, king of Egypt;1723

wyl'êae T'är>m;aw' >
and you shall say to him,

t'yme_d>nI ~yIßAG rypiîK.
You were like a young lion of nations,1724

~yMiêY:B; ~yNIåT;K; ‘hT'a;w>
and you (are) like the dragon in the seas.1725

1723

Rabbi Fisch insists that in this lamentation, “No feeling of pity is implied; it is a ‘doom-song.’”
(P. 213) We agree, do you?
1724

Reimer notes that “Egypt may fancy itself a ‘lion,’ a self-delusion like that in 29:3, but it is a
‘dragon,’ the cosmic beast being associated with the Nile’s crocodile (again, see 29:3). In the verses that
follow, the cosmic and natural elements intermingle, although the metaphorical language predominates.”
(P. 1550) Hilmer notes that “lion among the nations” is “a figure for royalty and grandeur (see 19:1-9).”
(P. 1270)
1725

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Egyptian ambition made her think of herself as a lion roaming
proudly among the nations and inspiring them with terror, whereas she was in fact like a crocodile (see
Ezekiel 29:3) whose domain is limited to the waters [or, as may be translated ‘a dragon in the seas’]; it
dreamt of far-flung conquests; but she should have restricted herself to her own land.” (P. 213)
We think Rabbi Fisch is reading this contrast between the visions of the young lion and the
crocodile into the text. They are not being contrasted–they are simply two visions of who Egypt is, both
of them inspiring terror in the observer. Which one do you suppose is the most terrifying–the young
lion, prowling in the forest? Or the dragon / crocodile, in the seas? Both are terrifying to an unarmed
observer.
1041

^yt,ªArh]n:B. xg:T"åw:
And you burst forth in your streams / canals,1726

^yl,êg>r:B. ‘~yI“m;-xl;d>Tiw:
and you stirred up waters with your feet,

`~t'(Arh]n: sPoßr>Tiw:
and you fouled their streams / canals by treading (in them).1727
32:31728
1726

Rabbi Fisch thinks this “bursting forth” “may imply that Egypt’s army used to break out beyond
the national frontiers to subjugate neighboring peoples. Lofthouse, on the other hand, explains it as
‘blowing water from your nostrils; a further suggestion of the careless pride of the crocodile, as the
following words suggest his brutal destructiveness.’” (P. 213)
1727

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The crocodile moved into rivers beyond the Nile, churning up the
waters and befouling them.” (P. 214)
1728

Matties comments on 32:3-10: “Reminiscent of scenes in Babyhlonian and Canaanite myth (in
which Marduk captures Tiamat or Baal snares Yamm), [YHWH] will capture and kill the dragon (verse
3). The scale of the defeat is cosmic (verses 5-6), including consequences in the heavens (verses 7-8)
that echo the plague of darkness over Egypt in Exodus 10:21-24...The historical reality returns as verses
9-10 describe the effect among the nations as palpable fear.” (P. 1203)
Reimer comments on 32:3-6 that “Slaying the monster affects the entire landscape. The gorging
of the birds and beasts in verse 4 is a stage beyond settling on the remains of the ‘cosmic tree’ in 31:13.”
(P. 1550)
Darr states that “Both biblical and extrabiblical literature speak of the primeval chaos dragon.
Within Hebrew Scripture, Yahweh’s battles with this beast are recounted, for example, in:
Job 26:13, “By his wind the heavens were made fair; his hand pierced the fleeing serpent.” (NRS)
Psalm 74:12-14, “ 13 You divided the sea by your might; you broke the heads of the dragons in the
waters. 14 You crushed the heads of Leviathan; you gave him as food for the creatures of the
wilderness.” (NRS)
Isaiah 27:1, “On that day the LORD with his cruel and great and strong sword will punish Leviathan the
fleeing serpent, Leviathan the twisting serpent, and he will kill the dragon that is in the sea.”
(continued...)
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hwIëhy> yn"ådoa] ‘rm;a' hKoÜ
In this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

~yBi_r: ~yMiä[; lh;Þq.Bi yTiêv.rI-ta, ‘^yl,’[' yTiÛf.r:pW'
And I will spread out over you My net,1729 with an assembly of many peoples;1730

`ymi(r>x,B. ^Wlß[/h,w>
and they will bring you up with My drag-net (synonym).
32:4

#r<aêb' ' ^yTiäv.j;n>W
And I will leave you on the earth,

1728

(...continued)

(NRS)
Isaiah 51:9-10, “Awake, awake, put on strength, O arm of the LORD! Awake, as in days of old, the
generations of long ago! Was it not you who cut Rahab in pieces, who pierced the dragon? 10
Was it not you who dried up the sea, the waters of the great deep; who made the depths of the sea
a way for the redeemed to cross over?” (NRS)
“Canaanite mythology describes how Baal snared Yamm (‘Sea’) in his net. The Babylonian Creation Epic [Enuma Elis] recounts Marduk’s vitory over Tiamat, the fearsome monster Goddess Whom
He catches in His net, kills, and then dismembers. In this passage [Ezekiel 32], also, the (fishing) net is
the Lord’s weapon of choice, and not the hooks of 29:4...The capture takes place before witnesses (‘an
assembly of many people’); indeed, according to the Hebrew Masoretic Text, they...participate in hauling the monster up in God’s dragnet.” (P. 287)
1729

Rabbi Fisch comments that “God has decreed to put an end to the crocodile’s harmful activities
by catching it in His net.” (P. 214) Compare Ezekiel 12:13; 17:20, both of which contain Divine
threats of catching human’s in YHWH’s Divine “net,” but containing no mention of crocodiles.
Hilmer comments that “Earlier it was Zedekiah over whom [YHWH’s] net was thrown (see
Ezekiel 12:13; 17:20; 19:8).” (P. 1270) Yes. YHWH’s treatment of Pharaoh is similar to His
treatment of the king of Israel!
1730

Rabbi Fisch holds that this assembly of many peoples includes “Babylon and her allies.” (P.
214) Compare verses 11 and 12.
1043

^l,_yjia] hd<ßFh' ; ynEïP.-l[;
upon (the) surface of the field I will throw you.1731

~yIm;êVh' ; @A[å-lK' ‘^yl,’[' yTiÛn>K;v.hiw>
And I will cause all (the) bird(s) of the heavens to settle / dwell upon you,

`#r<a")h-' lK' tY:ïx; ^ßM.mi yTiî[.B;f.hiw>
and I will satisfy (the hunger) of all the earth’s wild animal(s) by (devouring) you!
32:5

~yrI+h'h,(-l[; ^ßr>f'B.-ta, yTiît;n"w>
And I will give / place your flesh upon the mountains,

`^t,(Wmr" tAyàaG' Eh; ytiîaLemiW
and I will fill the valleys (with) your lofty stature;1732
32:6

~yrI+h'h,(-la, ^ßm.D"mi ^±t.pc' ' #r<a<ô yti’yqev.hiw>
and I will give drink (to the) earth–your outpouring of your blood upon the mountains;

`&'M,(mi !Waïl.My' I ~yqIßpia]w:
and water-channels will be filled from your (blood).1733
1731

Compare Ezekiel 29:5 with its footnote. Hilmer comments that “[YHWH’s] actions here are
very similar to those described in Ezekiel 29:3-5.” (P. 1270)
1732

Translations of the last phrase of this line vary, from “thy height,” to “your rotting flesh,” to
“your carcass,” to “your remains,” to “your corruption.” Rahlfs has tou/ ai[mato,j sou, “of your
blood.”
1733

Translations of verse 6 vary:
King James, “ I will also water with thy blood the land wherein thou swimmest, even to the mountains;
and the rivers shall be full of thee.”
Tanakh, “I will drench the earth With your oozing blood upon the hills, And the watercourses shall be
filled with your gore.”
(continued...)
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32:71734 ~yIm;êv'

‘^t.AB)k;b. ytiÛySekiw>

And I will cover (the) heavens with your extinguishing,1735

~h,_ybek.Ko)-ta, yTiÞr>D:q.hiw>
and I will darken their stars.

WNS,êk;a] !n"å[B' , vm,v,…
(The) sun with a cloud I will cover it;

1733

(...continued)
New Revised Standard, “I will drench the land with your flowing blood up to the mountains, and the
watercourses will be filled with you.”
New International, “I will drench the land with your flowing blood all the way to the mountains, and
the ravines will be filled with your flesh.”
New Jerusalem, “I shall water the country with what flows from you, with your blood, on the mountainsides, and you will fill the ravines.
Rahlfs, kai. potisqh,setai h` gh/ avpo. tw/n procwrhma,twn sou avpo. tou/ plh,qouj sou evpi.
tw/n ovre,wn fa,raggaj evmplh,sw avpo. sou/, “And the earth will be given to drink from your
excrements; from your fulness upon the mountains I will fill ravines from you!”
Rabbi Fisch, “I will give (the land) to drink of your out-flowing, (that is) from your blood, to the
mountains.”
Rabbi Fisch comments that “The blood of the slain will be poured out upon the land.” (P. 214)
1734

Reimer comments on 32:7-8 that “The ‘cosmic’ scope of the language is obvious in these
heavenly effects of the dragon’s death. The ‘darkness on your land’ again provides allusions to the
exodus story (compare 30:13-19; also Exodus 10:21-23).” (P. 1550)
1735

Rabbi Fisch comments that “According to the Jewish commentators, Egypt is compared to a
great fire which, when extinguished, sends up a cloud of smoke obscuring the sky. Modern interpreters
think rather of a star which is withdrawn from the heavens (compare Isaiah 14:12).” (P. 215)
Hilmer states that the phrase “I will cover the heavens” is “the first of seven clauses threatening
the darkness associated with the day of [YHWH] (see Joel 2:2, 10, 31; 3:15; Amos 5:18-20;
Zephaniah 1:15).” (P. 1271) We agree.

1045

`Ar)Aa ryaiîy"-al{ x;rEßy"w>
and (the) moon will not shine its light.
32:8

~yIm;êVB' ; ‘rAa yrEAaÜm.-lK'
All light bearers in the heavens

^yl,_[' ~rEßyDIq.a;
I will darken over you;

^êc.r>a;-l[;( ‘%v,xo’ yTit;Ûn"w>
and I will give / place darkness over your land.1736

`hwI)hy> yn"ïdoa] ~auÞn>
(It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.
32:91737

~yBi_r: ~yMiä[; bleÞ yTiês.[;k.hi’w>
And I will provoke (the) heart of many peoples,1738

1736

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The day of Divine judgment is often described by the prophets as an
occasion of darkness (compare Isaiah 13:10; Joel 2:10; Amos 8:9).” (P. 215)
1737

Reimer comments on 32:9-10 that “The political dimension is introduced. The more literal
language, along with the reference to ‘My sword,’ provides a transition to the second unit.” (P. 1550)
Darr states that “Verses 9-10 describe the consternation of many peoples when Yahweh beings
news of the dragon’s downfall among the nations and even into the most distant of lands (‘countries you
have not known’). God will appall these many peoples; their kings’ hair will stand on end (see, similarly, 26:15-16 and especially 27:35) when the Lord brandishes ‘My sword’ before them. If so ignominious [disgraceful / shameful) a fate could overtake Pharaoh, then they also are vulnerable to Yahweh’s
sovereign power.” (P. 288)
1738

Hilmer comments that “This and the next verse reflect the fear brought about whenever great
world powers fall, reminding lesser nations that they are even more vulnerable. Compare similar
feelings aroused by Tyre’s fall (26:16-18; 27:35; 28:19).” (P. 1271)
(continued...)
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~yIëAGB; ‘^r>b.vi yaiÛybih]B;
when I bring your breaking among the nations,1739

`~T'([.d:y>-al{) rv,îa] tAcßr"a]-l[;
upon / to lands which you did not know.1740
32:10

~yBiªr: ~yMiä[; ^yl,÷[' yti’AMvih]w:
And I will cause many people to be appalled over you;

r[;f;ê ‘^yl,’[' WrÜ[]f.yI ‘~h,ykel.m;W
and their kings hair will truly bristle over you,

~h,_ynEP.-l[; yBiÞr>x; ypiîp.A[B.
when I cause My sword1741 to fly about upon / before their faces.

Avêp.n:l. vyaiä ‘~y[ig"r>li WdÜr>xw' >
And they will tremble by the moment, each one for his innermost-being / life,

1738

(...continued)
We think the proper fear that should be brought by the fall of world powers is fear of YHWH /
God, Who governs the nations, and punishes them for their failures–usually their pride which causes
them to concentrate on power and wealth, while forgetting the poor and the needy–leading to their
downfall. The way to becoming less vulnerable is to concentrate on sharing wealth and power with the
less fortunate and the needy, taking less thought for personal welfare!
1739

Rabbi Fisch states that “The sense is: ‘when I cause the news of your destruction to come among
the nations.’ The verb is employed similarly to Leviticus 14:2, where he shall be brought unto the
priest should be: ‘it (the information about the condition of the leper) is communicated to the priest,’
since the text continues, And the priest shall go forth out of the camp to make an examination.” (P. 215)
1740

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The dismay aroused by Egypt’s fall will be felt even in countries
unknown to her.” (P. 215)
1741

Rabbi Fisch comments that the phrase “My sword” means “Babylon, the instrument of
[YHWH’s] judgment, as explained in the next verse.” (P. 215) See Ezekiel 21:3.
1047

`^T,(l.P;m; ~AyàB.
on (the) day of your fall.
32:111742

hwI+hy> yn"ådoa] rm;Þa' hKoï yKi²
Because in this way my Lord YHWH spoke:

`^a,(AbT. lb,ÞB-' %l,m,( br<x<ï
(The) sword of (the) king of Babylon will come (to) you (singular)!1743

1742

]

Reimer comments on 32:11-13 that “Yet again the agent of [hwI+hy> yn"ådoa, ‘my Lord YHWH’s’]
punishment is identified as the king of Babylon (verse 11), once again bearing the sword of [YHWH]
(verse 10). Here, the demise of Egypt provides an opportunity for nature to recover from its corrupting
influence, with the ‘waters’ and ‘rivers’ of verse 14 pointing back to the initial picture drawn in verse
2.” (P. 1551)
Matties comments on verses 11-15 that “The pride of Egypt is brought to ruin by the king of
Babylon (see also 29:19). The cosmic waters that are troubled (verse 2) will be cleared of all troubling
feet so that [YHWH] can rejuvenate the waters (verses 13-14). Oil (verse 14) is a symbol of prosperity
(see also Genesis 27:28; Job 29:6). Only with Egypt desolate (verse 15) can hope for the nations
flourish.” (P. 1203)
1743

Hilmer notes that the king of Babylon is Nebuchadnezzar–compare 21:24Heb / 19Eng,

~d"øa-' !b, hT'’a;w>
And you, Son of Adam / Humanity,

~ykiªr"D> ~yIn:åv. Ÿ^ål.-~yfi
place / mark for yourself two ways

lb,êB'-%l,m,( br<x<å ‘aAbl'
for (the) coming of (the) king of Babylon’s sword:

~h,_ynEv. Waåc.yE dx'Þa, #r<a<ïme
from one land the two of them go forth.

varoïB. arEêB' dy"åw>
And create a hand / sign-post at (the) head / beginning:

`arE)B' ry[iÞ-%r<D<)
Way to a City--create (it).
1048

32:12

^n<ëAmh] lyPiäa; ‘~yrIABGI tAbÜr>x;B.
By (the) swords of mighty men, I will cause your crowd to fall–

~L'_Ku ~yIßAg yceîyrI['
terror-striking nations, all of them.1744

~yIr:êc.mi !AaåG>-ta, ‘Wdd>v")w>
And they will destroy Egypt’s pride.

`Hn")Amh]-lK' dm;Þv.nIw>
And all its crowd will be exterminated!
32:13

HT'êm.h,B.-lK'-ta, ‘yTid>b;a]h;(w>
And I will cause to be destroyed all her animal(s),

~yBi_r: ~yIm:å l[;Þme
from upon / beside many waters.1745

dA[ê ‘~d"a-' lg<r<) ~xeÛld' >ti al{’w>
And (the) foot of a human will not stir them up again;1746

1744

Rabbi Fisch notes that the “terror-striking nations” is “a designation for the Babylonians.” (P.
216) We add, the Babylonians “and their allies.” See Ezekiel 28:7.
1745

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The cattle which used to feed along the banks of the Nile and beside
the numerous canals in Egypt will no longer be there, because the desolation of the land will be
complete.” (P. 216)
1746

ê

Rabbi Fisch translates the Hebrew adverb dA[, (odh, by “any more,” then comments that “The
Hebrew word...signifies here, as well as in other passages of Scripture, ‘for a long time’ (Kimchi).” (P.
216) Well, yes...because obviously the Nile and its canals have been trodden by human and animal feet
across the centuries, ever since the time of Ezekiel. Obviously the prophecy can be interpreted as meaning never again will humans or animals tread these waters. Interpreters of biblical prophecies must take
(continued...)
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`~xe(ld' >ti al{ï hm'ÞheB. tAsïr>p;W
and (the) hooves of an animal will not stir them up.1747
32:14

~h,êymeyme( [:yqIåv.a; za'…
Then I will cause their waters to sink;

%yli_Aa !m,V,äK; ~t'ÞArh]n:w>
and their streams / canals like the oil I will cause to walk / run,1748

`hwI)hy> yn"ïdoa] ~auÞn>
–(It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH--

1746

(...continued)
note, and be very careful in their interpretations! A literalist can easily claim this prophecy is a false
prophecy.
1747

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The waters will not be stirred up by the foot of man or beast,
because none will be left in the land.” (P. 216) And of course, we have to think in terms of “for some
time,” not “forever”!
1748

Rabbi Fisch comments that “As a result of the desolation, Egypts’ waters will remain undisturbed
and flow smoothly like a river of oil.” (P. 216)
Texans and Oklahomans will likely interpret this in terms of petroleum oil–something unknown
in biblical times. Ezekiel’s first readers would undoubtedly think in terms of olive oil, with its soothing,
healing properties.
Hilmer comments on “streams flowing like oil” that “Their surface [is] undisturbed by any form
of life. This is the only place in the Bible where this eerie metaphor is used to describe desolation.” (P.
1271)
Darr comments that “Henceforth, neither human feet nor cattle hoofs (see 29:11) will trouble its
abundant Nile waters (as did Pharaoh, the sea monster; see verse 2). As a consequence, the sediment in
their waters will settle, and their streams will run like oil. The motif of streams running like oil is often
associated with paradise, where all is peaceful and harmonious. Here, however, the tranquil waters are a
by-product of the land’s desolation.” (Pp. 288-289)
1050

32:15

hm'ämv' . ~yIr:øc.mi #r<a,’-ta, •yTitiB.
when I make (the) land of Egypt a devastation,

Ha'êl{M.mi #r<a,… hM'ªv;n>W
and a land is made desolate from its fullness;

Hb'_ ybev.Ayæ-lK'-ta, ytiÞAKh;B.
when I strike everyone dwelling in it–

`hw")hy> ynIïa]-yKi( W[ßd>y"w>
And they will know that I (am) YHWH.
32:161749 h'Wnën>Aqåw>

‘ayhi hn"ïyqi

It is a lamentation / funeral dirge, and they will chant it;

Ht'_Aa hN"nEåAqT. ~yIßAGh; tAnðB.
daughters of the nations will chant it,1750
1749

Reimer comments on 32:16 that “The closing verse of the oracle [vision-story] also connects
with verse 2, providing a literary envelope for the whole oracle [vision-story].’ (P. 1551)
1750

Rabbi Fisch notes that “Women used to be engaged professionally to wail.” (P. 218) Compare
Jeremiah 9:16Heb / 17Eng

tAaêbc' . hw"åhy> ‘rm;a' hKoÜ
In this way YHWH of Armies spoke:

tAnàn>Aqm.l; Waïr>qiw> Wn°n>AB)t.hi
Understand! And call for the (professional) mourning women,

hn"ya,_Abt.W
and let them come!

Wxßl.vi tAmïkx' ]h;-la,w>
And to the wise women, send forth,

`hn"aAb)tw' >
and let them come!
(continued...)
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‘Hn"Amh]-lK'-l[;w> ~yIr:Üc.mi-l[;
over / concerning Egypt, and over / concerning all her crowd,

Ht'êAa hN"nEåAqT.
they will chant it.1751

`hwI)hy> yn"ïdoa] ~auÞn>
(It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.1752

1750

(...continued)
Hilmer notes that the “daughters of the nations” means “a world chorus of professional wailers.”
(P. 1271)
But we say, What kind of “lament” or “funeral dirge” is this, to be sung by professional wailers?
There is no grief expressed, no mourning–only condemnation and judgment of Egypt and the prediction
of its destruction in the future!
1751

Rabbi Fisch comments on verse 16 that “As in the beginning (verse 2), so at the conclusion of
the section, emphasis is laid upon the nature of the oracle against Egypt.” (Pp. 216-17)
1752

Darr reflects on 32:1-16 that “Ezekiel, who nowhere deigns to utter Pharaoh’s name, here proclaims yet another scathing punishment against Egypt’s king. To Ezekiel’s mind, any attempt by Judah’s ally on the Nile to interfere with Yahweh’s judgment against Israel is an offense against God, an
example of arrogance so great as to invite Divine judgment; and any attempt by Judah to place faith in
its treaty partner constitutes a betrayal of the fidelity which rightfully belongs only to the Lord. Now,
Jerusalem has been destroyed, and the prophet remains determined to convince his fellow exiles that
Egypt, too, will meet its doom at the Hand of Yahweh by the hand of Nebuchadrezzar...
“Our prophet’s hostility toward Egypt is evident in every verse of the present passage. And when
we understand what was at stake for him–convincing his fellow exiles that Judah’s destruction was no
sign of Divine weakness or apathy, but part of Yahweh’s world-wide plan of judgment, beyond which
Israel could look expectantly toward salvation–we can better see why he spoke as he did. Ezekiel obviously had no theological problem with attributing to God the qualities of a vicious Warrior Who inflicts
upon ‘His’ victims the most gruesome and desolating of punishments, for in his view, presumptuous
nations were an affront to the Lord’s unrivaled sovereignty. Such, after all, was part and parcel of his
ancient Near Eastern worldview and integral to Yahwistic faith. (Consider, for example, the pre-exodus
(continued...)
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Egypt Consigned to the Pit Among the Uncircumcised (32:17-32)
32:17 And it happened in the second year, on the fifteenth (day) to / of the month,
YHWH’s Word was / came to me saying: 32:18 Son of Adam / Humanity, lament over (the)
crowd of Egypt, and cause it to descend--with her and (the) daughters of majestic nations–to (the)
land below, with those descending (to the) pit. 32:19 From whom were you (more) pleasant?
Come down, and be laid to rest with (the) uncircumcised! 32:20 In (the) midst of sword-pierced
corpses they will fall. A sword–it was given. They pulled her, and all her crowd. 32:21 Leaders
of mighty men will speak from (the) midst of sheol with his helpers: They descended; they
slept–the uncircumcised sword-pierced corpses. 32:22 There (is) Assyria, and all her assembly.
All around him, his graves--all of them pierced-corpses, the ones falling by the sword, 32:23
where her graves were given / placed in (the) extreme parts of (the) pit. And her assembly surrounding her grave / burial--all of them pierced-corpses, falling by the sword, who gave / spread
terror in (the) land of (the) living. 32:24 There (is) Eylam, and all her crowd surrounding her
grave / burial--all of them pierced-corpses, the ones falling by the sword, who descended uncircumcised to (the) land below / underworld, who gave / spread terror in (the) land of (the) living.
and they bore their reproach with those descending (to the) pit. 32:25 In (the) midst of piercedcorpses they gave / placed a bed for her [Eylam], with all her crowd surrounding it, her graves,
all of them uncircumcised, sword-pierced-corpses. Because their terror was given in (the) land of
(the) living--and they bore their reproach with those descending (to the) pit, in (the) midst of
pierced-corpses it was given / placed. 32:26 There (is) Meshek, Tubhal,1753 and all her crowd,

1752

(...continued)
plagues inflicted upon Egypt and God’s pre-conquest command that the Israelites utterly exterminate the
indigenous population of Canaan.)
“In my judgment, we who accord the Bible a privileged place within our faith cannot simply
avoid these texts by, for example, fleeing to favorite passages within the New Testament. Oracles
against foreign nations and rulers appear in virtually every prophetic collection within the canon. Their
sheer number alone makes them a presence with which we must contend. Ezekiel’s oracles against
Egypt are fruitfully placed in conversation with, for example, Isaiah 19, and with other biblical texts
(Genesis 12:3; Isaiah 49:6; and John 3:16).
“A nation brought to its knees is a prime candidate for anger, bitter agony, and the desire for
revenge. We hear in Ezekiel’s words the outpouring of his people’s pain; and we listen for God’s Words
in his utterances. But the two cannot simply be equated, as if our ways were God’s ways. Ezekiel himself spoke of Egypt’s limited revival beyond destruction (29:13-16)–an astonishing fact given his acrimony toward that nation. His oracles against the nations are a starting place for fruitful dialogue about
how we, as diverse children of a single God, can work toward the coming of God’s Kingdom on earth, as
it is in heaven.” (Pp. 289-290)
1753

(continued...)
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her graves surrounding him--all of them uncircumcised, sword-pierced ones. Because they
spread their terror in (the) land of (the) living. 32:27 And they will not sleep with (the) mighty
falling men from (the) uncircumcised, who descended (to) sheol with weapons of their war,
and they placed their swords beneath their heads. And their iniquity / guilt (was) upon their
bones. Because (the) terror of mighty men (was) in (the) land of (the) living. 32:28 And you, in
(the) midst of (the) uncirumcised will be broken; and you will sleep / lie with sword-piercedcorpses. 32:29 There (is) Edhom, her kings and all her princes, who were placed in their
strength with sword-pierced-corpses; they, with (the) uncircumcised will sleep / lie, and with
those descending (to the) pit. 32:30 There (are the) princes of (the) north, all of them, and all
(the) Tsidhonians, who descended with (the) pierced-corpses with their terror from their strength,
being ashamed; and they slept, uncirumcised, with sword-pierced-corpses. And they bore their
reproach with those descending (to the) pit. 32:31 Them, Pharaoh will see, and he will be sorry /
have compassion / be consoled over all his crowd, sword-pierced corpses--Pharaoh and all his
army. (It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH. 32:32 Because I placed My terror in (the) land of
(the) living; and he was caused to sleep in (the) midst of (the) uncircumcised, with sword-pierced
corpses--Pharaoh and all his crowd! (It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.
Egypt Consigned to the Pit Among the Uncircumcised (32:17-32)1754
1753

(...continued)
For Meshech and Tubal see Ezekiel 27:13, and 38:2 where they are part of the armies of Gog
from the land of Magog.
Hilmer notes that these were two “peoples and territories in Asia Minor.” (P. 1271)
1754

Rabbi Fisch entitles 32:17-32 “Dirge Over the Nation’s Descent to Sheol.” He quotes Lofthouse
as writing, “As a dirge over the nations of antiquity nothing could be more striking than this passage. In
the last 150 years all the great powers in Ezekiel’s world, except one, had been successively flung down.
No such disasters had ever been crowded into a similar period. Babylon herself, though Ezekiel seems
not to have expected this, is shortly to fall with a like crash. These sixteen verses are the death-song of
the world in which Israel had grown up; in the new world, which was to take its place, the nation of
Israel was to be replaced by the church of Judaism.” (P. 217)
Proud Pharaoh's destiny is the grave--just like it has become the destiny of Assyria, Elam,
Meshech and Tubal, Edom, the princes of the north, and the Sidonians--Pharaoh and his armies need
expect nothing else in their own future!
And what do you make of Lofthouse’s statement that “the nation of Israel was to be replaced by
the church of Judaism”? We say that for sure, Ezekiel looks forward to a grand and glorious future for
Israel, in spite of her sinfulness. It is a future with a new temple, and some will agree that it is “the
church of Judaism.”
(continued...)
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1754

(...continued)
We say, for Isaiah, it will be a spiritual future–a heavenly Jerusalem, an exalted Zion, into which
all peoples and nations are welcomed, to learn YHWH’s ways of peace, and in which Israel plays the
role of YHWH’s “suffering servant,” bearing the sins of others. But for Ezra and Nehemiah, it will be a
physical Jerusalem, with massive walls and gates, reserved for full-blooded Jews alone, with all foreigners and unclean people excluded except for converts--yes, a “church of Judaism,” concentrated on keeping itself pure, fixing its attention on the Torah of Moses, with its 613 commandments–and welcoming a
new David-like king, who will lead Israel in the conquering of all other nations. What do you think?
And, Where does Ezekiel fit in this picture of contrasting views of the “New Israel”? Is his
depiction of the new temple that of an armed camp, with massive defensive walls, and guards at every
entrance to keep out the unclean and unwanted? Or is it a temple with low walls, and massive entrances,
welcoming those who enter, with nothing said of guards? Is it a temple built exclusively for orthodox
Jews? And even if it is, is it a temple which, beneath its doors, the water of life trickles, becoming a
mighty stream, going to and bringing life to the most death-ridden place on earth? We will be asking
this question as we continue in our study of Ezekiel.
Reimer entitles 32:17-32 “Egypt’s Descent to the Pit.” He comments that “The seventh and final
oracle [vision-story] against Egypt–and the last of the entire foreign-nation oracle collection–returns to a
theme introduced briefly in an oracle [vision-story] on the sinking of Tyre in 26:20, and already used
against Egypt in 31:14, 16...
“In a grand finale, all the nations are gathered together in the pit (32:18), in sheol, the place of
the dead. Egypt joins them there, Pharaoh receiving cold comfort from the welcome he receives (verse
31)...Ezekiel is instructed to wail (verse 18), not to ‘lament,’ so this dirge lacks the poetic structure of
the lament genre. After a leading rhetorical question, which serves as a thematic superscription, Egypt’s
reception in sheol is described in terms of the ‘welcoming party’–five nations already languishing there.
In drawing the nations together in this place over which [YHWH] alone has power, Ezekiel again demonstrates [YHWH’s] sovereignty, poised at this juncture of the [Scroll] when Judah’s own death seems
assured.” (P. 1551)
Darr comments that “Verses 19-21 demand the consignment of Pharaoh and his forces to Sheol.
Egypt’s kings anticipated an afterlife abounding in the same pleasures they enjoyed on earth. Hence,
they arranged to be buried with all of the necessities and finery required to sustain them in royal fashion.
Here, however, Ezekiel dooms Pharaoh to the sort of dreary netherworld familiar from biblical, as well
as extra-biblical, texts. Consider, for example, the following excerpt from the Mesopotamian myth ‘The
Descent of Ishtar to the Underworld’:
To Kurnugi, land of (no return], Ishtar daughter of [the God] Sin was [determined] to
go...To the dark house, dwelling of Erkalla’s God, To the house which those who enter cannot
leave, On the road where traveling is one-way only, To the house where those who enter are
(continued...)
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32:17

hn"ëv' hrEåf.[, yTeäv.Bi ‘yhiy>w:)
And it happened in the second year,1755

vd<xo+l; rf'Þ[' hV'îmix]B;
on the fifteenth (day) to / of the month,1756

1754

(...continued)
deprived of light, Where dust is their food, clay their bread. They see no light, they dwell in
darkness...
“In this gloomy, post-mortem existence, the deceased are, in effect, ‘living corpses.’ Conscious,
vocal, and able to experience emotions (e.g., shame, disgrace, consolation), they are segregated according to certain criteria–social standing on earth (e.g., royalty or subjects), the circumstances of their
deaths and burials (e.g., honorable or dishonorable)–and cognizant of new arrivals. But their lives are
only a shadow of former, earthly existence...
“The present passage functions not only as a climax to Ezekiel’s seven pronouncements against
Pharaoh / Egypt, but also (by virtue of its references to other countries) as an apt finale to the oracles
against foreign nations and rulers gathered in chapters 25-32. Consistent with the prophet’s theology
throughout his scroll, it presupposes Yahweh’s absolute control of all peoples throughout their histories
and even beyond death. Unlike the Mesopotamians, for example, who assigned the realm of the dead to
underworld Deities (e.g., King Nergal and Queen Ereshkigal), the prophet asserts that the Lord’s sovereignty extends even to the ‘uttermost parts of the Pit’ (verse 23). Death does not release the nations
from God’s powerful grip.” (Pp. 290-291)
1755

Compare verse 1.
1756

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Presumably the twelfth month as in verse 1, so that there is an
interval of a fortnight [a period of two weeks] between the two communications.” (P. 217) Reimer
agrees, stating that “This oracle [vision-story] occurs two weeks later than the previous one (fifteenth
day, compare ‘first day,’ verse 1).” (P. 1551)

Hilmer notes that this is “the seventh and last oracle against Egypt...No month is given...The
whole year dates from April 13, 586 B.C.E. to April 1. 585 B.C.E. The Septuagint [Rahlfs] suggests
the first month, the 15th day of which would be April 27, 586 B.C.E.” (P. 1271)
1056

`rmo)ale yl;îae hw"ßhy>-rb;d> hy"ïh'
YHWH’s word was / came to me saying:
32:18

WhdE+rIAhw> ~yIr:ßc.mi !Amïh]-l[; hhe²n> ~d"§a-' !B,
Son of Adam / Humanity, lament over (the) crowd of Egypt, and cause it to descend--

~rI±DIa ~yIôAG tAn’b.W Ht'Aaû
with her and (the) daughters of majestic nations–1757

tAYàTix.T; #r<a<ï-la,;
to (the) land below,1758

`rAb) ydEr>Ayð-ta,
with those descending (to the) pit.1759
32:191760

1757

Rabbi Fisch states that “the daughters of the mighty nations” is “a designation for other states and
peoples which experience a similar doom.” (P. 217) See verse 16.
1758

Hilmer states that “the earth below” is the “same as ‘grave’ (sheol) in 31:15.” (P. 1271)
1759

Rabbi Fisch comments that “The dirge is to be uttered before the actual event had occurred, and
will have the effect of bringing it about...
“In the shadowy existence which continues after death in subterranean regions, the nations are
represented as preserving their collective identity.” (P. 217)
1760

Reimer comments on 32:19 that “The rhetorical question with its implied irony alludes to Tyre’s
proud claim in 27:3, but is framed in a way similar to the question posed to Egypt in 31:2b. The Egyptians practiced circumcision, thus their place with the uncircumcised would be cause for deep shame.”
(P. 15512)
1057

T'm.[_n' " yMiÞmi
From whom were you (more) pleasant?1761

`~yli(rE[]-ta, hb'ÞK.v.hw' > hd"ïr>
Come down, and be laid to rest with (the) uncircumcised!1762
32:20

WlPo+yI br<x<ß-ylel.x; %AtïB.
In (the) midst of sword-pierced corpses they will fall.

hn"Tê'nI br<x<å
A sword–it was given.

1761

Translations of this line vary from “Whom dost thou pass in beauty?” to “Whom do you surpass
in beauty,” to “Are you more favored than others?” The Greek translation (Rahlfs) omits the line. We
doubt that the verb used here, T'm.[_n' ", has reference to beauty. Rather, we think, it has reference to being
“pleasant,” “delightful,” “lovely.” That is, it is more of a personality trait, rather than physical beauty.
Perhaps the question means “Whom did you surpass in pleasantness?”
Rabbi Fisch states that “The text has the feminine since Egypt as a nation is addressed. It changes to the masculine when the king is intended. The question implies: even if you were superior to other
great powers, you will not escape their fate.” (P. 217)
1762

The Greek translation (Rahlfs) completely omits verse 19.
Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “Go down.” He comments that it means “Go down to sheol,
despite your having surpassed them.” (P. 217)
For the “uncircumcised,” see Ezekiel 28:10 with its footnote.
Darr comments that “Because both the Phoenicians and the Egyptians practiced circumcision, the
prophet’s threats are best interpreted as metaphors for dishonorable death and burial, respectively. In
this context also, Egypt is not only consigned to the underworld, but also ordered to bed itself among the
ignominious dead–the lest ‘lovely’ of all conceivable surroundings!” (P. 292)
1058

`h'yn<)Amh]-lk'w> Ht'ÞAa Wkïv.m'
They pulled her, and all her crowd.1763
32:21

wyr"+z>[o)-ta, lAaßv. %ATïmi ~yrI±ABgI yleóae Alù-WrB.d:y>
Leaders of mighty men will speak from (the) midst of sheol with his helpers:1764

`br<x")-ylel.x; ~yliÞrE[]h' Wbïk.v' Wd±r.y")
They descended; they slept–the uncircumcised sword-pierced corpses.
32:221765

1763

The last two lines of verse 20 are given varying translations:
King James, “she is delivered to the sword: draw her and all her multitudes.”
Tanakh, “amid those slain by the sword Egypt has been dragged and left with all her masses.”
New Revised Standard, “Egypt has been handed over to the sword; carry away both it and its hordes.”
New International, “The sword is drawn; let her be dragged off with all her hordes.”
New Jerusalem, “(The sword has been given, it has been drawn.) She and all her throngs have fallen.”
Rahlfs, pesou/ntai metV auvtou/ kai. koimhqh,setai pa/sa h` ivscu.j auvtou/, “they will fall with him
and all the strength of his will fall asleep.”
Rabbi Fisch states that The prophet is probably addressing the nations already in sheol, exhorting
them to drag Egypt down into their midst.” (P. 218)
1764

Rabbi Fisch states that “The leaders of the nations already in sheol are represented as speaking
about Pharaoh and his allies on their appearance in their midst, referring to them in the third person in
the words that follow...The Egyptians have been reduced to the same condition as the rest of them.” (P.
218)
1765

Matties comments on 32:22-30 that “Except for Edom, all the nations in Sheol have spread
terror in the land of the living. The expression occurs seven times in verses 22-32.” (P. 1204)
Reimer comments on 32:22-23 that “Assyria is the chief of the slain (compare chapter 31), but
in the uttermost parts of the pit. Ezekiel’s sheol knows gradations of shame, and Assryia’s appears to be
the deepest.” (P. 1551)
1059

Hl'êh'q.-lk'w> ‘rWVa; ~v'Û
There (is) Assyria, and all her assembly.1766

wyt'_rob.qi wyt'ÞAbybi(s.
All around him, his graves--

~yliêl'x] ~L'äKu
all of them pierced-corpses,

`br<x")B, ~yliÞp.NOh;
the ones falling by the sword,
32:23

rAbê-yteK.r>y:B. ‘h'y“t,rob.qi WnÝT.nI rv,’a]
where her graves were given / placed in (the) extreme parts of (the) pit.

Ht'_r"buq. tAbßybis. Hl'êh'q. yhiäy>w:
And her assembly surrounding her grave / burial--

br<x,êB; ~yliäp.nO ‘~ylil'x] ~L'ÛKu
all of them pierced-corpses, falling by the sword,

`~yYI)x; #r<a<ïB. tyTiÞxi Wnðt.n"-rv,a]
who gave / spread terror in (the) land of (the) living.
32:241767
1766

Rabbi Fisch say this is referring to “the nations allied with Assyria.” (P. 218)
Darr states that “Assyria (feminine) is the first of a triad of nations on Ezekiel’s ‘dishonor role’
situated to the north of the Fertile Crescent. She lies, surrounded by the graves of her slain array, in the
deepest recesses of the Pit.” (P. 293)
1767

Reimer comments on 32:24-25 that “Elam, in modern terms bordering southern Iraq to the east,
was not at this time a notable political power. Its inclusion may be to mark a remote eastern edge of the
nations gathered.” (P. 1551)
(continued...)
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Ht'_r"buq. tAbßybis. Hn"ëAmh]-lk'w> ‘~l'y[e ~v'Û
There (is) Eylam,1768 and all her crowd surrounding her grave / burial--

br<x,øB; ~yli’p.NOh; •~ylil'x] ~L'äKu
all of them pierced-corpses, the ones falling by the sword,

tAY©Tix.T; #r<a<å-la, Ÿ~yliärE[] Wdïr>y"-rv,a](
who descended uncircumcised to (the) land below / underworld,

~yYIëx; #r<a<åB. ‘~t'yTixi WnÝt.n" rv,’a]
who gave / spread terror in (the) land of (the) living.1769

1767

(...continued)
Hilmer notes that Elam was “a country east of Assyria; in present-day Iran.” (P. 1271)
1768

Rabbi Fisch notes that Elam, “Once a mighty power, she became subordinated to Assyria. The
prophet refers to the time when she was great and powerful.” (P. 218)
Darr states that “The prophet Isaiah portrayed Elam, the second of Ezekiel’s nations in Sheol, as
a violent nation accomplished in archery and chariotry (Isaiah 22:6).” (P. 293)
1769

Rabbi Fisch says to compare Isaiah 22:6 for Elam’s military prowess. An oracle against Elam is
found in Jeremiah 49:35-39.” (P. 219)
35
tAaêbc' . hw"åhy> ‘rm;a' hKoÜ
In this way YHWH of Armies spoke:

~l'_y[e tv,q<å-ta, rbeÞvo ynIïn>hi
Look at Me–breaking Eylam’s bow–

`~t'(r"WbG> tyviÞarE
beginning / first / chief of their strength / might!
36

tAxªWr [B;är>a; ~l'÷y[e-la, yti’abehew>
And I will bring to Eylam four winds,

~yIm;êVh' ; tAcåq. ‘[B;r>a;m(e
from (the) four ends of the heavens,
(continued...)
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1769

(...continued)

hL,ae_h' tAxårUh' lkoßl. ~ytiêrizEåw>
and I will scatter them to / by all these winds--

~v'Þ aAbïy"-al{) rv,²a] yAGëh; hy<åh.yI-al{)w>
and there will not be the nation where it will not come there--

`Î~l'(y[eÐ ¿~l'A[À yxeîD>nI
those driven out (from) Eylam.
37

~h,øybey>ao ynE’p.li ~l'y[eû-ta, yTiäT;x.h;w>
And I will dismay / terrify Eylam before their enemies,

~v'ªp.n: yveäq.b;m. ŸynEåp.liw>
and before those seeking their innermost-being / life!

h['²r" Ÿ~h,óyle[] yti’abehew>
And I will bring over / against them evil--

yPiÞa; !Arïx]-ta,
My anger’s heat!

hw"+hy>-~aun>
(It is) a saying of YHWH!

br<x,êh;-ta, ~h,yrEx]a;( yTiÛx.L;viw>
And I will send forth after them the sword

`~t'(Aa ytiÞALK; d[;î
until My finishing them!
38

~l'_y[eB. yaiÞs.ki yTiîm.f;w>
And I will place My throne in Eylam,

~yrIßfw' > %l,m,î ~V'²mi yTiîd>b;a]h;w>
and I will destroy from there king and officials–

`hw")hy>-~aun>
(it is) a saying of YHWH!
39

~ymiªY"h; tyrIåx]a;B. Ÿhy"åhw' >
And it will happen in (the) latter part of the days--

~l'Þy[e ÎtWbïv.Ð ¿tybiv.À-ta, Îbyvi²aÐ' ¿bWva'À
I will cause to return (the) captivity of Eylam--

`hw")hy>-~aun>
(it is) a saying of YHWH!
1062

`rAb) ydEr>Ayð-ta, ~t'ÞM'lik. Waïf.YIw:
and they bore their reproach with those descending (to the) pit.
32:251770

‘Hl' bK'îv.mi Wn’t.n" ~ylil'x]û %AtåB.
In (the) midst of pierced-corpses they gave / placed a bed for her [Eylam],

h't,_rob.qi wyt'ÞAbybi(s. Hn"ëAmh]-lk'B.
with all her crowd surrounding it, her graves,

br<x,‡-ylel.x; ~yliärE[] ~L'äKu
all of them uncircumcised, sword-pierced-corpses.

~yYI©x; #r<a<åB. ~t'øyTixi !T;’nI-yKi(
Because their terror was given in (the) land of (the) living--

rAbê ydEr>Ayæ-ta, ‘~t'M'lik. WaÜf.YIw:
and they bore their reproach with those descending (to the) pit,

`!T'(nI ~yliÞl'x] %AtïB.
in (the) midst of pierced-corpses it was given / placed.
32:261771 Hn"ëAmh]-lk'w>

‘lb;Tu %v,m,Û ~v'ä

There (is) Meshek, Tubhal,1772 and all her crowd,
1770

Rabbi Fisch states that “Much of this verse [25] reproduces the preceding. Lofthouse remarks:
‘These repetitions have a special and surprising literary effectiveness.’” (P. 219)
1771

Reimer comments on 32:26-27 that “‘Not...with the mighty’ implies that residence in sheol
includes distinctions of shame and honor (compare 32:22-23).” (P. 1552)
1772

For Meshech and Tubal see Ezekiel 27:13, and 38:2 where they are part of the armies of Gog
from the land of Magog.
Hilmer notes that these were two “peoples and territories in Asia Minor.” (P. 1271)
(continued...)
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h'yt,_Arb.qi wyt'ÞAbybi(s.
her graves surrounding him--

br<x,ê ylel.xuäm. ‘~ylirE[] ~L'ÛKu
all of them uncircumcised, sword-pierced ones.

`~yYI)x; #r<a<ïB. ~t'ÞyTixi Wnðt.n"-yKi(
Because they spread their terror in (the) land of (the) living.
32:27

~yli_rE[]me ~yliÞp.nO ~yrIêABGI-ta, ‘WbK.v.yI al{Üw>
1773

And they will not sleep with (the) mighty falling men from (the) uncircumcised,

•~T'm.x;l.mi-yle(k.Bi lAaåv.-Wd)r>y" rv,äa]
who descended (to) sheol with weapons of their war,

~h,ªyvear" tx;T;ä ~t'øAbr>x;-ta, Wn’T.YIw:
and they placed their swords beneath their heads.1774

~t'êAmc.[;-l[; ‘~t'nOwO*[] yhiÛT.w:
And their iniquity / guilt (was) upon their bones.

1772

(...continued)
Darr comments that “In the present passage...Ezekiel depicts Meshech-Tubal also as a dangerous
northern power of the past. Consigned to Sheol, it lies with the graves of its uncircumcised and slain
horde all about it on account of the terror they spread on earth.” (Pp. 293-294)
1773

Rabbi Fisch comments that “Meshech and Tubal meet with a more humiliating end than the other
nations. The latter, once warlike powers, descend to sheol with their military equipment; but Meshech
and Tubal rest among those stripped of their arms. It is not stated what were their exceptional iniquities
which earned for them this special fate.” (P. 219)
1774

Darr states that “Verse 27 contrasts Meshech-Tubal’s disgrace with the apparently honorable
burial of an obscure fourth group...They were buried with their weapons; their swords lie beneath their
heads (a practice otherwise unattested) and their shields (Masoretic Hebrew Text, ‘their iniquities’) upon
their bones...The identity of these fallen warriors remains a mystery.” (P. 294)
1064

`~yYI)x; #r<a<ïB. ~yrIßABGI tyTiîxi-yKi(
Because (the) terror of mighty men (was) in (the) land of (the) living.
32:281775

rb;îVT' i ~yli²rE[] %AtôB. hT'ªa;w>
And you,1776 in (the) midst of (the) uncirumcised will be broken;

`br<x")-ylel.x;-ta, bK;Þv.tiw>
and you will sleep / lie with sword-pierced-corpses.
32:291777

h'ya,êyfin>-lk'w> ‘h'y“k,l'm. ~Adªa/ hM'vä'
There (is) Edhom,1778 her kings and all her princes,

br<x"+-ylel.x;-ta, ~t'Þr"Wbg>bi WnðT.nI-rv,a]
who were placed in their strength with sword-pierced-corpses;

WbK'Þv.yI ~yliîrE[]-ta, hM'he²
they, with (the) uncircumcised will sleep / lie,

1775

Reimer comments on 32:28 that “The focus of the mourning returns briefly to address Egypt
directly.” (P. 1552)
1776

Rabbi Fisch holds that the second person pronoun, hT'ªa;, “you,” means “Pharaoh.” (P. 220)
1777

Reimer comments on 32:29-30 that “Edom (verse 29; see 25:12-14) and the Sidonians (32:30;
see 28:20-23) were Judah’s near neighbors to the east and northwest respectively.” (P. 1552)
1778

For Edom, see Ezekiel 25:12. For Edom’s kings and princes, see Genesis 36:31-33.
Darr comments that “Having described the post-mortem circumstances of three once-powerful
Mesopotamian kingdoms, Ezekiel turns to Syro-Palestinian peoples. Edom, Israel’s neighbor / adversary
to the south was roundly condemned in 25:12-14 for acting vengefully against the nation of Judah. A
second oracle against Edom will appear in chapter 35.” (P. 294)
1065

`rAb) ydEr>yOð-ta,w>
and with those descending (to the) pit.
32:30

~L'ÞKu !Ap±c' ykeîysin> hM'vä'
There (are the) princes of (the) north, all of them,1779

ynI+doci(-lk'w>
and all (the) Tsidhonians,1780

~yliªl'x]-ta, Wdår>y"-rv,a]
who descended with (the) pierced-corpses

~yviêAB ‘~t'r"Wb)g>mi ~t'ÛyTixiB.
with their terror from their strength, being ashamed;

br<x,ê-ylel.x;-ta, ‘~ylirE[] WbÜK.v.YIw:
and they slept, uncirumcised, with sword-pierced-corpses.

`rAb) ydEr>Ayð-ta, ~t'ÞM'lik. Waïf.YIw:
And they bore their reproach with those descending (to the) pit.
32:311781
1779

Rabbi Fisch notes that “Ehrlich agrees with Kimchi in interpreting the phrase of the Babylonian
satellite kings. The prophet is then deliberately vague because he was living in Babylon. Many moderns
understand it as the rulers of Syria.” (P. 220)
1780

Rabbi Fisch states that this is “a general term for the Phoenicians.” (P. 220)
1781

Reimer comments on 32:31-32 that “The oracle [vision-story / vignette] returns full circle
(compare verses 18-21), affirming Pharaoh’s destiny.” (P. 1552)
Matties states that “Pharaoh, too, has spread terror. He and his military hordes will commiserate
with others in Sheol over their collective fate. Since [YHWH] judges all nations, the demise of
(continued...)
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~x;ÞnIw> h[oêr>p; ha,är>yI ‘~t'Aa
Them, Pharaoh will see, and he will be sorry / have compassion / be consoled1782

‘br<“x,-ylel.x; ÎAn=Amh]Ð ¿hnOAmh]À-lK'-l[;
over all his crowd,1783 sword-pierced corpses--

Alêyxe-lk'w> h[oår>P;
Pharaoh and all his army.

`hwI)hy> yn"ïdoa] ~auÞn>
(It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.
32:32

~yYI+x; #r<a<åB. ÎytiÞyTixiÐ ¿AtyTixiÀ-ta, yTit;în"-yKi(
Because I placed My terror1784 in (the) land of (the) living;

1781

(...continued)
oppressive military powers is a rhetorical portrait intended to inspire hope in Ezekiel’s exilic community.” (P. 1204)
1782

Rabbi Fisch’s translation has “shall be comforted.” He comments that in Ezekiel 21:16 the foreign nations derive comfort from Egypt’s eclipse; here Egypt expresses sorrow / compassion at the sight
of others having shared her doom.” (P. 220)
Darr states that “When Pharaoh sees them i.e. the dishonorable circumstances of both large and
small nations), he will be consoled concerning all his horde...Pharaoh takes solace in the knowledge that
other kingdoms also suffer his ignominious end.” (P. 295)
1783

The Masoretes offer two readings: first, the kethibh, “what is written,” hnOAmh]; and second, the
qere, “to be read,”

An=Amh]–correction of a mistaken spelling.

1784

The Masoretes offer two readings: first, the kethibh, “what is written,” AtyTix,i “his terror”; and

i

second, the qere, “to be read,” ytiÞyTix, “My terror.”
(continued...)
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~yli÷rE[] %At’B. •bK;v.huw>
and he was caused to sleep in (the) midst of (the) uncircumcised,

br<x,ª-ylel.x;-ta,
with sword-pierced corpses--

hnOëAmh]-lk'w> ‘h[or>P;
Pharaoh and all his crowd!1785

`hwI)hy> yn"ïdoa] ~auÞn>
(It is) a saying of my Lord YHWH.1786

1784

(...continued)
Translations of this line vary:
King James, “For I have caused my terror in the land of the living”;
Tanakh, “I strike terror into the land of the living”;
New Revised Standard, “For he spread terror in the land of the living”;
New International, “Although I had him spread terror in the land of the living”;
New Jerusalem, “For having spread terror through the world of the living, he...”
Rahlfs, o[ti de,dwka to.n fo,bon auvtou/ evpi. gh/j zwh/j , “because I have given the fear of him upon
a land of life.”
Rabbi Fisch comments that “Ultimately it is [YHWH’s] might that prevails in the world. The
kethibh reads ‘his (Pharaoh’s) terror.’” (P. 220)
Obviously, with the Masoretic note, there is great ambiguity in this text. And we wonder, did the
Masoretes reject what is written because it gave them difficulty theologically, or because they had
textual evidence to choose the qere?
1785

Darr comments that “With this statement, Ezekiel ascribes to God the dread-inducing power
Egypt’s king has wielded on earth. Now, he and all his multitude will be laid to rest amongst Sheol’s
least reputable residents (verse 32b).” (P. 295)
1786

Darr reflects on chapter 32 that it is Ezekiel’s “longest treatment of life beyond earthly existence. Ezekiel’s Sheol (netherworld, Pit) is not ‘hell’–a place of eternal punishment, supervised by Satan,
to which the condemned wicked are consigned. Its residents are not tortured, although the dishonorably
dead and buried are aware of their status and suffer shame on account of it...
(continued...)
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1786

(...continued)
“Other biblical texts inform us that the netherworld was regarded as the final resting place of all
people, the wicked and the righteous [we think there are texts that predict the entrance of YHWH’s
people into His heavenly home]. One thinks, for example, of the deceased judge / prophet Samuel,
whom the medium at Endor brought up out of the ground at King Saul’s command (1 Samuel 28:3-19).
To judge from the present passage, Sheol consisted of separate levels, sections, or compartments.
Ezekiel’s almost exclusive focus upon its most disgraceful denizens precludes consideration of its better
quarters...
“We can assume that many who witnessed Ezekiel in action, as well as his readers, ancient and
modern, knew of the extraordinary efforts of Egypt’s kings to provide themselves, their families, and
high-ranking officials with the goods, services, and security required for a comfortable, even abundant,
afterlife–witness the pyramid complex at Giza, a wonder of the ancient world. Ezekiel’s consignment of
Pharaoh and his horde to the depths of the Pit eviscerates their expectations in the Judeans’ eyes and
places Egypt’s fate in Yahweh’s hands. It, like other nations–great and small–is God’s property and can
be disposed of as the Lord sees fit. [I remind the reader of Isaiah’s vision in Isaiah 25 concerning the
great feast YHWH is preparing for all people and nations, at which death will be swallowed up forever,
and all tears will be removed from humanity’s eyes.]
“For all his ire against his own people, Ezekiel never threatens the house of Israel with the ignominious fate in Sheol that has befallen, or soon will overtake, other nations. Again, we observe what
might be called a ‘pastoral’ agenda undergirding his words. His fellow exiles learn, in no uncertain
terms, that the power of their God extends beyond Israel to determine the destinies of all people from
beginning to end. The collapse of Judah and Jerusalem’s destruction were most easily (if most painfully) interpreted as a sign of Yahweh’s weakness or apathy. But the prophet insists that this is a wrong
reading of history. We are astonished by the strength and tenacity of his faith.” (Pp. 295-296)
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